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FOREWORD
‘The woodland scenery becomes still more
attractive as the city is approached and the sylvan
loveliness of the Frome Valley at Stapleton and
Frenchay, of Kingsweston, Blaise Castle and Combe
Dingle are fully appreciated by the people.’ in The
Bristol Flora, J.W.White (1912).
In 1991, six local authorities and two national bodies came
together with a single ambition: to create a new, exciting
landscape in and around Bristol and its surrounding towns
and villages.This would not simply be a cosmetic exercise
of tree planting in the green belt but would be a new
vision of diverse farmland, spaces for recreation and
leisure, recreation routes, wildlife habitats and woodlands
‘on the doorstep’ serving a wide range of purposes for
the benefit of the whole community. This ambition was
welcomed by the public and work began on turning the
vision into reality.
This plan outlines the vision for the Forest of Avon. It is
ambitious and far reaching; a massive project, which will
test the commitment, enthusiasm and skills of the whole
community. It will not be easy, though the prize is no less
than improving the quality of life for hundreds of
thousands of people into the future.
Thinking 50 or more years ahead is not easy, yet many of
the landscapes we now enjoy are a result of the
imagination and determination of eighteenth and
nineteenth-century designers.
We look forward to working with you in the future to
create the Forest of Avon.

Mark Durk
Forest Director
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INTRODUCTION
This review of the Forest Plan has been prepared by the
Forest of Avon team on behalf of the Countryside Agency,
the Forestry Commission, Bristol City Council Bath and
North East Somerset Council, North Somerset Council
and South Gloucestershire Council.

Implementation
Indicates who will be involved in taking the Plan and vision
forward, how this can be done and some of the key tasks,
targets and costs.

It is a non-statutory plan (it has no legal powers) and it is
essential that the community forest concept and its
implementation is properly embedded into the formal
planning system at regional, strategic and local levels.

Public consultation

The Plan aims to:
■

introduce and explain the concept of community
forests and their national context;

■

describe the character of the Forest of Avon area
and show how the Community Forest will enhance
it;

■

identify strategies and priorities needed to turn the
idea into reality;

■

show how the Forest will contribute to the area’s
sustainability and biodiversity;

■

show who will lead the Forest and make it happen;

■

invite and encourage local people from all sections
of the community to have their say and to help to
make the Forest a reality.

Originally, a draft of this Plan was published in June 1994.
This was circulated to a wide range of organisations and
individuals to ensure that the Plan responded to people’s
needs and concerns. A summary of the comments was
published in the Report on Consultation and, where
possible, these views have been built into the Forest Plan.
This review, carried out in 1999-2000 has consulted a
range of partners and local communities and has been
adopted by the local authorities and national partners.
Forest of Avon
Ashton Court Visitors Centre
Ashton Court Estate
Long Ashton
Bristol
BS41 9JN
Tel: 0117 953 2141
Fax: 0117 953 2143
E-mail: admin@forestofavon.org.uk
Web:
www.forestofavon.org.uk

The Plan’s contents
The Plan explains what community forests are, describes
the area, outlines proposals and priorities and suggests how
the Plan will be put into action. It is in five main parts:
National Context
Explains the background to the community forest concept
and how the Forest of Avon is part of the national family.
Local Context
Describes the study area both geographically and by main
topics, and highlights what is already happening.
Forest-wide Vision
Introduces the vision for the Forest, showing what it could
be like, topic by topic.
Forest Strategies
Puts forward proposals for each of the Forest’s
management areas, showing what could happen and where.
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National Context
1. ‘Forests for the community’
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CHAPTER 1 - Forests for the Community
1.1

1.2

1.3

To many people the word “forest” conjures up an
image of dense, closely grown trees stretching as
far as the eye can see. Eight-hundred years ago, in
mediaeval times, it meant something quite different.
Then, the great forests of England were not only
trees, but a magnificent mix of woods, heaths,
farmland, wetlands, ponds and streams. Here also
were settlements - hamlets, villages and small towns
- where people lived and worked. Today, the
concept of Community Forests is breathing new life
into this ancient meaning of the word. This echo
from our past is now set to become a signpost to a
better future.
Community Forests cover large areas around the
edges of towns and cities. They are not continuous
plantings of trees but a rich mosaic of wooded
landscapes and land uses including farmland, villages,
leisure enterprises, nature areas and public open
space. The aim is to create well-wooded
landscapes for wildlife, work and education, with
new opportunities for recreation, all on the
doorstep of half of England’s population.
The Forests for the Community programme which
consists of 12 Community Forests in England is
now over five years into implementation.
Established by the Countryside Agency (then the
Countryside Commission) and the Forestry
Commission in partnership with a wide range of
local partners, much has been achieved in the first
few years. In total over 6,000 hectares of new
woodland planting has been created, along with
numerous benefits to the landscape and to local
people. Importantly, Community Forests have
become a mainstay of environmentally-led
regeneration and sustainability.

Each Community Forest has a non-statutory plan,
approved by Government, which describes the proposals
for developing that forest over the next 30 years and
guides its implementation.
1.4

In each forest the Countryside Agency, the Forestry
Commission and 58 local authorities have
appointed dedicated project teams to oversee
implementation. Many other national and local
organisations from the public, private and voluntary
sectors have become involved and are now
supporting the partnerships. All are valued
partners, critical to the success of the forests.

Aim and Objectives
1.5

The aim of the national programme of Community
Forests is to achieve major environmental
improvements around towns and cities, creating
beautiful areas rich in wildlife, with associated
provision for access, leisure and education, thereby
making them more attractive places in which to
live, do business and enjoy leisure time.

1.6

The corporate objectives agreed by the
Department of Environment,Transport and the
Regions and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries
and Food which each Community Forest has
adopted are:
■

To regenerate the environment of the Green Belt
and equivalent areas, where it is public policy to
keep it open, and help to ensure that it is
permanently green and open.

■

To improve the landscape of the area, including
reclamation of derelict land, to create a visually
exciting and functionally diverse environment.

■

To increase opportunities for sport and recreation,
including artistic and cultural events, and access.

■

To protect areas of high quality landscape or
historical or archaeological interest.

■

To protect sites of nature conservation value and
create new opportunities for nature conservation.

■

To provide new opportunities for educational use of
the area, and ensure the mosaic of habitats in the
forest can be used for the full range of environmental
education needs of the surrounding schools. Also to
ensure that urban schools are not disadvantaged in
meeting the needs of the National Curriculum.

The 12 Community Forests are:
Forest of Avon around Bristol
Forest of Marston Vale to the south of Bedford
Forest of Mercia in southern Staffordshire
Great North Forest in south Tyne and Wear and northeast Durham
Great Western Community Forest around Swindon
Greenwood Community Forest north of Nottingham
Mersey Forest on Merseyside
Red Rose Forest in Greater Manchester
South Yorkshire Forest near Sheffield
The Tees Forest around Cleveland
Thames Chase to the east of London
Watling Chase in south Hertfordshire/north London
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■

To protect the best agricultural land and increase
opportunities for farm diversification elsewhere in
accordance with Government agricultural and local
planning policies.

■

To establish a supply of timber and other woodland
products.

6,000 hectares were planted throughout the 12
forests.

Current policy framework

■

To achieve a high level of local community
commitment to the concept and involvement in its
implementation.

■

To give public and private sector confidence in the
long-term prospects for the area and to provide a
proper base for investment.

■

To improve the environment near housing and local
industry and to increase the value of properties
and businesses.

■

To seek private sector support to implement the
forest and to invest in leisure and other relevant
service sectors.

■

To create jobs in the new woodland industries,
both management of woodland and use of the raw
materials.

■

1.7

1.8

To create jobs in the leisure industry developed in
and around the Community Forest.

■

To sustain other local jobs by providing an
outstanding environment as a comparative
economic advantage over competitor areas.

■

To complement the Government’s priorities for
inner cities, by providing for associated leisure and
open space needs at the physically closest locations.

■

To remain flexible in the light of changes, such as in
the leisure market.
In 1998 the DETR carried out an evaluation of the
first five years of the Forests for the Community
programme. The conclusions were positive and
confirmed the success of the first five years of
implementation. It also confirmed that the
objectives remain valid.
Existing tree cover within the 12 forests at the
start of the programme averaged 6.9%, with an
average of 170 hectares of woodland planted each
year. The aim is to increase tree cover to about
30% over about 30 years. This implies a significant
increase in tree planting. In the first five years,

1.9

As the Community Forests develop, so too does the
policy framework which embraces them.
Community Forests have pioneered an approach to
regeneration through community-based
partnerships that give them life well into the 21st
century. They are well placed to respond to future
policy changes across a broad spectrum of interests,
including environmental, economic and social.

1.10 Internationally, the Rio Earth Summit of 1992
acknowledged the essential nature of forestry for
the well-being of the planet and marked the first
ever global agreement on forest principles. The
need to make future development sustainable was
clearly recognised. Community Forests embrace
the government’s four objectives for sustainable
development:
■

social progress which recognises the needs of
everyone;

■

effective protection of the environment;

■

prudent use of natural resources; and

■

maintenance of high and stable levels of economic
growth and employment.

1.11 Nationally, the Government has begun a
programme of devolution in Scotland and Wales,
and regionalisation in the creation of regional
development agencies in England. There has also
been an increasing emphasis on ‘sustainability’ as a
fundamental attribute of government-funded
regeneration and development programmes. The
Community Forests offer the regional development
agencies a tried and tested model that combines a
strategic mechanism for delivering environmental
improvement alongside sustainable economic
regeneration.
1.12 Community Forests operate in a climate of
Common Agricultural Policy reform through
Agenda 2000 which is designed to pave the way for
European Union enlargement and, in relation to
agriculture, to address international trade concerns
by bringing EU farm prices nearer to world market
prices. This simplification of the Common
Agricultural Policy is a further step towards

9
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decoupling farm support from production, and pave
the way for a new “second pillar of the CAP”
designed to promote environmental action, forestry
and rural development.
1.13 The introduction of the new Rural Development
Regulation provides the framework for making
rural development a “second pillar” of the CAP as
more resources are diverted from mainstream CAP
support. The Regulation is a small step in the
transition towards fully integrating agricultural
policy with rural policy to meet the environmental,
social and economic needs of rural areas. The
Regulation brings together nine separate measures
into a single framework which provides the
foundation on which to build a long term,
integrated, rural policy, linking agriculture, forestry
and support for the wider rural economy.

framework of the Countryside Agency will allow it
to make full use of the Community Forests as testbeds for a wide range of policies.

Forestry Commission
1.17 The Government decided following devolution that
the Forestry Commission would continue to be the
department with responsibility for forestry
throughout Great Britain. The Forestry
Commission is now organised to meet the
requirements of devolution with structures in place
to serve the needs of England, Scotland and Wales,
while drawing upon central resources where
needed. These arrangements allow the Forestry
Commission to develop policies tailored to the
particular needs and circumstances of each country.
In England this will involve building on the England
Forestry Strategy, launched in December 1998.

Countryside Agency
1.14 On 1 April 1999 the Countryside Commission
became the Countryside Agency, merging with
elements of the Rural Development Commission.
The Countryside Agency is the new statutory body
working:
■

to conserve and enhance the countryside;

■

to promote social equity and economic
opportunity for the people who live there; and

■

to help everyone, wherever they live, to enjoy this
national asset.

1.15 The Countryside Commission’s publication England’s
Trees and Woods (1993) expresses the Agency’s
overall policy and remains valid as a context for
increasing tree cover in England, especially through
the principles of multi-purpose forestry embraced by
the Community Forests. A new policy context for
the regeneration of the countryside in and around
towns, Linking Towns and Country, was published in
March 1999, in which the multi-purpose, strategic,
community-based partnerships pioneered by
Community Forests are flagships.
1.16 The Countryside Agency’s objectives cover the full
breadth of sustainable development - social,
economic and environmental - and the Agency
intends to use Community Forests to test
innovative approaches. The urban and rural white
papers published in 2000 are very important in
setting the context for this work. The broad

10

1.18 The England Forestry Strategy sets out the
Government’s strategic priorities and programmes
over the next five to ten years. It demonstrates
the strengthened commitment to social forestry in
England as well as focusing on areas of greatest
opportunity and need. The strategy has four key
programmes: Forestry for Rural Development;
Forestry for Economic Regeneration; Forestry for
Recreation, Access and Tourism and Forestry for
the Environment and Conservation. The delivery of
these programmes can be greatly assisted through
the Community Forest programme and the Forests
will remain major partners with the Forestry
Commission in achieving these goals. The
Community Forests are therefore seen as a major
delivery mechanism to achieve large scale, multipurpose, sustainable forestry where it is most
required.
1.19 Forest Enterprise, together with the Forestry
Commission, have set up the Land Regeneration
Unit, with the aim of greater involvement in
restoring derelict land, targeting, where possible,
within the Community Forest areas. This
innovative approach is opening up a significant
number of opportunities where substantial areas of
new woodlands are already planned or under way.
1.20 The Countryside Agency and the Forestry
Commission remain committed to the Forests for
Community programme. They will continue to be
national lead partners. Their roles as national lead
partners are undiminished.
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Funding Regimes
1.21 Creating Community Forests is not dependent
upon large-scale changes in land ownership. The
main approach is to encourage farmers, landowners
and businesses to consider the opportunities which
the forests might present, while at the same time
recognising the essential role that productive and
profitable farming will continue to have for the
landscape, wildlife and recreation within the
community forest areas.
1.22 Finance for the development of Community Forests
comes from a number of sources. Grants from the
Forestry Commission, the Countryside Agency,
MAFF, the DETR and other bodies help with
planting, management, restoration of derelict land
and provision of facilities for sport and recreation.
Further money comes from local government and
industry. Private investment will be attracted from
companies who see a market potential such as
those for wood products or in the leisure sector.
Resources from the voluntary sector have an
equally valuable role. Sound business partnerships
are the key for those responsible for planning,
developing and managing a Community Forest.
1.23 Since the establishment of the programme,
Community Forests have drawn in substantial funds
from other sources such as the National Lottery,
Europe, landfill tax, business sponsorship,
developers’ contributions for projects on the
ground, and donations from charitable trusts for
land acquisitions and tree planting. The gearing
ratio, for example, of the Countryside Agency’s
expenditure on Community Forest teams and
project work is excellent. The forests are well
placed to make the most of new funding
opportunities, offering strategic vision, local,
regional and national partnerships and a proven
record of delivery.

Conclusion
1.24 Community Forests will take 30 years to mature,
perhaps 30 years to develop, but the improvements
are already tangible. We will not reap all the
advantages in one lifetime, but significant benefits will
flow from the early years. Community Forests will
be a legacy for the future, to be used, cherished and
enjoyed by our children and our children’s children.
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Local Context
2. Planning the Forest of Avon
3. The Forest area today
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CHAPTER 2 - Planning the Forest of Avon
This part of the Plan briefly describes the Forest
area as it is today in terms of its attributes and
deficiencies as they relate to Forest objectives. It
draws on local research carried out by the team,
volunteers, partners, consultants and local groups.

2.4

A small project team was appointed in early 1992
based with Avon County Council for an initial
period of three years to:

It also describes how the Forest of Avon, originally
named the Bristol/Avon Community Forest, has
developed to date and how the Forest is being
guided by the two national partners, the local
authorities and other local organisations. The
process of prior consultation and the involvement
of key groups and organisations in producing the
Plan is set out.

■

prepare the Forest Plan;

■

promote the Forest concept;

■

seek the co-operation, involvement and partnership
of private landowners, farmers and tenants;

■

provide advice, expertise and access to grants;

2.1

■

involve and work with schools, local communities,
voluntary groups and individuals.

2.2

2.3

14

The local team

In 1990, consultants were asked by the Countryside
Commission to identify the area in which a
Community Forest could be established around
Bristol and to indicate the potential time-scale for
its achievement. Given that only some 4% of the
land area identified as potentially available for
woodland planting is in public ownership, the
consultants recommended that a community forest
around Bristol was feasible but that it might take 50
years to achieve. The need for adequate incentives
to encourage the farming community to become
involved was also highlighted.
Following the consultant’s report, the Countryside
Commission published, in 1990, a discussion paper,
A Community Forest for Bristol?, which invited
comment and support for the concept. Responses
were overwhelmingly positive, particularly from
local residents, though some reservations were
expressed about the role of development in
creating the Forest, about funding and the likely
competition between organisations, and the
potential threat to wildlife habitats. At this point
the local authorities (Avon County Council, Bristol
City Council, Kingswood Borough Council,
Northavon District Council,Wansdyke District
Council and Woodspring District Council) prepared
a formal bid to the Countryside Commission and
the Forestry Commission to establish a community
forest for Bristol/Avon.
The bid was accepted by the Commissions and
subsequently announced by the Department of the
Environment and MAFF ministers as part of the
community forest programme. A formal
partnership of the six local authorities, the
Countryside Commission and the Forestry
Authority was created through the signing of a
Memorandum of Agreement.

Consultation
2.5

In order to elicit views about the Forest, to open
up debate and raise awareness and understanding,
the partners launched a discussion document,
Opportunities for the Future, in April 1993. This
was distributed widely amongst farmer’s groups,
interest groups, local councils and community
groups. Displays were toured round a number of
libraries, shopping centres and supermarkets over a
two-month period. The feedback from this
exercise helped to guide the writing of a draft
Forest Plan.

Launching the Draft Plan June 1994
2.6

In parallel with the public displays, five topic groups
were assembled in order to support in-depth
discussion about key elements of the Forest
concept as applied to the Bristol/Avon area. Over
40 locally based organisations were involved,
representing community, farming, informal
recreation, sports, landscape, wildlife, heritage, arts,
education and statutory interests.These topic
groups covered:
■
■
■
■
■

farming and woodlands
arts, education and culture
sport and recreation
access
landscape, heritage and wildlife
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2.7

Each group met on three occasions and produced
brief reports on their area of interest, which
provided valuable initial input to the draft plan. The
groups met subsequently to discuss more detailed
input to the draft plan and now form an important
nucleus of people with a high level of understanding
of, and commitment to, the Forest.

2.8

In June 1994 a Draft Forest Plan was published and
an extensive public consultation exercise carried
out. Events, presentations, displays and open days
were held to raise awareness of the Forest and to
invite feedback. Comments and suggestions from
public consultation have helped in the production
of the first edition of this plan which was adopted
by the local authorities and approved by
Government in early 1995.

2.9

As a requirement from the Department of
Transport, Environment and the Regions (DETR)
the Forest Plan was reviewed after five years. This
did not involve a full scale public consultation but
was a technical review, to update certain sections,
to make minor boundary amendments and to
reflect recent policy changes. The vision,
overarching targets and strategy remain essentially
unchanged. Implementation is dealt with largely
through the partners’ business plans.

Implementation
2.10 Following approval, the Plan partners moved the
project into its implementation phase. The project
operates under the direction of the Joint Advisory
Committee comprising three councillors from each
partner local authority. The Countryside Agency
and the Forestry Commission have observer status
on the committee.

Millennium Planting, Siston (Photo: Mark Simmons)

relating directly and indirectly to implementing the
Forest.These posts are with the BTCV, the Wildlife
Trust, FWAG, the local authorities and are funded
through a range of mechanisms.The posts, their
focus and funding will change through various
stages of Forest implementation.
2.14 The partnership has approved the establishment of
a charitable company to support the achievement
of the forest plan and to engage new partners and
audiences.
2.15 The day to day work of the partnership, focused by
the Forest Team, is driven through meetings,
working groups, seminars and joint projects.

2.11 A Steering Group, chaired by the Countryside
Agency, has been formed to provide day-to-day
guidance to the team and to provide support,
information and technical advice.
2.12 A joint funded Forest Team is employed by South
Gloucestershire Council on behalf of the partners,
comprising a Director, Projects Manager,
Community Liaison Officer, Access Officer and
Administrator. A Forestry Development Officer
post is joint funded with the Great Western
Community Forest.
2.13 A number of other posts and officer time is
provided by other partners, with job functions
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Background
3.1

The Community Forest covers in total some
57,300 ha (221 square miles). Of this, 35% or
19,800 ha (76 square miles) is urban or not in
agricultural use, for example airfields and docks,
leaving 37,500 ha of farm and open land, the target
planting area.

3.2

Some 864,387 people live in, or within 8 km of the
Forest area. If this radius is extended to 32 km,
easy travelling distance, the catchment population
easily exceeds 1.2 million.

3.3

The boundary is shown on Figure 3.1. This
boundary was identified throughout the early
consultation stages of the Forest and broadly
follows the green belt around Clevedon, Nailsea

and Thornbury, whilst meeting the Cotswolds Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty to the east. The
Forest will permeate into the very heart of the city
and towns in the area and therefore has no inner
boundary. The urban areas are not significant
within planting targets but will be the focus for
complementary urban forestry, greenways and
improved links to the countryside.
3.4

The Forest area as we see it today is the result of
both geological and human influences. The geology is
complex and formed primarily of carboniferous
limestone structures, eroded and overlain by more
recent Triassic and Jurassic deposits. Coal measures
are extensive to the north of Bristol, though mining
ceased over 30 years ago. Quarrying for building
stone and aggregates continues today. The major
river of the Forest, the Avon, flows through the
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limestone in spectacular fashion in the Avon Gorge.
Alluvial deposits have created low-lying, flat land along
the coast, punctuated by a predominantly limestone
and sandstone ridge from Clevedon to Portishead.

the local countryside and greenspace, and people’s
enjoyment of it. Parish and town councils are often
the focus for local activity and concern.
3.9

3.5

3.6

3.7

Following the last ice age, some 12,000 years ago,
most of the area would have been predominantly
broadleaved woodland. Over time, this cover has
been gradually removed to meet the needs of
permanent settlements, woodland remaining mostly
on poor soils or steep slopes. Indeed, the majority
of woodland clearance was probably completed by
the end of the Iron Age. Some areas, e.g. the Severn
Levels were open marshland until medieval times.
From Saxon times the area was dominated by the
Forest of Kingswood, which was a source of
income and provided shelter for armies as well as
being a great hunting forest. Perhaps only a third
was covered in woodland. The remainder was
marsh, scrub, heath or down. The chief tree species
were oak, ash, and ‘fir’ with immense hollies. This
forest extended from the Sodbury Hills to the
Severn marshes and southward to Bitton,
Lansdown and Bristol. In 1228 a Charter of
Disafforestation brought about the conversion of
large areas to common land and the Forest became
a Chase until 1631. When the Civil War broke out
soon after, the Chase was open to all, who killed
deer, cut timber, opened coal pits and built cottages
and enclosures wherever they liked. Powerful lords
of the manor and owners of Liberties filched the
whole chase from the Crown. In time, mining and
cultivation took over with remnants of common
land, for example at Yate, Sodbury and Rodway Hill,
providing evidence of the past.
The forest extended to the south of the Avon, part
of which was called Filwood. Even today, evidence
of man’s influence abounds in the Forest area, with
prehistoric sites, Roman settlements, mediaeval field
patterns, fields and hedges, designed landscapes,
settlements, industrial sites, transport corridors and
modern development all showing the dynamic
nature of the landscape.

Community
3.8

Many community groups, parish councils, town
councils and individuals have been doing sterling
work in the area for many years. Tree planting,
hedgelaying, traditional wall building, path
maintenance, events, interpretative leaflets and
habitat management have all added to the quality of

This community level work is supported by a wide
range of organisations, each with specific aims and
expertise.These organisations work with local
people, youth groups, the unemployed and
volunteers in the field of practical conservation.
This work is increasingly focused on helping local
groups and communities develop an interest in and
channel energy into specific sites.

3.10 Since the Forest partnership began, a wide range of
events, training courses, planning for real, practical
work days and fun days have boosted the level of
community involvement and ownership of the local
environment.

Between 1994 and 2000 there have been:
■ 12500 volunteer days
■ 1000 community events
■ 230 farmers events

3.11 Forest partners have involved local people in a
wide range of ways, from ‘Planning for Real’
exercises through practical volunteering to
establishing liaison groups to guide strategies and
action locally. Much of this work emerges from
Local Agenda 21 initiatives and the integration of
the Forest’s implementation with the social,
environmental and economic themes of LA 21 are
becoming increasingly important.The establishment
of Tree Wardens, Parish wardens, Link Groups and
‘Friends of’ schemes are all helping people take a
leading role in caring for their environment.
3.12 The impetus for many projects comes from local
people and will continue to do so, and, whilst many
of these efforts would carry on regardless of the
Forest, there is a need for focus, priority setting
and a sense of greater context which the Forest
will be able to provide. Even though the current
levels of community activity are impressive, there is
a vast untapped reserve of energy and enthusiasm
which the Forest can help to release and coordinate. Recent shifts in UK and global thinking
place these types of community-based initiatives as
central to the theme of primary environmental care
and sustainability.
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Between 1994 and 2000
■ £1,540,250 has been secured from private
and grant sources

Local landscapes

Planting Event 2001, Manor Road Keynsham (Photo: Mark Simmons)

3.13 Communities include people who work and earn
their living in the rural areas of the Forest.
However, the numbers of people employed in
agriculture and the countryside have fallen
consistently since the Second World War. Even in
the last 10 years, the total agricultural workforce in
the area decreased by 16.6% to 1,692, the decrease
being most marked in the full-time workforce.
Forestry employs just under 100 people in the
whole of Avon. Many villages have become
commuter dormitories for Bristol and the
surrounding towns. The Forest offers an
opportunity to help to stem the decline of rural
unemployment and to bring activity to villages
through more-diverse farm businesses, countryside
tourism and forestry.
3.14 Business and employment around Bristol suffered in
recent recessions but, more importantly, the decline
in defence and aerospace industries has created a
sense of urgency in attracting new investment,
industry and jobs to parts of the area. Already, the
area has become host to a number of financialsector companies, notably the Bristol and West and
Lloyds-TSB Bank, changing its engineering and
technological tradition. Import/export and logistics
are becoming more important elements of the local
economy, based on good road, rail and seaport links.
3.15 The business community has been involved in
environmental initiatives for many years, and the
Forest partners, often with the help of the Forest
Team have secured increasingly more resources from
the private sector through sponsorship, help in kind,
activity days and professional advice and assistance.
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3.16 The poor quality of some of the landscape was
recognised in the Avon county structure plan, for
which the Avon Landscape Strategy (Avon County
Council 1988) provided supplementary planning
guidance, designating areas of Priority Landscape
Improvement and Special Tree Planting Areas
(largely in response to the loss of hedgerow trees
and loss caused by Dutch elm disease). Natural
disasters, e.g. the storms of 1990, have also had an
effect. Landscape character assessments are being
carried out by the local authorities and this work
will be reflected in the emerging local plans.
3.17 English Nature, English Heritage and the
Countryside Agency produced work on Natural
Areas across the whole of England, integrating
habitat, landscape and historic value.This broad
brush survey, published by the Countryside Agency,
and new guidance to accompany it, will inform the
work of more detailed countryside character
assessment currently under way with the unitary
authorities. In turn this will help inform the detailed
implementation of the Forest. It is not envisaged at
this stage that the Forest planting strategy areas
will change.
3.18 Post-war and more recent road and built
development around Bristol has occurred,
unfortunately with little new tree and woodland
planting to match. Landscape treatment associated
with development has been limited to its
immediate environs and in future much larger-scale
planting is needed to achieve major, strategic
benefits. The notable image of Bristol and its high
quality of landscape expressed by the Avon Gorge,
Brunel’s Suspension Bridge and the surrounding
woods is not mirrored in the outskirts. The city’s
environs look much the same as most towns in the
UK and, indeed, may be visually poorer than those
where large-scale planting and screening has
created an attractive setting for work, living and
leisure. New woodlands and tree planting are
needed, both around and within the city to redress
the balance whilst retaining the best open
landscapes and views.
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3.19 Towns such as Yate and Keynsham show similar
problems in regard to their surroundings, often
with an unrelieved edge between housing, industry
and the surrounding countryside. Small- scale tree
planting may do much to improve the immediate
environment but large areas of woodland will be
needed to improve the broader setting of towns
and some of the larger villages in the landscape.
3.20 Analysis of the existing landscape, using the
Countryside Commission’s methodology, identified
eight broad landscape zones (Figure 3.2) on the basis
of physical characteristics, current and past land use
and management practices. These landscape zones
can be further broken down into subzones defined
by local landform, land use and landscape value, and
have been used in formulating forest strategy areas
(see Chapter 18). The landscape zones are:
The Levels: a flat, open landscape less than 10 m above
sea level adjacent to the Severn Estuary, with small largely
improved fields bounded by strong low hedges. Drainage
is via a grid of man-made ditches and rhynes. The area has
less than 1% woodland cover and no ancient woodland.
There are few villages or roads except where the ground
rises at the edge of the zone. It is a pastoral landscape
which in parts has a timeless quality and detailed interest.
Large-scale industrial development along the Severn has
had a brutalising effect and an intrusive visual impact over
much of the area. More development to the north of the
Avon and adjacent to Portishead is planned.
Severn Ridge: a ridge of high ground running next to
the Severn from Portishead to Clevedon, and then
doubling back inland northwards to Thornbury.The river
Avon bisects the ridge, creating the dramatic feature of
the Avon Gorge.The landform is of steep slopes with a
flat plateau top, rising from sea level to 160 m.The zone
has the highest amount of woodland cover, approximately
17% of the area, about a third of this being ancient
woodland, found largely on the steeper slopes.This zone
also contains large areas of historic parkland, particularly
to the south-west of the river Avon, and many important
sites for wildlife.

Dundry and Plateau: the high ground which forms the
southern boundary of Bristol, consisting of a plateau area
at the centre of which Dundry Hill rises, with very steep
slopes and a narrow ridge top. Dundry Hill is a prominent
feature clearly visible from the centre of Bristol.
Woodland cover is strong in the west with two of the
largest woods, each over 250 ha, in the Community
Forest. However, the rest of the area has less than 1%
woodland cover. Agriculture tends to be mixed on the
plateau areas, with pasture on the steeper ground.
Hedgerows are thin and gappy with few trees.
Chew Valley: a small river valley with an undulating
landform, creating a lively landscape. It is mainly pastoral
with an attractive tapestry of small fields, good hedges,
copses and woodland on the steeper slopes. Woodland
cover is about 5%, almost half of which is ancient. The
bottom of the valley contains stone-built villages and the
meandering Chew, crossed by small road bridges.This is a
high quality landscape with good views. This otherwise
peaceful area is active with cars, horse-riders and people.
Avon Valley: this valley has for centuries been a major
transport route, and parts of it are now fragmented by
major roads and railways on embankments, disrupting the
natural fall of the land to the river, which is not a
prominent feature, except where it goes through the Avon
Gorge. The character of the valley varies considerably
within the Community Forest, in terms of both landform
and land use, from a meandering river in wide arable flood
plains, to the dramatic Avon Gorge with the impressive
Suspension Bridge.Woodland cover is 9%.
Pucklechurch Ridges: open rolling countryside, with
medium to large fields of mixed agriculture, variable
hedgerows and less than 2% woodland cover.

Ashton Vale: the Community Forest contains only a
small part of this zone of low ground between the Severn
Ridge and the Lulsgate Plateau.The area drains east to the
Avon and west to the Land Yeo river. It is an undulating
pastoral landscape of small fields, strong hedges and some
ditches.Woodland cover is less than 2%. Being the easiest
route between two areas of high ground, the area contains
a concentration of settlements and transport routes,
which have fragmented it.
Improving the urban environment, M32 (Photo: Forest of Avon)
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Views to the steep slopes of the Cotswold Edge are a
prominent feature. In the south, the rolling landscape
becomes two distinct river valleys. The area contains
several large settlements including Yate, Chipping Sodbury,
Pucklechurch and Wick. Chipping Sodbury, the edge of
Kingswood and some of the smaller villages have
associated commons. Some areas suffer from their
proximity to the urban fringe and the associated pressures.
Northavon Vale: (similar to ‘Northavon Central Plain’ in
Northavon Landscape and Conservation Strategy)
(Northavon District Council 1992) gently undulating
low-lying ground, with a few small hills and numerous small
streams and brooks. Woodland cover is low, less than 2%.
It has a strong hedgerow pattern, but few hedgerow trees;
pylon lines dominate much of the landscape.There are
several large settlements within the area, but away from
these and the major roads it has a peaceful, agricultural

character.The small Frome valley remains a valuable finger
of countryside penetrating into the heart of Bristol to the
south-west and into Yate to the north-east.
3.21 The landscape of the Forest is one of immense
variety and the assessment has enabled it to be
broken down into three broad categories based on
quality (Figure 3.3). The categories are:
■

High quality landscapes are those with strong
physical characteristics, a lack of visually intrusive
elements, and a strong sense of local identity,
usually reflecting historic land use, buildings, field
patterns and tree cover.

■

Medium quality landscapes are those which have lost
much of their form and structure through agricultural
changes, have lost trees and woods, include intrusive
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elements such as roads and pylon lines, and have
views to or are influenced by built development.
■

Poor quality landscapes have been transformed by
changes in land use and development, breaking
down the original structure. They are often
dominated by built development, roads and pylons
and have few trees, hedges or woods to act as
screens or to soften harsh edges. Farmland may be
fragmented, poorly managed and have buildings,
gates and fences constructed of waste materials.

3.22 Forest strategies are proposed in the Plan (see
Chapter 18) which aim to conserve and enhance the
best landscapes and to improve significantly those of
lower quality through tree and woodland planting.
3.23 Up to 2000 woodland planting in the Forest

amounts to 303 ha.This is not yet of sufficient
critical mass, or age to impact on the wider
landscape but will do so in some areas in the
coming years.

Woodlands and forestry
3.24 Woodland currently accounts for 5.9% of the total
Forest area (the average for England is 7.5%) covering
nearly 3400 ha of land. Most is in private ownership
but significant areas, amounting to some 530 ha, are
in public ownership or have free access on foot
(Figure 3.5). Blaise Castle and Ashton Court estates
(Bristol City Council), Stoke Leigh Woods and Ashton
Hill plantation (Forest Enterprise), Leigh Woods
(National Trust),Abbots Pool (North Somerset
Council), Haw Wood (British Aerospace) and Bickley
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markets of significance. However, skilled
management, especially in marketing, may help
owners maximise their woodland assets and where
possible achieve a net financial return. Substantial
management input is required, which further
research would quantify. Commercial forestry is
almost exclusively concentrated on the Brockley
complex and the Forest Enterprise woods and
estates to the south-west of the city.
3.26 There are only two major sawmills in or close to
the Forest (Fountain Timber Products, at Brockley,
and Bendry Brothers, at Warmley). These mainly
produce planked timber, fencing materials, gates,
garden products and pallets from saw logs. Most of
the timber used by these mills is not grown locally,
but is trucked in.
Artwork at the Woodland Trust’s Abbots Wood, Keynsham (Photo: Forest of Avon)

and Hencliffe Woods (South Gloucestershire
Council) are the most notable whilst the paths and
bridleways of the large complex at Brockley are well
used. These are practically all to the south-west of
Bristol, contrasting the poor woodland cover in the
rest of the area. The Woodland Trust is currently
acquiring some farmland close to urban areas, with
the aim of creating new community woodlands in
addition to its existing woods with public access.
Figure 3.4 Woodland size distribution

3.27 There is a small but significant craft industry
involved in specialist timber use most of whom are
affiliated to the Forest of Avon Wood Products Cooperative. These include wood turners, timber
framers, charcoal makers, rustic furniture makers
and firewood producers (contact the Forest Team
for details). A local farmer is host to a Department
of Energy trial plot for energy coppice on farmland.
3.28 Some 1173 ha (30%) of the existing woodland is
ancient, i.e. in existence before 1600 but possibly
including ‘exotic’ species or conifers. Ancient seminatural woodland fulfils the same date criterion but
comprises only native species and is Britain’s
equivalent of first-growth forest. It is of great
nature conservation and historical value, forming
part of our natural heritage and is irreplaceable.
The most frequent species in semi-natural
woodland in the Forest are ash, oak, hazel, field
maple, lime and willow.
3.29 Significant areas of woodland already exist within
town and city boundaries and, together with
individual trees and copses, make an important
contribution to the environment.

3.25 Most woods are small, under 10 ha, and only 25 are
over 25 ha (Figure 3.4). The small woods are often
‘neglected’ i.e. not managed, due to the economies
of scale needed to realise timber value, lack of
knowledge by the owner or poor access, resulting
in net expenditure. A small woodland training
facility exists at The Rocks, to the east of the
Forest, in Wiltshire. The timber value of many
woods is low, firewood or pulp being the only
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Between 1994 and 2000:
■ The Woodland Trust has acquired 36.5 ha
of land for new community woodlands
■

Forest Enterprise has acquired 70 ha of
land at Siston for new woodland

■

In all, 303 ha of new woodland have been
planted

■

1442 Ha of existing woodland has been
brought into management, over half the
target.

■

453 Ha of existing woodland has been
opened or improved for public access,
over three times the target figure.

■

The Forest of Avon Wood Products
timber marketing co-operative has been
established.

Agriculture
3.30 Agricultural land dominates the Forest area outside
the towns and cities. The current agricultural
landscape reflects millennia of changes due to
different agricultural practices, ranging from the
fields of Roman origin remaining in some parts of
the Cotswold Edge, through the early mediaeval
enclosures of the Levels and later parks and
planned Enclosures to the modern landscapes
resulting from the changing fortunes of agriculture
in the twentieth century.

These give a broad indication of the likely grades
but do not show the sub-grades of Grade 3 which
accounts for 85% of agricultural land in the Forest
area. Accurate grading can only be ascertained by
field work.
3.32 The best and most versatile agricultural land should
be protected from irreversible development, as
indicated in PPG 1:The Countryside and the Rural
Economy (Department of the Environment 1992).
This comprises Grades 1 and Grade 2 land (8% of
the Forest area) as well as subgrade 3a. Grade 1
land occurs on ground sloping down to flat valley
bottoms, particularly the Gordano and Yeo valley
near Nailsea. Grade 2 land is found in association
with Grade 1 and is also scattered through the
Avon valley, alongside the M32 and the Ladden and
Bradley Brooks.
3.33 There are now 694 registered agricultural holdings
on 25,500 ha. in the Forest area. This represents a
reduction of 11% on the area of land in agricultural
use since 1988. Some 75% of the agricultural area
is owned and 25% rented. The number of wholly
rented farms is small, though the ownership figures
mask a complexity of part tenancy and ownership,
family ownership and so on, which is constantly
changing.
Figure 3.7 Size of agricultural holdings

Figure 3.6 Agricultural land classification
3.34 The size of holdings is shown in Figure 3.7. The
trend over recent years has been for large farms to
get larger and for the number of holdings to
decrease. Also, the total agricultural workforce has
declined by over 19% since 1998 mainly due to
reduction of the full time workforce. In 1999, only
8% of holdings were over 100 ha within the Forest
area compared with 17% for England as a whole.
Smaller farms may have less scope for substantial
woodland planting.
3.31 Agricultural land is classified into five main grades:
Grade 1 (the best, most versatile land) to Grade 5
(the poorest, least versatile). Figure 3.6 shows the
breakdown of land by grade in the Forest area
taken from published provisional maps.
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3.35 Dairying and stock farming are the dominant
enterprises in the Forest with 65% of the area
under grass and 25% arable. However the dairy
herd has been reduced by 24% over the last 10
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3.39 In addition to the more traditional diversification
opportunities there are future prospects for
growth in organic food production, non-food crops,
the development of renewable energy, on-farm
food processing and collaborative marketing. It is
expected that these activities will be supported by
EU funding, paid through DEFRA.

Table 3.1 Types of Farm in the Forest

Farmer’s Event, Siston (Photo: Forest of Avon)

years and the area under grass has declined by 19%
over the same period.The area of arable land
fluctuates but has shown only slight net decline
since 1988.Arable farming tends to be concentrated
into the south east of the Forest area.
3.36 Farm incomes across the country have fallen
substantially in recent years, due in large measure
to the strength of the pound. For the first time
since the Depression of the 1930’s this has applied
to all agricultural sectors so it has not been
possible to maintain income by switching to more
profitable enterprises. For 1997-98 average net
farm incomes in the South-West were assessed as £713 for lowland livestock farms and +£439 for
mainly cropping farms. However land capital values
have been supported at high levels by sales funded
from outside farming.
3.37 Woodland establishment has nevertheless been
occurring in the Forest, but on a limited scale.
DEFRA census statistics show that the area of farm
woodland has increased from 673 ha in 1988 to
986 ha in 1998. It is not possible to identify
whether this can be accounted for by the Farm
Woodland Premium Scheme.
3.38 Around 63% of holdings in the Forest are classed as
part time, i.e. theoretically incapable of supporting
one full time worker.Additional sources of income
include accommodation and leisure provision,
agricultural contracting, on-farm processing and
speciality products. Other farm-based businesses
include the provision of workshop facilities,
warehousing, kennels and livery.These often make
the easiest conversion of farm resources, though
location and planning permission are critical.
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Dairy
Cattle and sheep
Pigs and poultry
Cropping
Horticulture
Mixed
Part time

NUMBER OF HOLDINGS
140
60
10
15
45
10
485

% CHANGE 1982-92
-24.7
+20
-52.4
0
-2.2
0
-0.6

3.40 Much of the farmland on the urban fringe is subject
to trespass, fly tipping and vandalism. This results in
the worrying of livestock, damage to expensive
machinery and theft. As a result, many farmers are
limited to non-breeding livestock or crops.
However, the financial returns of such enterprises
are low. Urban-fringe holdings also tend to be
smaller. Small parcels of land in multiple ownership
also present a considerable challenge in terms of
woodland establishment, access agreements and
joint management.
3.41 Farmland which is close to towns and, in particular,
growing cities is often sold off or let in small
paddocks at prices well above agricultural values.
This is only one of the possible forms of farm
diversification which can utilise the benefits of the
location of such land. However, the use of land for
equestrian activities can lead to problems both
through the visual degradation of the landscape if
poor quality fencing and buildings are erected and if
increased numbers of horses use roads where
bridleways are inadequate. South Gloucestershire
Council produces guidance for people wishing to
create pony paddocks.
3.42 The main support for environmental protection
and improvement on farmland is provided through
the Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS), now
run by DEFRA. and providing the following benefits:
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Between 1992 and 1999
■ Habitat management
Waterside grassland
Calcareous grassland
Lowland pasture
Lowland hay meadow
Orchard restoration
Various margins

Total 700 ha
71 ha
75 ha
457 ha
67 ha
28 ha
2 ha

■

Planting and restoration of
hedges and walls
Total 32660 m

■

Access: open
101 ha
footpaths
3450 m
educational access
schemes
2 no

This represents 53 agreements made within
the Forest area, receiving around £545750 of
grant.

Biodiversity
(Wildlife and nature conservation)
3.43 Agriculture and development have over the years
reduced much of the diversity of species and
habitats in Great Britain. The Forest area is no
exception to this trend.
3.44 The best sites of national importance are protected
by National Nature Reserve (NNR) and Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) status whilst those
of local importance are recognised and protected
in the structure plan and local plans under
conservation policies as sites of local nature
conservation importance (SNCIs). The Severn
Estuary is of international importance. Other sites
are established as Local Nature Reserves (LNR).
Ancient semi-natural woodland is widely recognised
as being of particular importance, supporting very
diverse species of plants and animals and deserving
of protection and appropriate management,
primarily for nature conservation. Acid, limestone,
neutral and marshy grassland and wetland habitats
are particularly rare and sensitive within the Forest.
3.45 The Forest includes 2 NNRs, 27 SSSIs , 6 LNRs
and 1173 ha of ancient woodland (see Figure 3.8).
Whilst these designations recognise the ‘best’ sites,
a significant amount of wildlife exists in ‘ordinary’
hedgerows, woodlands, commons, rivers and

wetlands. These form wildlife refuges and corridors
through which wildlife can move and colonise new
areas, even into the city. The Greater Bristol
Nature Conservation Strategy identifies sites and
wildlife corridors within and close to Bristol. The
Northavon Landscape and Conservation Strategy
(Northavon District Council 1992), North
Somerset Countryside Strategy (1995) and
Wandsyke Nature Conservation and Landscape
Strategy (1995) identify wildlife corridors and linear
habitats which provide connecting links.
3.46 Most sites are recorded by the Bristol and Avon
Regional Environmental Records Centre (BRERC),
though the species coverage is by no means
comprehensive. The Phase One habitat survey
records are kept there and the Avon Flora Project,
a voluntary initiative supported by BRERC and the
councils, is seeking to extend and update
knowledge of sites. New and accurate information
is constantly being sought, changing the perception
of the importance of some sites as it comes in.
3.47 Several nature reserves and sites of wildlife
importance are also used for informal recreation.
There is rarely a conflict that cannot be resolved by
thoughtful management. Sites also provide a key
educational resource, for example the Wildlife
Trust’s Willsbridge Mill, particularly for those
schools with no grounds.
3.48 The Wildlife Trust, English Nature and the local
authorities have a leading role in the protection,
management, advice, education and interpretation
of the natural environment within the Forest; and
other bodies, including the local authorities, the

Wildflowers adjacent to Barrow Wood (Photo: Forest of Avon)
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Environment Agency and the water companies,
employ staff with a specific remit relating to wildlife
and nature conservation. Avon Farming and
Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG) employs an
adviser who works primarily with farmers.
3.49 In the recent past, Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs)
and Habitat Action Plans (HAPs) have been
developed by statutory agencies and local
authorities as part of the UK’s undertaking to
sustainable development agreed at the Rio
Conference. The development of the Forest offers
an opportunity to help put these plans into action.

Between 1996 and 2000:
■ 4 new LNRs have been designated
■

124ha of land has been acquired by the
Wildlife Trust for nature conservation and
biodiversity benefit

■

302ha of land is now under appropriate
management for nature conservation and
biodiversity benefit

3.52 Historic parks and designed landscapes such as
Ashton Court, Blaise Castle, Kingsweston, Oldbury
and Stoke Park are on the Register of Historic Parks
and Gardens (English Heritage 1985) indicating their
national importance, see Figure 3.8. They also play an
important role in informal recreation. Locally notable
parks and gardens are recorded in a gazetteer
produced by Avon County Council and the Avon
Gardens Trust and are recorded on the Councils’
Sites and Monuments Records. Whilst many are in
private ownership and have no public access they
nevertheless add to the landscape and the historical
texture of the area. The National Gardens Scheme
provides access to many private gardens and
landscapes, the proceeds going to charity. Parkland is
particularly evident on the Severn Ridge. Other
historic landscapes, such as the pattern of drainage
ditches and small fields within the Severn Levels or
the remains of pore-historic and medieval field
systems are not deliberately designed.

By 1999,
■ Bristol City Council received offers of
£7.27m from the Heritage Lottery Fund
towards the restoration of Blaise and
Ashton Court Estates.

Archaeology and local history
3.50 The Forest area holds a rich diversity of sites
representative of all periods of prehistory to the
present day. The Forest area is in itself a historic
artefact. From hill forts to Brunel’s engineering feats,
the Forest inherits a time log of social, agricultural and
industrial change of national, regional and local
importance. Ashton Court Estate, for example, shows
evidence of man’s influence from the Neolithic through
to the Romano-British, Saxon and mediaeval periods
and the Industrial Revolution up to the present day.
The archaeological resource is not restricted to sites
of national importance but also includes other sites of
local importance, as well as wider historic landscapes.
3.51 There are currently over 60 archaeological sites of
national importance which are protected by law as
Scheduled Ancient Monuments (see Figure 3.8).
Sites and finds of regional and local importance are
recorded in the councils’ Sites and Monuments
Registers, an extensive and growing record of
evidence of our past and industrial heritage. The
record is not complete, however, as new finds are
made and the importance and significance of
known sites is reassessed. Few of these sites are
easily accessible to the public.
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3.53 The area also contains many fine listed buildings
and conservation areas, which are protected for
their architectural, historical and visual interest; and
councils employ specialist staff to give advice and
guidance.

Informal recreation and leisure
3.54 The population living and having access to the
Forest area is just under 1 million, creating an
expressed demand for participation in countryside
sports and recreation of between 240,000 to
300,000 people. There is also considerable latent
demand. Population in the four unitary councils’
area is predicted (Source: Office of National
Statistics) to grow by 10.6% between 1996 and
2021, from 894,800 to 1,088,700. Interestingly, the
age profile is predicted to change, resulting in a
higher proportion in the older age groups.
3.55 Local trends will generally mirror national data
which indicate that walking is by far the most
popular activity and is growing faster than other
activities. Cycling is booming and field sports have
grown in popularity.
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3.56 Participation in sport and recreation tends to be
highest among the more affluent social class groups,
which comprise 80% of the resident population.
The 20% making up the less affluent and less
mobile groups tend to be concentrated in localised
neighbourhoods.
3.57 A key recreational asset in the Forest is its
network of public rights of way, including bridleways
and byways. There is 1127 km of rights of way in
the Forest, of which 80 km are bridleways and 44
km are byways or roads used as public paths. Most
parts of the Forest are served by footpaths, and
whilst they may not all be usable ‘on the ground’,
the local authorities’ Rights of Way teams are
working towards the Countryside Agency’s target
for rights of way. Many paths are waymarked and
managed in conjunction with parish councils, many
of whom show great enthusiasm for getting their
paths ‘up to scratch’ and maintaining them. There
are a number of well-publicised routes which are
well signed and usually have some interpretative
materials available (see Figure 3.9). The Community
Forest Path, Frome Valley Way, Jubilee Way,Two
Rivers Way, Avon Walkway, Dramway, Severn Way
and Coastal Path are the most notable. A number
of green corridors already penetrate the city: the
Frome Valley, the Malago Greenway and the Avon
Valley. These routes also serve to link key parks
and open spaces of great value to the community.
3.58 For cyclists, there is a range of on-and off-road
routes proposed or under construction. The best
known is the Bristol-Bath Railway Path on the old
Midland Railway, developed by Sustrans as the first
of its type in the country, which is extensively used
for both recreation and commuting. The Avon
Cycleway provides some 130 km of signed routes
on minor roads and cycleways. The councils’ cycle
teams have identified a number of potential routes
using existing bridleways and byways within the
Forest which could be used by all-terrain bikes with
a minimum of investment. Some irresponsible allterrain biking threatens historic sites and sites of
nature conservation importance where controls
are ignored.
3.59 The Sustrans Millennium National Cycle Network
has brought new investment and routes to the
Forest area which will help provide the skeleton for
more local connections and to increase the scope
to encourage more people to ride for pleasure and
to work.
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3.60 Bridleways are not common and often do not link
together, though the Round Avon Ride is being
added to and improved, to create a safer and more
enjoyable ride, using bridleways, byways, permissive
routes and minor roads. This Ride is the focus of a
number of circular routes, promoted through a
series of leaflets. In Kingswood, where horse-based
activity is prevalent, surfaced routes have been
created, linking areas of common land. There are
13 riding establishments in the Forest area as well
as a large number of horses kept in paddocks,
adding to a significant demand for off-road, safe
facilities. Heavily used bridleways can create
problems for walkers because of surface damage,
impaired drainage and the fear of physical contact
with horses. Grazing by horses is often the only
management available in urban fringe areas and
needs to be kept at an appropriate level. Overgrazing of marginal land may lead to loss of flora,
reducing wildlife value.

Community Forest Path, Dundry (Photo: Forest of Avon)

3.61 Byways and roads used as public paths attract a
number of motor cyclists, most of whom are
responsible members of clubs. However, a minority
of thoughtless individuals cause problems of noise
and harassment to walkers and riders, particularly
close to urban areas.
3.62 The railway and bus networks provide an excellent
basis for access to the countryside, and a number of
new stations are under consideration. However,
Sunday services are generally poor and cycles are
not easily taken on trains. Local initiatives, e.g. the
Severn Beach partnership aim to increase the use of
local lines, partly through recreational promotions.
3.63 There are also a number of key open spaces which
attract and encourage informal activities.
Woodland locations have been previously
mentioned (see paragraph 3.24).
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Others include the Downs, Ashton Court, Eastville
Park/Oldbury Court Estate/Frome Valley, Stoke
Park/Purdown, Eastwood Farm, Hengrove Park and
Charlton Common. The commons in Kingswood
and around Yate/Chipping Sodbury play an
important role in providing space with the freedom
to roam.
3.64 The only Country Parks in the Forest are privately
owned and commercially run, at Oldown near
Thornbury and in the Avon Valley near Saltford.
These incorporate pick-your-own produce with a
range of other attractions and represent examples
of farm diversification.
3.65 A number of picnic areas exist in the Forest, at
Conham, Leigh Woods, Ashton Court and Abbots
Pool.These are often simply tables adjacent to
parking areas. Tog Hill picnic site, on the Cotswold
Edge and Swineford picnic site near Bitton, are
close by the Forest.
3.66 The size of population of the Forest suggests a
demand for greater provision of facilities such as
country parks and picnic areas. At present the
Forest area is poorly provided for in comparison
with other areas. This results in many people
driving away to the Mendips, the Cotswolds and the
Forest of Dean for a countryside experience.

Between 1994 and 2000:
■ 900 km of paths and rights of way have
been improved / upgraded
■

The 72 km Community Forest Path has
been completed

■

New leaflets and events have promoted
access to an increasing number of people

Countryside sport and outdoor
recreation
3.67 The countryside around Bristol and the surrounding
towns already provides for a number of sports, see
Figure 3.10. The most evident are playing fields for
soccer, rugby, cricket and hockey, etc. usually close to
the urban edge, and golf courses.There are 17 golf
courses at present, and several new sites with
planning permission. The recession caused a number
of new courses to falter. There is an identified need
for more Pay as you Play facilities.
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3.68 Orienteering is a well-established sport and is well
suited to a woodland setting, whilst beginners and
less competitive orienteers can participate on open
land and parks. Maps specially created for
orienteering exist for 13 areas within the Forest, of
which seven are woods. Permanent facilities exist
at Ashton Court and Blaise Castle estates. Simpler
permanent courses are currently being designed for
use by schools and beginners in city parks
(Eastville,Victoria and St. George’s).
3.69 Target and field archery are both to be found in the
Forest area, Chelvey Butts having a field archery
course, well away from the public.
3.70 Water sports are restricted to a few sites on the
Avon, coastal waters and the city docks, which are
at their maximum level of use according to the
Environment Agency. A fairly recent addition has
been the West Country Water Park at
Almondsbury which caters mainly for wind-surfing
and jet skiing. Sailing is available at Chew Valley
Lake, Cotswold Water Park and Axbridge
Reservoir, all of which are outside the Forest area,
and along the coast. Day-ticket trout fishing is
available on three reservoirs at Barrow Gurney,
totalling 50 ha. Angling clubs are well established
and cover suitable waterways in addition to a
number of new fishing lakes.
3.71 A recent addition to countryside activity is paintball
games, with a well-used facility at the privately
owned Brockley complex and other sites just
outside the Forest area. Forest Enterprise does
not allow paintball games on its land. This sport
does cause disturbance in woods with wildlife value
and English Nature has recently published
guidelines regarding paintball activities in woods.
3.72 There is one full-bore and one small-bore range
within the Forest. Sporting shooting is found in
private woods, predominantly on the ridge to the
south-west of Bristol, associated with large estates.
Access may be restricted in areas with permissive
access because of disturbance and poaching of game
birds and safety. Shooters should take special care
where public rights of way exist. The British
Association of Shooting and Conservation publishes
guidance for owners and tenants. Clay-pigeon
shooting occurs on an occasional basis within the 14day rule, unless the site gains full planning permission.
3.73 There is no venue for regular motor sports, either
car or motor cycle, in the Forest though Castle
Combe, several miles to the east, provides a circuit
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for cars (saloons, sports and sports-racing).
Occasional scrambles, trials and grasstrack events
run on an infrequent basis, usually on farmland
under the 14-day planning rule. Illegal motor cycle
riding on waste land and on open spaces around
housing causes severe noise, surface damage and
safety problems. Policing and motor projects aim
to reduce this problem.
3.74 Larger publicly owned sites host a wide range of
sports and events, including golf and grass skiing. In
addition, the International Balloon Fiesta, the Bristol
Community Festival, and International Kite Festival
are major attractions bringing thousands of people
to the area.
3.75 Outdoor pursuits and adventure sports are
provided for through outdoor activity centres,
aimed largely at young people. These are at Avon
Quay in the City Docks, at Eastwood Farm and
Goblin Combe.
3.76 Sport England (previously the English Sports
Council) is the lead organisation for sport and as
such is responsible for developing and maintaining
the infrastructure for sport, as well as being
responsible for distributing National Lottery funds.
The Sports Council (SW) and Countryside
Commission undertook a study ‘Sport and
Recreation for the Bristol/ Avon Community
Forest’ in May 1994.This remains the main strategic
document at the local level. Figures from the
General Household Survey (1996) indicate that
walking remains the most popular form of sport
and physical activity (two thirds of adults surveyed
had gone for a walk of two miles or more).

Since 1997
■ Forest Fever fortnight has promoted over
50 events each summer to young people

complementing or assisting the implementation of
the Forest. Work is in hand to develop
Supplementary Planning Guidance for use by the
partners and developers.
3.78 Most of the Forest area is in the Bristol/ Bath Green
Belt, shown diagrammatically on Figure 3.11, where
there is a presumption against inappropriate
development. Detailed boundaries of the Green Belt
are identified in local plans. Only 4.5% of the Forest
area is outside the Green Belt, on the northern side
of Yate. The focus will be on the continuation and
enhancement of appropriate open uses, particularly
agriculture, forestry and countryside recreation. The
Forest will offer positive alternative uses for land
within the Green Belt, which are consistent with and
support that policy.
3.79 Other policy documents that are important in
terms of the Forest are the councils’ nature
conservation, landscape and countryside strategies.
Local authorities are producing transport plans
which will also have a bearing on the Forest. The
transport plans aim to expand park-and-ride
facilities, develop walkways and cycleways, enhance
the public transport system, e.g. light rail, and
improve network links. All the local authorities are
producing Local Agenda 21 Plans, though these are
not part of the statutory Planning system.
3.80 Planning agreements, planning conditions and
Section 106 agreements of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 may offer ways of seeking Forest
benefits in relation to approved development and
have already been used to secure large-scale
resources for tree planting in relation to a new
power station in Severnside.
Figure 3.11 Green belt in the Forest area

The local planning context
3.77 The whole of the Forest area falls within the four
unitary authorities of Bristol, Bath and North East
Somerset, North Somerset and South
Gloucestershire and is therefore subject to the
policies contained in the Joint Structure Plan. The
councils are also producing Minerals and Waste
local plans. All the local authority partners are
preparing or revising their district-wide local plans,
which will also contain policies or proposals

3.81 There is very little derelict land in the Forest area;
only 200 ha has been identified, the majority of
which is in the urban area and not available for
planting.
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3.82 Local authorities own approximately 1600 ha of
smallholdings and agricultural land in addition to
their open space and woodlands. This land is
usually leased and is therefore not readily available
for dedication to Forest purposes. Nevertheless,
some woodland planting, management and access
agreements are already in existence, indicating ways
forward, for example at Warmley Forest Park,
Kingswood and Manor Road, Keynsham. When
land is being considered for disposal, there is
potential to put the land to Forest purposes. South
Gloucestershire Council has adopted supportive
policies and endeavours to work with tenants to
seek opportunities to pursue community forest
objectives. Dedication as open space or woodland
would represent income forgone to the authority
concerned.
3.83 The Forest Plan will be used by local authorities to
aid decision making and policy implementation. In
the long term, the plan may be formally adopted
and become supplementary planning guidance.
National research into the relationship of
community forest plans and local plans should assist
in guiding this process.
3.84 Following Local Government Reorganisation, the new
unitary authorities have all maintained their leading
role as Forest Partners and have all enshrined the
Forest within relevant planning documents.
3.85 Work is underway at policy and implementation
levels to ensure that the planning system can become
a key tool in delivering Forest objectives within the
existing policy framework.The Forest represents a
means to move towards sustainable development.

Arts, culture and education
3.86 Woodlands in town and country are seen
increasingly as places where theatre, events, and
creative skills can be applied to enrich the
experience of visitor and locals alike. Already,
sculpture in Bristol’s estates and along the BristolBath Railway Path provide interest, humour and an
added dimension for visitors to enjoy. Major events
such as the Community Festival are well known;
poetry, painting and drawing workshops, though
they attract less attention, are equally appreciated.
Tree dressing, environmental arts and activity days
and similar events demonstrate the link between
arts and the environment.
3.87 Craft workers in metal, wood and stone all add to
the diversity of the Forest and locally based
initiatives, including the parish maps project, have
drawn out people’s creative talents and responses
in relation to their own place.
3.88 Involving innovative design and craft skills to the
signs and furniture of the Forest will give a
permanent record for the future, whilst events
involving performance and participation can excite
and expand people’s experience and perceptions.
The Forest will provide a theme of immense scope
and scale for a wide range of arts activities, perhaps
giving a unifying theme for ‘green’ and countryside
events and works.
3.89 Councils have, or are in the process of developing
arts and cultural strategies and these will help in
identifying ways in which the Forest can be a place
for arts and cultural activities to thrive.

Since the partnership formed, a wide range
of sculpture creation, animated walks,
mural painting, and arts events have been
developed by the partners.

Locally crafted waymarker, Badocks Wood, Southmead (Photo: Forest of Avon)
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3.90 A school grounds working group helps to coordinate training and support to schools, while
SEENET (Sustainability, Environmental and
Education Network) focuses on environmental
issues, the National Curriculum events and training.
Many schools have developed nature areas and use
their local environment for study. Several schools
have implemented Woodland Grant Scheme
planting within their grounds to the benefit of
landscape, nature conservation and curriculum
needs and as a positive use of ‘surplus’ land.
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There are, however, pressures to dispose of such
surplus land, to the possible detriment of future
environmental and amenity options.
3.91 The Wildlife Trust operates an extensive
programme of schools, activities at Willsbridge Mill,
involving over 300 teachers each year alongside
their pupils; this also acts as a form of informal inservice training.

Between 1996 and 2000:
■ Each year, over 300 schools have been
involved in learning about the Forest or
using it as a resource, either through
school grounds, visits or recycling projects.
The Forest Education Initiative Bristol and
West Cluster group has also developed
innovative work with schools.
■

Over 40 training courses have been run
for Tree Wardens.

■

Dozens of students have used the Forest
for research purposes.

■

Hundreds of people have learned to plant
trees, lay hedges, build dry stone walls and
have developed practical countryside skills.

countryside. The Bristol Tourist Information
Centre also carries leaflets relating to walks and
places of interest. However, there is a need to
develop a better focus for the provision of
countryside information for the benefit of visitors
and residents alike.
3.95 The River Avon now connects with the Thames via
the Kennet and Avon Canal and there is a growing
demand for cruising from local people and holiday
makers.
3.96 One of the most important uses of the Forest is
for day visits by local people, walking, cycling and
exploring the countryside.This also has the
potential of bringing money activity to the
surrounding rural economy.

3.92 The two centres of higher education within the
Forest, Bristol University and the University of the
West of England, as well as the nearby University of
Bath provide an excellent base for expertise, data
and research, both in relation to sites within the
Forest and to its growth and impact on the area.

Tourism
3.93 Most tourist activity in the Forest area focuses on
the urban areas of Bristol, now being promoted as
the ‘Great Western City’, and Bath, a UNESCO
World Heritage Site and ‘Georgian City’. The two
cities attract visitors in their own right and
doubtless many also use the Railway Path, the river
Avon or visit the Avon Valley Railway at Bitton
Station. Dyrham Park (National Trust) is just
beyond the eastern boundary of the Forest.
Clevedon Court (National Trust) is just within the
Forest area.
3.94 The Youth Hostels Association International Centre
in Bristol has acted as an information centre for
visitors wishing to find out more about the
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Forest-wide Vision
4. Introducing the Forest-wide vision
5. Community
6. Landscape
7. Woodlands and forestry
8. Agriculture
9. Biodiversity (wildlife and nature conservation)
10. Archaeology and local history
11. Informal recreation and leisure
12. Countryside sport and outdoor
recreation
13. Development
14. Education
15. Arts and culture
16. Employment and economy
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This part of the Plan describes the vision for the
Forest through eleven key topics and suggests,
through aims and proposals, how the Forest will be
realised as an area for landscape change and new
activities for the community. These topics apply
across the Forest area and are themselves
interrelated and therefore should not be read in
isolation. The geographical detail is addressed
under part four of the plan: Forest Strategies.
4.1

The Forest of Avon is a massive undertaking, the
like of which has never been seen before in the
area. In contrast to much post war forestry
confined mainly to poorly populated rural areas,
this new Forest will be close to and even penetrate
urban areas.Whilst the creation of large-scale
woodland in the urban areas is generally
impractical, there are spaces where new trees and
copses can add to the quality of urban life, bringing
wildlife, quiet and natural processes close to many
people. The Forest will reach into the city and
towns through green corridors, such as the river

Avon, which will also enable urban and town
residents to reach out into the countryside. It will
not simply be about timber production, but will aim
to achieve many objectives. It will not be a Forest
of uniform species, density and age, but a rich
mosaic of woodlands, small and large, with farmland
and open spaces in between, providing a landscape
framework in and around settlements. Agriculture
will remain the major land use in the non-urban
area of the Forest.
4.2

The Rio Summit and Helsinki agreements give
urgency and top-level support for both protecting
the environment and improving it in ways which are
sustainable for future generations, working from a
local community level through to international
agreements. Sustainability in the context of forestry
is defined as,‘the stewardship of forests and forest
lands in such a way, and at a rate that maintains
biodiversity, productivity, regeneration, capacity,
vitality and their potential to fulfil, now and in the
future, relevant ecological, economic and social

Forest Vision: Today
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functions at local, national and global levels, and that
does not cause damage to other ecosystems’. The
Forest will become one of the most important
initiatives in the area in meeting these objectives
and will be unique in helping to redress the balance
of habitat loss and reduction in biodiversity during
the twentieth century. The creation of the Forest is
sustainable development - improving the local and
wider environment and the local economy and
providing improved facilities for people, into the
long term. The Forest will make an important
contribution to four local authorities’ Local Agenda
21 processes as part of the Government’s Strategy
for Sustainable Development.
4.3

The opportunity is now available to make the most
of the changes in agricultural policy, environmental
awareness and public enthusiasm to create a
landscape for the new millennium for Bristol and its
surroundings. This landscape could have something
of the feel of the old Forest of Kingswood, but will
host a pattern of modern land uses - agriculture,

industry, residential and leisure - contained within a
well-wooded framework. To achieve the target of
27% woodland cover of the land available for
planting, some 6726 ha of new woods will need to
be established.
4.4

The Forest will be created by working particularly
with farmers, landowners (including local authority
landowners) and tenants who control and manage
much of the potential land and will aim to protect
the viability of farm businesses. Their involvement
will be entirely voluntary and entered into freely.
Grants and opportunities for enhancing farm
business incomes will be the main incentives for
participation. The level of and mechanisms for
grant aid for woodland establishment, land
management and public access will be critical and
will need to be developed over time.

Forest Vision: Future
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4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8
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Modelling on the best examples in Europe and
North America (e.g. the Amsterdam Bos in Holland
and Stanley Park,Vancouver), Bristol and its
surroundings will be transformed into a more
attractive location for industry, businesses, their
employees and families whilst respecting and
making accessible the heritage of human activity,
the landscape and wildlife.
The new and existing woods will create new
business and employment opportunities in the
forestry, landscaping and timber-processing
industries as economies of scale become evident,
providing locally grown wood products for home
and the workplace on a sustainable basis. Craftbased industries and village-based enterprises will
be able to take advantage of the urban population’s
increasing use of the Forest and through joint
marketing within the Forest. Farmers will be able
to invest in new ventures involving timber, energy
crops, leisure and tourism, adding value to their
farm businesses and creating more employment
opportunities in rural areas.
New recreational routes and greenways (off road
routes closed to motorised traffics and usually
catering for multiple users) will be developed in
attractive local settings. These greenways will reach
from within the city and towns to the surrounding
area, connecting open spaces and community
woodlands, and providing easy access and
commuting routes close to where people live,
adding to the existing examples.They will link to
public transport nodes and to the public rights of
way network and help develop a system of safe
routes to schools. The new concept of ‘gateway
sites’ will add to this network of greenways.
Gateway sites will act as focal points for public
transport, access to greenways and the Forest
beyond, information and interpretation, sport,
events and recreation, and provide a range of
visitor facilities such as cycle hire, toilets and
refreshments, as appropriate. They would also
provide a variety of walks, from short, wellsurfaced, easy grades for the less mobile and those
with pushchairs, to more challenging routes for
active ramblers.
The Forest will help create opportunities for a
more healthy lifestyle, by creating a more relaxing
and less stressful environment, through trees
helping reduce the effects of airborne dust and
pollution. Opportunities will be created for people
to improve their fitness and healthiness through a
variety of exercise in the Forest ‘on their doorstep’.

This will involve both the design of trails, paths etc.
linked to community centres, health centres etc.
and assisting in programmes designed to encourage
people to use them.
4.9

The underlying theme of the Forest is that it is a
‘Forest for the Community’ and will engage,
enthuse and involve local people from all areas and
groups in taking an interest and lending a practical
hand in improving their environment. The
promotion of equality of access to the Forest will
be a key theme. The existing partnership of people
is a firm base to work from, with parish and town
councils, local groups, voluntary bodies, schools,
local government and national bodies all playing
their part and working at different levels within the
creation of the Forest. Whilst local government
and the two national partners work to establish the
strategy and framework of the Forest, farmers, local
groups and communities have been getting on with
practical work on a variety of sites.

4.10 The partners will work together to ensure that
people from all communities (geographical and
social) are included in the planning, design, use and
management of the Forest. This will require a range
of capacity building and outreach work which will
deliberately target groups currently excluded. The
Forest will become a place for all people, regardless
of circumstance, to enjoy and participate in.
4.11 A new partnership will need to grow and change
alongside the Forest and bring in people at different
stages of its development. Local government and
the two national partners will remain key players,
but the importance of including the voluntary
sector, wider farming interests and the business
sector in decision-making, influence and
implementation will grow with time. Throughout
this Plan the term ‘forest partners’ refers to this
wide range of potential partnerships, which will
differ in each area and activity.
4.12 The Forest of Avon will take a long time to achieve.
There are no extensive areas of publicly owned
land readily available for planting. Farmland
ownership and tenancy is complex and varied, with
fragmentation into small ownership being a
particular issue near urban areas. The
predominance of dairy farming indicates that, unless
incentives or subsidies change, uptake of woodland
schemes will be slow. The major proportion of
new woodland will have to be established on
privately owned farmland and the voluntary nature
of the Forest will demand a steady, step-by-step
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approach. These issues were raised by the
consultant’s report (Countryside Commission
1990) and have been borne out by subsequent
research and consultation. Experience of the first
five years of implementation of the Plan supports
this conclusion. It will take 50 years to achieve the
overall targets, but significant progress should be
achieved within 30 years and some 70% of new
woodland should be established by then. The
results of today’s planting will be evident and
contributing to the landscape, wildlife and
recreation benefits within 15 years. An immediate
start to large-scale establishment of woods will
help to speed the Forest forward and ensure that
benefits are evident, even in the short term.
4.13 The aims, proposals and targets set out in this Plan
have been written from today’s perspective. All
elements of the plan will need to be reviewed at
different times to ensure relevance to prevailing
circumstances.
4.14 The national aims of the community forest
programme have been translated into the local aims
that appear in the following chapters, tailoring the
Forest to meet local needs and circumstances.
They will not all come about in the first year or
two. Many will take a long time to start, and longer
to achieve. They do, however, show what needs to
be addressed in order that a unified new
multipurpose landscape will emerge over the
coming years.

Millennium Planting, Siston (Photo: Mark Simmons)
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Aims:
■

Ensure the participation of local people from
all sectors of society, particularly those
disadvantaged and excluded, in planning and
developing and using the Forest.

■

Develop the concept of primary
environmental care as a means of ensuring
the Forest is sustainable in the long term.

■

Ensure equality of access and use of the
Forest is promoted.

■

Encourage and support local communities to
adopt and manage land for people and
wildlife.

■

5.1

5.2
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5.3

The Forest must develop local partnerships and
encourage working together, whilst recognising that
this cannot be a substitute for large-scale,
professional resources. Communities should be
involved in planning, designing, implementing and
the after-care of their local Forest facilities, but not
be relied upon as a cheap alternative simply
because of resource difficulties. The relationship
between communities and the Forest partners will
be a true test of the partnership approach.
Innovative techniques for supporting local
communities will be developed and shared and a
variety of opportunities will be created for people
to contribute to the Forest’s development through
voluntary action.

5.4

A large proportion of the urban and town
population does not make use of the countryside
and the informal recreation opportunities already
on offer in the Forest area. Tradition, a lack of
awareness and poor facilities are all important
contributory factors to this exclusion. Perhaps the
most important reason is the degree of welcome
and encouragement on offer. These factors are
particularly acute in relation to inner city and
minority ethnic groups and the Forest can play an
important role in increasing the understanding and
use of the countryside by people who currently
have little or no experience of it. An incremental
approach will be important to ensure that both
rural and urban communities are reassured and
involved in the process of education and
understanding. City farms are well placed to act as
links in this chain.

5.5

The use of the local Forest by local people will also
be a key to its success. The existing resource
should prove a useful indicator of future demand,
but, increasingly, people are less confident than in
the past in using the woodlands and open spaces
that already exist. Recent research indicates that
many people are reluctant to use woods and open
spaces because of the risk of attack, robbery or
sexual assault. Whilst this is perceived, rather than
being borne out by hard information, it is
nevertheless a real fear and the Forest partners
face a major challenge in working with all sectors
of the community to encourage the casual use and
enjoyment of the outdoors for all. The design of
facilities, particularly when close to urban areas, is
important, as is the encouragement and support of
fearful groups, aided by the presence of ‘officials’
and others working in the woods and open spaces.
A countryside management/ranger service at
specific sites could improve security at the same

Ensure that the Forest is integrated into the
delivery of Local Agenda 21.

The key theme of the forest is ‘community’. This
term encompasses the fullest definition, including
urban, rural, inner city, farming, business, minority
ethnic, single-interest communities and so on. As
many groups and individuals as possible need to be
engaged in the Forest in some way, as owners, users,
organisers, contributors or supporters. Groups and
individuals should encompass as wide an age range
as possible, and the first aim is to offer something
‘from cradle to grave’. The Forest offers the means
for individuals and communities to take an increasing
interest in, and practical steps towards, the
sustainability of the environment in which they live
and work. By fulfilling a role of primary
environmental care, realising the impact of their lives
on the environment and taking action to minimise
that impact, they can work towards more sustainable
lifestyles. For the Forest to succeed and to become
a true asset for the wider community, a strong
community-centred approach will be needed,
ensuring that those groups currently excluded from
sharing and enjoying the Forest are targeted for
assistance. Helping build and develop the capacity of
communities to identify, implement and manage their
own solutions will be a major role for partners.
Equality of access, particularly for the disabled and
those who find obstacles such as stiles difficult to
negotiate, will be important in ensuring that the
Forest meets the needs of all sections of the
community. Involving people with impaired mobility
in designing and testing facilities will be
instrumental in achieving this aim.
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time as doing practical work, liaison with
landowners and developing education and
interpretation. Increased use by the community
itself reduces feelings of vulnerability. The zoning of
facilities will assist in providing security in some
areas and a feeling of remoteness in others.
5.6

The relationship between the business community
and the Forest will be an important partnership to
forge over the coming years. The Forest can play
its part in acting as a focus for continued links
between the private and public sectors, helping
create a more attractive setting for existing and
permitted new development against stiff
competition from other areas. It can also help by
providing sponsorship and investment
opportunities, at both Forest-wide and local levels,
improving business and community links and the
quality of life for all. The Forest will play an
important role in providing opportunities for new
small businesses and employment opportunities,
particularly in rural areas, both related directly to
the creation and management of the Forest.
Directly, for example through tree nurseries and
forest contractors, and indirectly through activities
such as craft workshops, bed and breakfast facilities
and cycle hire.

Planning for Real, Lawrence Weston (Photo: Forest of Avon)

■

work sensitively alongside existing initiatives,
encouraging them to become involved in the Forest
vision though respecting their autonomy;

■

work closely with the business community and
employment initiatives;

■

ensure a close relationship with the city farm
movement and work to find effective ways of
linking urban communities to the Forest, through
the farms;

■

involve as many local groups and voluntary
organisations as possible.

Proposals
5.7

The Forest partners will:
■

take a proactive and innovative approach to
working with all segments of the community,
particularly those disadvantaged and socially
excluded, and encourage their involvement in its
planning, creation, use and long-term care;

■

create the Forest in ways enabling local people to
develop their own part in it on both local and
Forest-wide bases;

■

encourage landowners, tenants, local people and
communities to share in the planning and decisionmaking process involved in the provision of new
woodland facilities;

■

consider the creation of countryside
management/ranger services for parts of the Forest;

■

ensure that facilities are designed, promoted and
managed to encourage safe and enjoyable use by all
sectors of the public;
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Aims:

6.1

6.2

6.3
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■

Create an attractive, diverse and wellwooded landscape offering a wide range of
benefits to local people.

■

Protect and enhance wildlife and nature
conservation areas.

■

Use woodland planting to reduce the impact
of visually intrusive elements.

■

Protect and enhance historic parks and
landscapes.

■

Recognise and strengthen local identity and
character.

An analysis of the existing landscape using the
Countryside Commission’s methodology identified
eight broad landscape character zones and 32
subzones on the basis of physical characteristics,
current and past land uses and management plans.
The zones are described in more detail in Chapter 3.
The landscape assessment revealed how the
complex geology of the area has resulted in a very
rich, varied landscape, albeit one that has an
absence of large bodies of fresh water. It also gave
an insight into how today’s landscape is a reflection
of the dynamic nature of landform being moulded
by geographical and climatic forces and vegetation
patterns through ecological succession. The effects
of mankind are superimposed on the natural cycle;
many of the most attractive landscapes were a
direct result of past management practices and
low-intensity farming, creating a rich landscape with
a wide range of habitats. Archaeological remains
such as hill forts and earthworks remains also add
diversity and interest to the landscape.
The landscape is continually evolving but still
contains valuable areas of historic landscapes
containing not only the remains of historic parks
and gardens but also evidence of earlier settlement
patterns, cultivation systems and early industrial
remains. Although difficult to appraise, it is these
remnants which give even small areas a strong local
identity. How the landscape is perceived is part of
the local culture, emphasising the need to involve
local people in developing proposals for their area.
Countryside Character Assessment work is being
undertaken by partners to quantify character, in
order to better inform future land use strategies.

It will encompass local identity and reflect the
diversity of local landscapes. Proposals for Forest
implementation will need to respect this work as it
is assimilated into local plans and supplementary
planning guidance.
6.4

The landscape assessment indicated that features
such as hedges, stone walls and orchards were very
important, giving detailed interest and being capable
of dramatically influencing the character of an area.
Strong, tall hedgerows can make an area appear
much more wooded than it really is. The Forest
area once contained large numbers of orchards and
the few that remain are in urgent need of
management and restocking. These features also
have great value in increasing biodiversity.
Hedgerows are particularly valuable in establishing
wildlife corridors across the countryside, especially
in areas where farming has been intensified.

6.5

Creating the Community Forest will involve major
landscape change. The creation of a new, wellwooded countryside over the next 40-50 years will
require sensitive handling to retain and conserve
key elements of existing wooded and non-wooded
character and to restore valued features which are
in decline, whilst developing new landscapes that are
attractive, robust and well suited to their new roles.

6.6

Of all vegetation types, trees have the greatest
visual impact and are a powerful tool in changing a
landscape. As well as taking into account how
design can best accommodate the needs of wildlife
and local history, it will be important to ensure
woods are well designed and enhance the existing
landscape. The Forestry Commission has published
guidelines advising on detailed assessment of the
implications of planting new woodland in the
landscape and its long-term impact; these include
the effect on existing views and how the size of
woodlands, the species used and the ratio of
woodland to open land can affect the landscape.
The integration of large woodlands, of 20 ha and
above will need particular care and will be a topic
for further work.

6.7

The potential scale of woodland planting makes it
an ideal tool for reducing the impact of negative
landscape elements, including harsh urban edges
adjacent to the countryside, major roads, industrial
development and pylon lines. On sites lacking
significant natural features, the incorporation of
imaginative new elements to provide local
character will be an objective.
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6.8

Some of the most discordant elements found in the
existing countryside include poorly designed golf
courses, sports facilities, road schemes,
warehousing, new crematoria and farm buildings
with little or no associated structure planting.

6.9

The Community Forest will need to be perceived
as providing enjoyable and safe recreational
environments. Principal factors in achieving this are
good visibility, clear waymarks and other people
using the wood. Some of these requirements can
be addressed by good design and management,
others by promotion.

6.12 Evidence in the Forest emphasises the need to
ensure that all Community Forest woodland and
related facilities include suitable management
arrangements, so that, for example, a picnic area
provided in year one is not overgrown and
unusable by year five. Similarly, not only is a wellmanaged woodland more productive and of greater
wildlife value, it is also more attractive and a more
stable element in the landscape. Management will
change the appearance of woodland and other sites
in the short term and people will need to be
helped to understand the processes that are
needed and their long-term aims.

Proposals
6.13 The Forest partners will aim to:
■

reduce the impact of existing and proposed
development through proactive landscape strategies,
linked to the planning system, involving on-and offsite woodland planting, including co-operation with
local industry, house builders and commerce;

■

promote new woodland planting in association with
all recreational facilities, existing and proposed;

■

enhance the existing landscape by additional tree
and woodland planting where this is compatible
with wildlife, historic sites and local distinctiveness,
ensuring that landscape change reflects the
historical development of local landscape character
in order to achieve both integration and identity
throughout the Forest area;

■

achieve a diverse landscape structure of habitats,
creating a rich and varied environment for wildlife
and helping to promote less-intensive agriculture;

■

protect areas of historical landscape interest through
the existing consultation process developed by the
local authorities and the Forestry Commission;

■

promote the restoration of historic landscapes,
particularly in registered historic parks and gardens
where the preparation of restoration plans will be
encouraged;

■

promote the management and enhancement of
landscape features, such as hedgerows, walls, orchards
and traditional landscape patterns, and provide advice
and training on how this can be best achieved;

New planting on landfill,Yanley (Photo: Forest of Avon)

6.10 Throughout the Community Forest area there are
few local design guidelines for recreational facilities.
The Forestry Commission publishes guidelines on
recreation, community woodland design and
lowland landscape design (see Bibliography). Design
guidelines have a great value in establishing suitable
standards without being so prescriptive as to be
inflexible to local identity. Village Design
Statements will help involve local people in
identifying the local character and distinctiveness of
their villages and play an important role in helping
influence development and future change.
6.11 Road and rail corridors are the source of many
people’s perceptions of an area, and qualitative
improvement of key routes in and out of the Forest
would assist in raising feelings and expectations. The
landscape assessment suggested that a detailed study
should be carried out of all transport corridors, to
determine how they could best be assimilated into
the landscape and how the user’s experience could
be improved. New planting in relation to the Second
Severn Crossing approaches has been achieved and a
similar approach is needed with existing motorways.
This will be particularly important on the edge of
and into the city. Consultation also revealed a desire
to see more open water in the landscape.
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New off-road cycle route adjacent to Ring Road (Photo: Forest of Avon)
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■

investigate opportunities to create more areas of
open water in the landscape where this is
compatible with other considerations;

■

ensure all landscape change is of a consistently high
quality by developing guidelines on good design
practice; schemes likely to have a major landscape
impact or high public profile, such as gateway sites,
will need to be professionally designed;

■

carry out a landscape assessment to determine
how transport corridors, particularly motorways,
can be enhanced and work with the Highways
Agency and local authorities;

■

ensure the design and management of all woodlands
with access and open spaces will reflect the need to
reduce fear and provide a safe, enjoyable
environment for all sections of the community;

■

ensure landscape proposals give as much
consideration and commitment to future
management and maintenance as to the original
design.
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Aims:
■

Improve people’s quality of life by bringing
the benefits of new woodlands close to
where they live and work, enhancing the
environment and regenerating land for
investment, leisure and wildlife.

■

Increase access to woodlands, improve the
quality of information about access and
promote better understanding of woods and
forestry.

■

Protect existing woodlands, promote the
environmental benefits of trees and
woodlands and use biodiversity action plans
to guide nature conservation.

■

Promote a sustainable woodland economy
through the management of existing and the
establishment of new woods in the
countryside.

community involvement, may be the key, though
there is no guarantee of success. Expensive large
trees with expensive guards are rarely effective,
particularly where woodland is the final objective,
as they can become targets for vandalism and may
grow less well than small trees at close spacings,
which also produce a closed canopy.
7.3

In regenerating derelict, damaged and abandoned land
where growing conditions are particularly difficult, a
wider range of species, including pioneers, should be
used and establishment techniques carefully chosen
to ensure maximum success. The Forestry
Commission has particular expertise in this area and
carries out extensive research into establishment
techniques. Some of these sites, usually close to or
within urban areas, can provide recreation, amenity
and wildlife space near disadvantaged communities.

7.4

Much land around industrial areas and land awaiting
development can be used to grow trees and shortrotation energy crops. When the development
takes place, some trees or the energy crop can be
removed and the final development is placed within
the setting of mature trees. This approach offers a
means of phasing planting and development so that
tree cover is established in advance of development
rather the reverse, in which case it may be 20 years
before marketing images are realised.

Regeneration
7.1

7.2

Woodland and tree planting can play a significant
role in regenerating towns, cities and their
surrounding areas.The benefits of trees are well
documented, particularly in relation to their visual,
wildlife, pollution absorption and filtering roles. In
addition they create a sense of well being, shade
and tranquillity.The appearance of an area is often a
key factor in investment decisions and the presence
of substantial areas of trees and woodland is of
tremendous benefit. Land however is in short
supply and in urban areas is of high value; in
addition to planting achieved through permitted
development, there is great potential for towns in
the Forest to develop urban forestry strategies,
using highway, housing and leisure land, to achieve
the feel of an urban forest. One of the greatest
benefits of urban and urban fringe woodland is that
it is close to where people live and therefore has
the greatest impact on their quality of life, whilst
achieving a high degree of sustainability by
minimising the need for car based travel to reach it.
Sites likely to suffer from vandalism will need extra
thought, drawing on best practice from other
initiatives e.g. the National Urban Forestry Unit
(NUFU) where planting in cities and on the urban
fringe has been achieved successfully. Small stock,
planted as unobtrusively as possible with

Rural Development
7.5

Woodland industries and forestry have potential to
provide significant rural employment, particularly
when a critical mass of woodland can be achieved.
As the reform of agriculture through the Common
Agriculture Policies (CAP) of the EU take effect,
woodland and forestry based enterprise can help
create the opportunities for diversification and
employment.The creation of the Forest of Avon
will assist in this process.

7.6

The pace of reform through CAP is uncertain and
whilst the development of the Rural Development
Plan as Part of the Rural Development Regulations
takes place, it is clear that a shift towards agrienvironment schemes is taking place. Forestry will
have a key role to play in helping create a new,
vibrant rural economy.

7.7

To achieve the Forest Plan, most woodland will need
to be established on farmland, and the lower grades
of agricultural land will be given priority. High-grade
land will be considered if occupiers wish, as this land
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is potentially returnable to agriculture from
woodland should national priorities shift in future.
Grants, especially DEFRA’s Farm Woodland Premium
Scheme, encourage new woodland on arable and
improved grassland, thus reducing agricultural
production. Extensive woodland planting is only
likely on land withdrawn from productive agriculture
such as on the farmer’s retirement or when land is
to be used for non-agricultural pursuits. In some
cases only minimal planting may be expected as
productive farms may only be able to provide shelter
for livestock and sporting cover.
7.8

7.9

Woodland establishment on land previously used
for arable crops will present its own problems,
particularly in terms of weed control. Soil is often
very fertile due to the use of artificial fertilisers, and
the cessation of weed treatment can be a recipe for
rampant growth, suppressing young trees.
Techniques to deal with these problems are being
researched by the Forestry Commission, DEFRA
and others. Both the Forestry Commission and
DEFRA publish guidance and give advice to farmers.
The Forest area has great potential for tree growth
and a key aim will be to produce high-value, largedimension timber. Careful management of some
species can provide substantial income in the long
term. The creation of new woods will incorporate
some conifer species. It is unrealistic to rely totally
on broadleaved species; choice will depend on site
conditions, priorities of the owner and the need for
an economic return in the medium term. Conifers
are quicker to mature than broadleaves, can realise
cash flows sooner and act as a nurse for valuable
broadleaved species, though the use of conifers is not
permitted on ancient semi-natural woodland sites.
Mixed woodland is also valuable
silviculturally and environmentally.
This does not mean, however, that
the Forest will resemble the
relatively large, single-species, evenaged conifer plantations of upland
Britain. Some of these new woods
will need to be large, i.e. over 20 ha,
in order to help generate economies
of scale and a critical mass of
economic forestry as well as
maximising non-timber benefits.
Adjacent landowners may be able to
link into larger existing woods or to
create woods of over 20 ha together.

7.10 Existing and new woodlands offer an
opportunity for the creation of value
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adding enterprises, often at a specialist, small scale
level, but as volumes of timber increase, local
businesses will be able to take advantage of the
market on the doorstep, over 1 million people, within
easy reach. Enhanced tree planting may be associated
with diversification or farm visitor enterprises. The
establishment of marketing schemes, e.g. Forest of
Avon Wood Products, can help kick start these
enterprises and link demand to supply. Certification,
through the UK Woodland Assurance Scheme will
assist not only in ensuring the best management of
woodlands but also raise consumer confidence in the
products they buy.
7.11 There is also potential for growing energy crops on
farmland, e.g. short rotation coppice, providing an
alternative source of income to farmers whilst
reducing dependence on fossil fuels for energy (see
Chapter 8). Wood fuel and forest residues from local
businesses, e.g. woodchip may also be integrated into
the energy cycle when a local power generation
facility exists. The eastern part of the Forest is within
the catchment of the proposed Cricklade power
station and incentives are available from MAFF.

Recreation, Access and Tourism

7.12 Using the Forestry Commission guides, including
figures for the area of existing community
woodland and the population, 1656 ha of woodland
with free and open access on foot will be needed,
leaving 1126 ha of new woodland to be created
with access on foot. Forestry Commission
guidelines give an indication of the number of
visitors that woods of different sizes can be
expected to accommodate; for example, a
woodland of more than 75 ha may be able to
absorb over 100,000 visitors per year.
These woods will need to be created
close to communities; some land
acquisition by local authorities, the
Woodland Trust, the Wildlife Trust, Forest
Enterprise and others may be the most
effective way of ensuring that this happens
quickly. Other grant supplements will
assist in achieving these objectives where
land remains in private hands.There
should be a concentration on creating
woods over 20 ha in size, and in the
Forest of Avon these woods should ideally
be located where woodland cover is
lowest, where they are close to people
and where adverse environmental impacts
Exploring the woods, Leigh Woods
are minimised.
(Photo: Forest of Avon)
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Manor Road, Keynsham 1993 (Photo: Forest of Avon)

7.13 The benefits of woodlands, both large and small, for
recreation and access have already been identified.
Improving the quality of access in existing woods,
and creating new woods with access thereby
providing benefits for people, close to where they
live and minimising the need for car travel will be
an essential element of the Forest vision. In
addition, the opportunity to inform, involve and
educate all sections of the community about
forestry, woodlands and their environment,
increasing enjoyment and understanding will need
to be taken to ensure that new and better
managed woods really do deliver public benefits.
7.14 Every opportunity should be taken to encourage
owners of both new and existing woodland to offer
new public access, to link this to the public rights of
way system and to create a network of linked
woods and paths. There is also scope for cooperation between adjacent owners to link access
to mutual benefit.
The main issues of recreation, sport and education
are dealt with in Chapters 11, 12 and 14.

Environment and Conservation
7.15 Creating the Forest of Avon will have a positive
effect on wildlife and biodiversity.The creation and
management of non-woodland habitats is dealt with
in Chapter 9; this section is focused on woodlands.
7.16 Many of our existing woods provide some of the
most diverse habitat in the Forest area.This is
particularly true of ancient semi natural woods. New
woodlands will, in time, play their part and careful use
of design, species and management will all help
improve biodiversity. There should be a presumption

Manor Road, Keynsham 2001 (Photo: Forest of Avon)

against further loss of any woodland but where there
may be an overriding public benefit reasons, the
creation of at least equivalent areas will be sought.
7.17

Ancient woodlands, especially those which are
ancient semi-natural, are irreplaceable and the
priority will be to protect, maintain and enhance their
special value. Where appropriate, this may include
the removal of conifers and other exotics. The
reversal of fragmentation, linking and expanding
existing ASNW, through the creation of new native
woodland by regeneration or by the planting of stock
from native origin is also an important objective for
the Forest partners. Woodland Habitat Action Plans
and Biodiversity Action Plans are setting targets for
implementation of these and other important aims
and objectives. The UK Forestry Standard sets out
criteria and standards, and a number of guides and
booklets are published by the Forestry Commission
which give detailed technical advice.

7.18 The majority of new woodland planting will be likely
to reflect the broadleaved tree and shrub species
which grow naturally in the area. These species are
ash with oak, as the dominant woodland type, plus
wild cherry, field maple and lime; willows and alder
may dominate on the flat coastal plain. The
Woodland Grant Scheme allows for areas within
new woods to be open space to be designed as
part of new woodland schemes, which can provide
habitat diversity and recreation benefits.
7.19 There is a range of silvicultural systems and
techniques, some of which could be more commonly
used to help to revitalise the management of many
existing woods. The enhancement of diversity will
often be a desirable objective in terms of species,
age, structure and open space, achievable through
careful selective felling and thinning.
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A series of environmental guidelines, setting
standards for good, multipurpose woodland
management is available from the Forestry
Commission.
7.20 Creating new woodland needs to be carefully
planned as there is a potential for damage to other
environmental assets. Establishing new woodland on
sites with existing nature conservation, heritage and
archaeology value is dealt with in Chapters 9 and 10.
Also, landscape character may be affected adversely
and new woodland should, as far as possible, reflect
the existing character and setting in the landscape of
existing woods, for example on steep slopes or on
hill tops. Where no exemplars exist, much thought
and careful design will be needed. Landscape issues
are addressed in Chapter 6.
7.21 New woodland provides the potential for a
significant increase in the populations of potentially
damaging mammals, such as deer, rabbits and
squirrels. Establishment techniques need to take
this into account and management of these species
is usually essential and likely to be a requirement in
respect of the Woodland Grant Scheme. It is
important to explain the necessity for such control
to an urban population, unfamiliar with the
problems these animals can cause.
7.22 The establishment and long term management of
trees and woodland also plays a part in carbon
sequestration, taking and ‘locking up’ atmospheric
carbon. On a wider scale this will provide
environmental benefits and may help combat the
rate of climate change but will not be a substitute
for reducing carbon emissions.

■

The Forest partners will develop and implement
urban forestry strategies for towns and the city,
aimed at increasing tree cover, better management
of urban trees and realising economic benefits.

■

Where woodland is to be established on difficult
sites, best practice from other parts of the country
and Forestry Commission research will guide
proposals. Proven technology will be applied
where appropriate.

■

The Forest partners will actively encourage, with the
help of grant aid and advice, voluntary participation
by landowners and tenants in establishing new
woodland areas. Where appropriate, land acquisition
on the open market will be used. The impact of new
woodland on neighbouring land will need to be
considered. Owners will also be encouraged to
create new public access.

■

The management and restoration of existing woods
in the Forest area for economic and environmental
benefits will be a high priority for the Forest
partners. The establishment of local marketing
initiatives, certification to international standards
and grant aid will be important in achieving this.

■

The Forest partners will be guided by the UK
Forestry Standard when advising on and deciding
establishment and management prescriptions for
woodland.

■

The protection, management, regeneration and
extension of ancient semi-natural woodlands will be
a high priority for Forest partners.

■

Landowners with sites particularly suited to
producing high-quality hardwoods will be
encouraged to plant trees at appropriate spacings.
New Woodland Grant Scheme conditions now
insist on closer spacing for woods over 3 ha and
where timber production is an objective.

■

The Forest partners will encourage the planting
and marketing of energy crops where appropriate.
Development of markets and technology will form
part of this work, using existing UK and European
examples and research.

■

The Forest partners will identify a number of
demonstration woods (either new or existing) in
conjunction with owners, where design, establishment
and management techniques are exemplary and can
be used to inform, educate and train existing and
potential woodland owners and users.

Proposals
7.23 A range of activities will be required in order to
achieve the woodland and forestry aims. The
England Forestry Strategy provides guidance on
priority programmes and actions for woodlands
and forestry in England, many of which are relevant
to the Forest of Avon:
■
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New, large (20ha and above) community woodlands
will be encouraged to the north, south and east of
Bristol, where current provision of woods with
free, open access on foot is severely limited. Smaller
woodlands, close to where people live will also be a
priority.
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Aims:
■

Support and assist in developing sustainable
and diverse farm businesses.

■

Encourage the management of agricultural
land for recreational and environmental
benefits.

■

Forge close links between agricultural and
urban communities.

■

Forge close links between farming and
forestry and seek opportunities for creating
and managing woodland.

8.1

The dominant force in the landscape of the Forest
area has been agriculture. It will continue to exert
a great influence in the future and will play a critical
role in the creation of the Forest and its long-term
future.

8.2

Increasingly, agriculture in the Forest is affected by
decisions at an international level;World Trade
Organisation (WTO) reforms and changes within
the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) of the
European Union (EU) create the conditions within
which farm businesses have to operate. Consumer
preferences and market conditions also have a direct
effect.The Agenda 2000 reforms to the CAP will be
achieved through the Rural Development Regulation
which is targeted at a range of mainly voluntary
measures, including improving environmental land
management and extending woodland.

8.3

8.4

Agricultural land values have been maintained at
high levels, partly by funding from outside
agriculture. Farms have grown in size and the
number of employees has fallen. Dairying provides
a reasonable income though some stock-rearing is
decidedly marginal.The beef crisis of the mid-late
1990s has had a deep effect. Many farm businesses
are run on a part-time basis, with other income
supplementing that from farming.
Some farm businesses have diversified, though
examples are not widespread. Whilst there are
two privately owned country parks and a few
examples of pick-your-own, farm bed and breakfast,
holiday accommodation, farm shops, and lightindustry conversions, little evidence exists of
diversification into woodland-related business.
Notable exceptions are farms running trials in
connection with energy coppice and leisure

activities in woods. Many redundant farm buildings
are converted to dwellings, permanently reducing
options for future diversification. Golf course
developments and landfill, in particular, are often
seen as lucrative options. The planning system is
often perceived as being unhelpful.
8.5

Farms near urban areas have an added burden,
mainly related to trespass. Theft, crop trampling,
arson, vandalism, injury to livestock, fly-tipping and
car dumping all add to costs. Dog walking and crop
trampling may be limited to fields immediately
adjacent to housing, though other problems spread
further. Many farmers will not put grazing livestock
in the urban fringe; work by MAFF in other parts of
the country indicates that these problems can
cause significant financial loss. They can also create
an understandable resistance to more public access.
Nevertheless, much new access has been created
and existing paths promoted and upgraded. The
vast majority of people wishing to enjoy the
countryside are law abiding and opportunities exist
for farmers to become more involved in innovative
solutions to the creation and management of
access on farmland.

8.6

New woodland planting in general has been limited
to small areas of less productive land as there are
several barriers to large-scale establishment.
Although grants have improved markedly in recent
years, many farmers point to reduced cash flow and
diminished land values as being strong demotivators. Some will still have development ‘hope’
for some of their land, and a fear of the
implications of increased public access limits
enthusiasm for creating new community
woodlands. Doubtless, there is a lack of
confidence, skill and knowledge regarding woodland
planting, farmers being more familiar with crops
with much shorter rotations and returns. Sporting
shooting offers an incentive to diversify, particularly
in relation to set-aside land and new woodlands

8.7

England’s Rural Development Plan, drawn up
regionally under the auspices of the Rural
Development Regulations, proposes a significant
increase in support for woodland creation on farms
but also bearing in mind the priorities for
woodland creation of the England Forestry
Strategy.The Forest partners will need to prepare
to assist in promoting this support to farmers.
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8.8

The Rural Development Plan also proposes
encouragement for renewable energy through an
Energy Crops Scheme offering a potential source of
income for farmers as generating companies seek
supplies to meet non-fossil fuel obligations. Grant
schemes and the price structure for electricity
from energy crops may change in the future. The
development of markets close to the crop will be
important factors in farmers’ decisions.

■

Tenants and owners will be encouraged to bring
existing woods into management for timber, wildlife
and amenity purposes.

■

The Forest partnership will act as a focus for advice,
information, training and joint marketing ventures.

■

The Forest partners will work closely with farmers,
occupiers and tenants, including sporting tenants, in
resolving problems and conflicts caused by illegal and
unauthorised activities in the Forest.The
development of a countryside management/ranger
service in key areas would play a valuable role in this.

■

New woodlands on farmland will be encouraged
through the marketing of relevant grant aid and
information, focused on priority areas.

■

Farm businesses will be encouraged to diversify into
appropriate opportunities, within relevant planning
constraints. The Forest partners will help to develop
a joint marketing strategy with these businesses in
relation to rural employment initiatives.

■

Farmers will be encouraged and supported in
becoming contractors for Forest services, including
the management and maintenance of woodlands,
Forest paths, signs and stiles. The production of
stiles and other timber products could be a useful
addition to farm businesses.

■

A whole-farm approach will be adopted where
possible to encourage an integrated view of
woodland, hedgerow, recreation, and agrienvironment opportunities expanding the role and
approach of the Farming and Wildlife Advisory
Group (FWAG).

Proposals

■

8.12 A range of activities will be required to encourage
farmers and landowners to become active Forest
partners.

The Forest partners will assist in promoting energy
crops on farmland and in developing markets for
the end product.

■

Promote DEFRA grants, e.g. Processing and
Marketing Grant Scheme, Organic Farming Scheme,
Rural Enterprise Scheme.

8.9

Agri-environment schemes have been successfully
promoted in the Forest, mainly through the
Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS) and the
Rural Development Plan aims to expand CSS
significantly from 2000 to 2007. A significant
opportunity exists for Forest partners to work
with farmers to enhance the environment and
achieve biodiversity objectives within a viable farm
business context and to promote DEFRA
processing and Marketing Grants.

8.10 A recent and successful campaign has been that of
local farmers markets; these offer the opportunity
for producers to sell directly into urban centres in a
more sustainable trading environment. A similar
opportunity exists to market locally produced wood
products to local people. Both these approaches fit
in with policies for rural development.
8.11 Several farmers already work with schools,
community groups and city farms to increase urban
people’s understanding and awareness of the
agricultural industry and the countryside. As more
people are invited to enjoy their rural
surroundings, education and interpretation will
grow in importance.
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■

The establishment of the Forest through planting,
land management agreements and access
agreements will be through an entirely voluntary
relationship with farmers, tenants and landowners.

■

The Forest partners will identify, encourage and
work with a number of demonstration farm
businesses where exemplars of woodland/forestry
management, energy crops, tourism, recreation,
sport, education, increased access and community
links can be established for others to learn from.
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Aims:
■

Support the achievement of local and
national Biodiversity Action Plans for species
and habitats.

that evaluation is as reliable as possible.

Evaluation
9.3

9.1

■

Record, monitor and evaluate change in
biodiversity assets.

■

Protect and enhance existing areas of nature
conservation and wildlife interest.

■

Manage areas of existing wildlife habitat.

■

Create new areas for wildlife and nature
conservation.

■

Link new and existing wildlife areas.

■

Increase people’s understanding and
enjoyment of wildlife.

■

Integrate wildlife and nature conservation
objectives into the creation of new woodland.

The Forest area has been subjected to many
pressures over the last 50 years which have had a
significant diminishing effect on biodiversity, both in
terms of species diversity and habitat type and
area. There still remains a remnant of sites and
species which act both as the ‘seed source’ for any
future expansion of biodiversity and as evidence of
the rich and complex animal and plant communities
people may enjoy. The task of the Forest partners
is to maintain this existing pool whilst at the same
time seek to expand and extend biodiversity,
making up for some of the recent loss. This task
requires a number of key steps.

As records are collected and data grows, decisions
need to be made as to what it means in terms of
‘value’ and ‘importance’. This tends to be done on
a site basis but there is an increasing movement to
look at wider landscapes and areas, as seen in
English Nature’s Natural Areas work. The
development of the UK Biodiversity Action Plan
(BAP) and its cascading down to Species Action
Plans, Habitat Action Plans, Local BAPs requires
that records and data are put into context, not only
from a past and present perspective but that the
context is monitored into the future. Much
evaluation has resulted in designations at
International, National, Regional and Local levels.
These, and locally derived evaluations, are
important in terms of protection within the
planning system and resource targeting. The Forest
partners will need to continue the debate about
the criteria for evaluation and to implement the
appropriate designations to ensure the Biodiversity,
Habitat and Species Action Plans are supported.

Protection and management
9.4

Evaluation of sites has led to a range of
designations, which give protection under various
statutes. International designations include
RAMSAR sites, Natura 2000 Special Protection
Areas (SPAs) and Special Areas for Conservation
(SACs). National designations include National
Nature Reserves (NNRs), Sites of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSIs); local designations include Local

Recording and identification
9.2

Many sites of nature conservation interest are well
documented and have extensive records going back
many years. Many others, however are only just
being identified and as techniques for recording
improve, new sites of interest are added.This work
is centred around the Bristol Regional Environmental
Records Centre (BRERC), which employs both
professional and volunteer recorders to add to and
maintain records of sites and species.An important
task for the Forest partners is to maintain and
improve the quality, frequency, availability and
reliability of environmental records via BRERC so

Woodland ground flora (Photo: Forest of Avon)
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Nature Reserves and Sites of Nature Conservation
Importance (SNCIs). In addition,Tree Preservation
Orders can protect individual trees and woods.
Felling regulations, operated by the Forestry
Commission protect against loss and or
inappropriate works. Most protection is against
inappropriate development or management and the
list of sites is continually being refined in the light
of new knowledge from survey, changing views
within the environmental profession and in
response to specific threats. The Forest partners
should keep under review protective designations
and enforce them as far as the law allows.
9.5

Protective designations are also the focus for
resources and English Nature, local authorities, the
Forestry Commission and the National Lottery all
use them to target resources for management and
sometimes acquisition.

9.6

Land acquisition by the Wildlife and Woodland
Trusts, particularly with support from the National
Lottery is proving to be an important tool in
helping ensure the long term future of important
sites. The ability of partner organisations to take
opportunities for the acquisition of important sites
will need to be maintained into the future.

9.9

Ancient semi-natural woodlands are a scarce and
valuable resource both locally and nationally. Even
where these have been converted in the past to
non-native broadleaf or conifer plantations, they
may retain elements of their former diversity, e.g. a
good flora, which with careful management can be
protected and enhanced. Natural regeneration will
often be desirable for ancient semi-natural woods,
otherwise restocking must be with native species,
using stock derived from local sources wherever
feasible and especially for the most important and
sensitive woods. The expansion and linkage of
ancient semi-natural woodlands and restoration of
priority ancient woodland sites to semi-natural
condition will be a priority for Forest partners.
The UK Forestry Standard and Forestry Practice
Guides set out the technical requirements.

Creation
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9.7

However these protected sites alone will not
ensure the sustainability of wildlife; habitat
fragmentation needs to be addressed and a whole
landscape approach to conservation and
enhancement be taken, within the philosophy of
Natural Areas and Countryside Character. A range
of habitat types representative of the naturally
occurring range of habitat types for the area needs
to be supported as do species indicative of the
favourable condition of those habitats.

9.8

In addition, a range of mechanisms exists and will
evolve into the future to assist in the management
of other sites and habitats. Section 106 agreements,
management agreements and planning conditions
are available to the planning authorities and a range
of grant schemes, both large and small can help
apply resources to this essential task. These include
grants from local authorities, Countryside
Stewardship agri-environment grants, English Nature
grants, the Environment Agency, the National
Lottery funds and the Forestry Commission. It will
be important for Forest partners to pursue these
and future mechanisms to ensure the long term
management of sites. The existence of clear, well
researched management plans is essential to ensure
that resources are applied appropriately.

9.10 The creation of new habitat can also make a
significant contribution to BAPs by extending
woodlands, creating new native woodlands, linking
isolated sites, regenerating and planting hedges,
creating new wetlands and changing the
management of farmland to new objectives. These
new habitats can also be achieved through both
forestry grants (new habitat can be created within
woodland areas established under Forestry
Commission grants; these can incorporate up to
20% open space and 10% woody shrub species),
agri-environment grant schemes and through
planning agreements when mitigating the effects of
development. The concept of wildlife corridors is
an excellent model and can be applied on a wider
basis alongside strategies for a broader based
approach to ‘whole landscape’ conservation, in line
with Natural Areas and Countryside Character
work. An issue for Forest partners will be the
essentially opportunist nature of achieving progress
through grant schemes as opposed to a strategic,
demand led approach. Forest partners will need to
give clear indications as to where priorities lie,
through BAPs and similar plans.

Monitoring
9.11 As the Forest grows and agri-environment schemes
take effect, they should have a positive impact on
the area’s biodiversity assets. However, pressures
which diminish biodiversity will remain, so the need
to monitor change and to respond to it will be
important.
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The focus for recording this change will be BRERC,
with data being collected by a wide range of
organisations and individuals.

Local Action
9.12 The Wildlife Trust manages many sites as nature
reserves, and local authorities, parish councils,
schools and local groups are involved in practical
management and care on a huge variety of urban
and rural wildlife sites, from local nature reserves
to school grounds. These sites and other areas
such as parks, gardens and the countryside provide
the critical mass of land where plants and animals
live; they do not have to be rare to be of value.
9.13 There is no doubt that people are fiercely
protective of habitats under threat and that
involvement in their care and management creates
a long-term stake-holding into the future. The
involvement of local people in protecting and
enhancing local biodiversity is a keystone of Local
Agenda 21 and achieving the Forest vision.Working
to protect and enhance local biodiversity is also
very enjoyable and educational. Much personal
development occurs through learning new skills and
gaining understanding of the natural environment.

Veteran Tree, Ashton Court (Photo: Forest of Avon)

protected from further loss and appropriate
management will be encouraged.

Proposals
9.14 A range of activities will be required to achieve
wildlife and nature conservation aims:
■

Forest partners will develop a range of BAPs and
HAPs and these will provide the strategic guidance
for survey, work and investment in wildlife and
nature conservation within the Forest.

■

Forest partners will agree and monitor the
favourable condition of representative habitats
within the Forest.

■

Existing areas of wildlife and nature conservation
importance in the Forest area will continue to be
protected by local authority policies and by
extensive consultation with local authorities prior
to schemes being approved. Alongside this, existing
habitats will be enhanced through use of
appropriate grant schemes related to clear
management objectives.

■

All sites of nature conservation importance,
including ancient semi-natural woodlands, will be

■

The Forest partners should seek net environmental
gains through the creation of the Forest and its
related infrastructure.

■

New areas of wildlife value will be created, in
addition to woodland. These should be used where
practical to link isolated wildlife areas and to create
new networks for wildlife. A whole landscape
approach to nature conservation, in addition to the
current site based approach, will need to be
adopted by Forest partners.

■

Schools, local communities, local groups and the
public will be encouraged to take an active role in
the long-term care, management and use of wildlife
sites in the Forest where the owner is agreeable.

■

Education and interpretation facilities and activities
will be developed in relation to appropriate wildlife
sites in the Forest and they will provide an
important focus for arts, theatre and similar events
designed to raise awareness, enjoyment and
understanding of the local natural environment.
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Aims:
■

Conserve and enhance archaeological and
historic sites and landscapes.

■

Encourage public awareness and
understanding of historical and
archaeological sites and landscapes within
the Forest.

10.1 Sites of archaeological and historical interest are a
finite and non-renewable resource in the Forest.
They represent a record of how the physical
landscape has been changed by mankind in the past
and therefore how our present landscape has been
formed. They also provide a link to our cultural,
social and spiritual development and give clues to
the future. Much of this heritage is invisible or only
evident to the expert eye; much is also not yet
known or discovered.
10.2 New woodland proposals through the Forestry
Commission’s Woodland Grant Scheme are notified
to the local authority archaeologists and checked
against the Sites and Monuments Record. Where
significant archaeological sites or structures are
present, schemes are modified or recommended
for refusal in line with councils’ archaeological
policies to ensure damage is not caused. It is less
clear in instances where remains are suspected.
The Woodland Grant Scheme does not at present
provide for detailed evaluation, so close liaison with
the councils’ archaeologists will be needed to
highlight areas of sensitivity in advance.
10.3 There are also potential benefits through discovery
of new sites of interest and, most importantly, by
improving access and encouraging the community
to take an interest in and learn about this hidden
heritage. Opportunities exist to promote sites as
part of visitor strategies for the area e.g. Bristol’s
engineering heritage could be interpreted by linking
recent projects such as the Second Severn Crossing
with those of the past (e.g. Brunel’s Suspension
Bridge).
10.4 A number of nationally important archaeology sites
in the Forest have been designated as Scheduled
Monuments by the Department of Culture, Media
and Sport (DCMS), advised by English Heritage.
Archaeologically important buildings may also be
accorded some protection inclusion in the List of
Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic
Importance, (by the DCMS) whilst historic parks
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and gardens and historic battlefields may be
included on registers maintained by English
Heritage. By far the largest number of
archaeological sites are simply included in the
councils’ Sites and Monuments Record which,
whilst not affording direct protection, indicates the
existence and sensitivity of archaeological sites for
planning and related purposes.
10.5 Where archaeologically sensitive areas are within a
woodland site, these should be incorporated into
the overall design in a way consistent with the
policy of ‘preservation in situ’ outlined in PPG 16
Archaeology and Planning. In some cases, the
removal of trees and shrubs may be required. Sites
may be suitable for public access and interpretation
unless their sensitivity precludes this. Many sites
are in private ownership and permissive access
would need to be negotiated.
10.6 Landscapes themselves may be of archaeological or
historical significance.These include designed parks
and gardens, field boundaries, earthwork remains of
former settlements or field systems, Conservation
Areas, Registered Battlefields, hedgerows and
woodlands themselves. The Forest will itself be a
force for change but will need to be created in such
a way as not to destroy or obliterate these examples
but to add to them. The Forest will not aim purely
to preserve all past landscapes in suspended
animation but to integrate them into a dynamic and
changing scene, which itself will become part of a
future mosaic. Tree planting in historic landscapes
needs to be carefully designed and historic interest
should be assessed as part of the initial design.
Historic parks and gardens already play an important
role in the landscape, as identified in Chapter 6, and
in leisure, tourism and nature conservation.

Proposals
10.7 The Forest partners will aim to:
■

protect areas of historic and archaeological interest
against potentially damaging woodland planting;
existing consultation procedures will form the basis
of this work and areas of likely conflict will be
identified in advance;

■

encourage landowners with sites containing
features of archaeological or historical interest to
manage the land with their protection and, where
practical and desirable, their interpretation and
accessibility as key objectives;
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■

work with landowners to create or improve access
to and the interpretation of appropriate sites of
historical or archaeological interest; this may be in
the context of farm diversification or the
restoration of historic parks and gardens; sites
close to key access routes or forming part of
Forest gateways will be a priority;

■

identify landscape features such as veteran (very
old individual) trees, field boundaries and
earthwork remains, hedgerows, ditch and bank
features and protect them where appropriate with
Tree Preservation Orders or management
agreements, or offer to assist in their management
for their historical value;

■

develop more information and interpretation of the
area’s heritage as part of a visitor strategy.
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Aims:
■

Improve access to woodlands, open spaces
and the countryside, in particular near to
where people live.

■

Extend and promote to all sections of the
community the use of open spaces,
recreational routes, woodland and the
countryside.

■

Ensure that relevant information is available at
key points in the Forest for all potential users.

■

Encourage people to use alternatives to the
motor car as means to gain access to the
Forest.

■

Integrate the implementation of the Forest
with Local Transport Plans.

11.1 Much of the Forest is in private ownership and will
remain so, with no right of public access. There is
very little mountain, moor, heath and down in the
Forest, most of the countryside is in active
agriculture. However, the public rights-of-way
network, public open spaces, permissive access
agreements and new access agreed under grant aid
for woodland and land management together can
provide an extensive network covering the Forest.
This network, when properly maintained, managed
and promoted can provide local people with an
easy way of getting or keeping healthy, through
regular exercise, as strenuous or relaxed as
required. The network also has the potential to
provide the means to link city to country.
11.2 The Forest of Avon already has a number of sites
and facilities where the community can enjoy open
spaces, and woodlands and gain access to the
countryside. For example, an exciting opportunity
exists at Stoke Park to provide a new facility of
open space in a high-quality setting to the north of
the city. There are, however, areas where few
facilities exist; many popular sites could be
significantly improved. In addition, many people are
excluded from using and enjoying the countryside
and greenspaces due to physical disability, age or
simply having to take young children in a pushchair.
The Disability Discrimination Act (1995) affects
both physical infrastructure (by 2004) and access to
information and will require providers of services
in the Forest to address compliance with the
requirements of the Act. A useful starting point is
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provided by the BT Countryside For All standards
and guidelines.
11.3 Walking, cycling and horse riding are excellent and
enjoyable ways of getting and keeping fit and
healthy, thereby reducing the burden on health
services and improving people’s quality of life.
Walking and cycling are also excellent ways of
commuting, thereby reducing car use. Forest
partners will assist in promoting walking, cycling
and riding in conjunction with health practitioners
as well as ensuring a network of paths, trails and
cycle routes.
11.4 The public rights-of-way network extends into all
Forest areas, though it is not universally open or
accessible. Despite the hard work of the councils’
public rights-of-way teams and local communities
through for example the Parish Paths Partnership,
many footpaths have poor or non-existent
waymarking, blockages and stiles in poor repair or
have simply fallen out of use. The problem is largely
one of scale; there is over 1000 km of paths within
the Forest area. Open spaces, commons and village
greens all perform a major role in providing access
and recreational space, and are fiercely defended by
local people. The Quiet Roads initiative may also
help extend the network of routes with the priority
given to non-motorised users.
11.5 When paths are clear and marked, trespass is
reduced significantly, creating less friction for
walker and farmer alike. Land immediately adjacent
to housing is most prone to trespass, often because
dog walkers are unaware that there is no right of
way over the land.
11.6 Bridleways are not frequent or well linked, leading
to horses and riders having to mix with road traffic
and sometimes with walkers. Walkers and horses
rarely mix well without considerable investment in
gates, segregation and appropriate surfacing. Some
conflict exists with casual mountain biking, which
can cause localised problems. Better interpretation
and alternative sites would help.
11.7 Local authorities have been pursuing policies of
creating greenways linking towns and inner city
areas with the urban fringe and countryside, serving
a dual purpose as wildlife corridors. These links
should extend seamlessly beyond local authority
boundaries, as with the Frome Valley Walkway into
Yate and Bristol. The Forest is fortunate in having a
number of well-established routes both within and
beyond the urban edge, which allow for extensive
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walks and cycle and horse rides in the countryside,
effectively bringing the Forest into the towns and
city. Considerable opportunity exists to extend
these major routes as well as to create short
circular routes close to where people live, using
existing rights of way. Many urban parks can act as
focal points for information and access links. Care
must be taken not to smooth out and urbanise
byways and similar tracks in the countryside. Clear
information on routes and waymarking will assist
users and reduce conflict with landowners.
11.8 A key to people’s enjoyment and use of these
facilities is the ease of finding out where they are,
what they are seeing and how long it will take to
get from one place to another. A number of
leaflets and sign boards exist, but there are not
enough to make people feel welcome and confident
during their enjoyment of paths and open spaces.
A balance needs to be struck between giving
sufficient information and scattering signs, boards
and markers everywhere, urbanising the
countryside. Interpretation and information need
not be uniformly distributed. The greatest density
should be at access points indicating destination,
with themed waymarking on key routes and paths;
more distant areas can be simply marked and
accessible. This gives both keen and casual users
equal opportunities to find an experience
appropriate to their needs. The Forest will give a
unifying theme and purpose to information,
interpretation and waymarks whilst allowing for
local distinctiveness. Information about
opportunities for countryside recreation needs to
be available in urban areas, near to where people
live e.g. parks, to help them decide where they can
go and what they can do in the Forest.
11.9 Many people using the Forest will need clear points
of access with a range of facilities and options of
informal recreation easily available. The concept of
Forest gateways has been applied elsewhere and
provides for a planned approach to access points
and information. Gateways should aim to facilitate
access to the countryside and open spaces, without
the use of cars. Public transport links and easily
accessible timetable information will be necessary.
Gateway sites will also provide a clear and easy
focus for tourists.

(acknowledging that many people will still use cars
for the foreseeable future). They may also include
toilets, refreshments, a visitor centre, craft centre
and education facilities. Such gateway sites already
exist in a simple form at Willsbridge Mill and at
Ashton Court and Blaise Castle estates.
11.11 Smaller gateways would incorporate basic
information, links to public transport and
interpretation and link at least with a well-marked
circular walk.
11.12 Possible locations of gateways are indicated on
strategy area maps and at this stage are indicative
only. Any proposals for gateways will need to
comply with planning policies and, where applicable,
planning permission. More detailed appraisal of
need and location will be carried out as part of
refining the strategy area plans in consultation with
local communities.
11.13 Large gateways could be themed for special
interests, for example history and heritage, wildlife
and river-life, and farming. Large gateways should
also take the lead in being exemplars for equal
access to the countryside, with facilities and links
specifically tailored to the needs of less mobile and
disadvantaged groups.
11.14 The reclamation of the rights-of-way network under
the targets set by the Countryside Agency, its
maintenance, promotion and liaison with landowners
and local groups will be a substantial task and can
involve local communities, volunteers and
landowners. However, the responsibility for the
network would still rest with the highways authority.
11.15 The Agri-Environment and Forestry grant aid
schemes allow for and encourage the establishment
of permissive access to areas within the schemes.
Where landowners are agreeable, the creation of
rights of way can be sought. These measures can be
used to encourage landowners to link existing paths
and create more enjoyable walks. Routes for horses
have been created through permissive agreements
and by toll rides, allowing more extensive off-road
riding. Areas with high concentrations of horsebased activity may lend themselves to a co-ordinated
approach with landowners.

11.10 Larger gateway sites should incorporate, as a
minimum, high quality information and
interpretation and have at least one link directly on
to a greenway or major recreational route, links to
public transport, and car parking nearby
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11.16 The Community Forest Path has been created
(Figure 17.1) and it encircles Bristol, following a route
close to the edge of the city, yet providing attractive
and interesting walks. It will also serve to focus links
between urban Bristol and nearby towns with
attractive countryside nearby, using existing public
rights of way and in many areas using existing routes,
e.g. the Dramway and the Two Rivers Way. Circular
walks to and from local areas will be developed from
it, as will connections to public transport.
11.17 Public and community transport operators have
been consulted on information about walks and
connections to the bus and train network.
Continuing, extending and promoting this will be
critical in giving people an opportunity to leave
their cars at home. The Unitary Councils’ draft
transport plans identify the development of
walkways and cycleways, the enhancement of public
transport and the promotion of cycling as
environmentally sustainable ways of enjoying the
countryside. These measures along with park-andride and future Light Rail Transport schemes may
offer opportunities to enjoy the countryside
without taking cars into it.
11.18 It is important for Forest partners to balance
engineering and ‘hardware’ solutions with promotion
and encouragement or ‘software’ solutions.The
success of the Community Forest Path, the Frome
Walkway and other routes is their active promotion
through publications, press and events to foster
awareness, understanding and participation.

such as toll rides and management agreements will
be encouraged where this is necessary to make a
scheme viable;
■

agree a strategy for the creation, management and
promotion of key access routes, linked to Gateway
sites;

■

identify gateway sites as a focus for appropriate
recreational access, sports, arts projects, events, play
areas, information and interpretation; investigate the
theming of gateways; all large gateways should have
facilities and links specifically tailored to the needs
of less mobile and disadvantaged groups and be
exemplars of ‘access for all’.

■

play a role in helping to develop green tourism by
linking facilities to walks and cycleways, for example
accommodation and cycle hire, thus providing
opportunities for employment and farm
diversification;

■

work closely with public and community transport
providers to develop and promote access to the
Forest without using cars and concentrate on
identifying interchanges linking transport routes to
the off road recreational and commuter network.
Also to link gateways, key access routes, the public
rights of way network and urban commuter cycle
and walking routes, providing secure parking and
cycle-hire facilities;

■

identify further key routes based on existing rights
of way for walkers, cycles and horses, some
multipurpose and some segregated, as appropriate,
providing a recreational infrastructure for the Forest;

■

promote with relevant partners, including health
practitioners, the benefits of cycling, and walking
particularly for personal health and fitness and
traffic reduction;

■

identify a range of circular walks that can be
waymarked and promoted in consultation with
local communities;

■

establish and promote the southern route of the
Round Avon Ride;

■

co-ordinate and develop themes for information
and interpretation to identify with the Forest and
to foster a sense of continuity and confidence in
customers;

Proposals
11.19 The Forest partners will aim to:
■

■

■
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ensure the recreational network complies with the
Disability Discrimination Act and adopt the BT
Countryside For All guidelines and standards in
improving and developing routes, public access and
information;
set targets for achieving a fully mapped, usable and
promoted rights of way network.
work with farmers, tenants and landowners to
create new permissive access (both linear and areawide) using grant aid schemes and, where
practicable, new rights of way; solutions to
problems will be sought, including the provision of
practical alternative routes and diversions where
appropriate and in the public interest; initiatives
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Aims:

■
■

PROVISION

■
■

■

Extend existing facilities and provide new ones
for outdoor recreation and countryside sport
on a sustainable and well-managed basis.

■
■
■
■

■

Create a well-wooded countryside equipped,
managed and promoted to cater for a wide
range of appropriate sport activities.

PROMOTION
■

Broaden to all sectors of the community the
use of the countryside and woodland for
outdoor recreation and sport.

■

Increase participation as the basis for health,
fun and progression;

■

Promote and support Sport England’s
strategy based on More People, More Places
and More Medals.

■

Focus on participation amongst young people.

Provision
12.1 Whilst informal recreation such as walking (which
has by far the highest participation levels of all sports
and activities [Source: General Household Survey
1996]) horse-riding and cycling (see Chapter 11) can
be seen as a primary goal of the Community Forest,
offering opportunities to the greatest number of
people, it will be desirable to accommodate more
formal sport and recreation within the Forest’s
diverse and developing landscape.
12.2 A number of countryside sports are listed in A
Countryside for Sport (Sports Council 1992) from
which some can be identified within the Forest of
Avon. This list is not exhaustive and will change.
These sports are not exclusive to rural areas and
many will be applicable in open spaces and woods
within urban areas:
■
■
■
■
■

rambling, hiking and walking at all levels
cycling, including on-road cycling and off-road
mountain biking
climbing
orienteering
cross-country running, running and jogging at all
levels

horse-riding of all types
golf
water sports
motor sports
outdoor activities (age 10 years and over)
angling
air sports
archery and shooting of all types.

Some of these sports will need facilities requiring planning
permission, as indicated in local plans. Facilities for play
and adventure for those under 10 years of age should also
be accommodated by the Forest; gateway sites would be
the most appropriate locations.
12.3 Demand for countryside sports and recreation has
grown substantially over the past decade and is
likely to continue. This is largely due to increasing
leisure time, widespread mobility, increased publicity
and promotion of the countryside, increased media
coverage, interest in healthy lifestyles, increased
awareness of the environment and the development
of new activities based on technological advances,
for example mountain bikes and hang gliders. The
Community Forest will need to play its part in
accommodating some of these demands.
12.4 A greater impetus and profile is being given to the
need to increase the level of physical activity in the
population from a health promotion viewpoint, and
the growth of the Forest will be an opportunity for
existing Forest partners to work closely with the
health sector.
12.5 Maximising sport and recreation opportunities
should not be taken to imply that every activity
should be catered for. Opportunities should be
sought with respect to known demand and the
availability and suitability of sites. The countryside
is a finite natural resource and all activities
promoted within it should have regard to sustaining
that resource in the long term. There may be a
case for bringing certain sports together and
investigating the concept of ‘massing’, where
facilities can be shared. This reduces the need for
small facilities to be replicated throughout the area.
Sports where this approach may be appropriate
include motor sports and country sports (angling,
shooting, equestrian). Such focus centres would
need to be identified over the long term at a
strategic and local planning level, through structure
plans and local plans.
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12.6 Only in a minority of cases is woodland essential or
ideal for sporting activities, namely orienteering,
field archery, sporting shooting and paintball
activities, and even in these cases alternative
settings may be acceptable, even though they may
not be so testing or satisfactory to participants.
Woodland, however, can add to the experience in
other sports, for example on well- designed golf
courses, and can also provide an attractive setting
within the landscape and can provide an
appropriate structure within which different sports
can take place in proximity.
12.7 Trees and woodlands act as a screen in two ways:
to exclude unsightly urban or other intrusions
which would detract from the sporting experience
and to screen against noise and visual intrusion
generated by the sport. Sports pitches on the edge
of towns and the city would benefit from screening,
reducing wind and distraction. Diversity of
experience can be enhanced by woodland,
providing contrasts between enclosed and open
routes for running, riding and cycling.
12.8 A number of adventure sports and outdoor activities
are accessed, by young people in particular, through
outdoor pursuit centres funded by local authorities.
Demand will increase through requirements in the
National Curriculum for children to participate in
outdoor and adventurous activities and, whilst in the
short term existing centres can satisfy demand,
opportunities for increased provision will be
presented in new woodland areas. These may be
our opportunity to link these centres to the
increasingly popular courses run as part of staff and
management development.
12.9 Orienteering is popular, and demand is growing. As
the Forest grows, new courses will be developed,
helping to ensure a greater range of challenges and
reducing familiarity.
12.10 Sporting shooting occurs in a number of private
woodlands and can be an important motivator for
farmers to consider creating new woods or coverts.
There are conflicts regarding the extension of public
access into woods where game is reared, due to
problems of disturbance and poaching, and where
shooting occurs, due to safety. Clay-pigeon shooting
does not require a wooded setting, though this may
help to mitigate against noise, as may technical
modifications to guns. These sports should be
located away from centres of population. Planning
permission is required for clay-pigeon shooting sites
that wish to operate for more than 14 days a year.
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12.11 Motor sports are not catered for in the Forest area
apart from on an infrequent basis, for example
scrambles and trials, and it is difficult to assess how
much this is a factor in encouraging casual offroading and motor cycling. A combination of
approaches ranging from defensive measures to a
purpose-built facility may need to be considered,
though illegal users may not be attracted to facilities
unless they are close by. Noise is a particular
problem associated with motor sports, though noise
restrictions exist (87 Dba) and will be reduced
further. Facilities may best be considered close to
motorways where traffic noise is already high.
Woodland planting would help reduce the visual and
to a lesser degree the noise impact of such facilities
where planning permission was obtained.
12.12 Sport England has identified a shortage of golf
facilities in the County of Avon, in particular ‘pay as
you play’ courses. The Community Forest will be a
natural focus for courses, given its proximity to
urban populations and the opportunity exists to
create high quality locations using grants for
woodland planting where planning permission is
obtained. New courses should not interfere with
existing rights of way and, indeed, these can be
accommodated as at Mangotsfield Golf Course.
12.13 Sites for water sports are currently limited, though
Bristol Water plc has planning permission to
develop Barrow No. 2 reservoir (16 ha) as a water
sports centre offering day-ticket dinghy sailing,
windsurfing and canoeing. Bristol Water hopes to
develop the site within the next few years.
Creating additional new facilities is expensive and
will probably only be feasible in association with
other approved development, old quarries or
minerals sites.
12.14 Countryside sport also offers farmers the
opportunity for diversification, and the Sports
Council and MAFF (1994) have published advice
with practical examples: Success with Sporting
Enterprises on Farms.
12.15 Although not officially recognised as sports, paintball
and war games are popular woodland activities.
They are potentially damaging to wildlife and nature
conservation, ancient semi-natural woodlands being
most sensitive. Guidance from English Nature is
available to assist in deciding whether a wood is
suitable. There is also a conflict with public access
and the ethos of community woodlands. Local
authorities, when considering planning applications,
will be concerned to ensure that the nature
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conservation and other features of importance of a
site are not damaged. Publicly owned woods are
unlikely to be used for such activities.
12.16 A Sport and Recreation Strategy for the Forest, by
Sportspartner (1994), commissioned by the Sports
Council and the Countryside Commission provides
a useful overview to sports provision in the Forest
and needs to be re-evaluated by the Forest partners.

■

Opportunities will be sought to increase provision
for water-based sports and motor sports,
particularly through the after-use of mineral
workings or derelict land.

■

Woodland establishment should be encouraged in
relation to new sports and recreational facilities.

■

The concept of focus centres for certain sports will
be considered by local authorities in their strategic
and local plans.

■

Sports equity will be promoted as widely as
possible and particular encouragement will be given
to groups currently underrepresented in using
countryside sports. The design of new sporting and
recreational facilities will take into account the
needs of people with disabilities.

■

Links will be made with the health sector to
promote health through the use of the Forest.

■

Safe practice and the adoption of recognised codes
of conduct will be encouraged for all sports and
activities.

■

The Forest partners will work with education and
community groups in organising participatory
sporting and recreational events as a springboard
to involve people in the Forest environment.

Promotion
12.17 Sport in the Community Forest can also help to
create a commitment to the environment by
fostering a greater understanding of the
countryside and responsible use, particularly in
sports whose governing bodies have adopted codes
of conduct. All users of the Forest, whether
affiliated to a club or not, will be encouraged to use
it responsibly.
12.18 A key element in sport in the Forest will be the
encouragement of and support for groups who are
non-participants, those with limited mobility and
those identified by local authorities as target groups.
12.19 Forest partners currently provide and promote a
wide range of sports, activities and events and
there is scope for much more, particularly when
linked to other objectives, e.g. walking for health,
cycling events which help reduce car use. Specific
campaigns focused on particular target groups, e.g.
Forest Fever (a national Community Forest
promotion) aimed at young people have been
particularly successful and this concept could easily
be developed for other groups. From these initial
steps, people’s habits and interests can change,
leading on to performance development and
ultimately, excellence.

Proposals
12.20 A range of activities will be required to achieve the
sport and recreation aims.
■

Management of sites will be needed, particularly
zoning in both space and time, to reduce conflicts
between users and to avoid overuse and conflicts
with the environment.

■

Increased sporting and recreational provision will
be sought through public, private and voluntarysector partnerships.
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CHAPTER 13 - Development
Aims:
■

Ensure that the Community Forest partners
support and work within established
planning policies.

■

Encourage new development in the Forest
area, when permitted within planning
policies, to play its part in achieving the
Forest’s targets.

■

Protect and enhance the Forest landscape, in
particular areas of existing development
where tree cover is poor or non-existent.

■

Resist development that will affect areas of
woodland and sites of archaeological, historic
and nature conservation interest.

13.1 The Community Forest area is covered by a range
of statutory planning policies and designations,
including a high proportion of Green Belt. These
policies are contained within the councils’
development plans and with other material
considerations govern how development proposals
which relate directly or indirectly to the Forest will
be determined. Since most development proposals
within the Green Belt will be resisted by planning
policies backed by central government guidance, it
is likely that opportunities to link the Community
Forest targets to development within the Green
Belt will be limited. The establishment of the
Forest should not and will not override planning
policies but will work with them in a positive way.

13.3 As the South West Region and the Bristol/ Bath area
accommodates more economic growth, the quality of
life for employees and their families, including the
workplace its setting and contribution to the
environment, will take on increased importance.
New housing figures and the concentration of
potential future development in and around Bristol as
a more sustainable long term objective will increase
the need to ensure that the quality of the
environment and people’s access to it, keeps pace.
The concept of woodland planting (rather than
simply tree planting) can provide a mechanism for
creating this new environment. Grant aid schemes
can provide finance for planting and early
maintenance. Long-term ownership and management
of woods created in this way will need to be
addressed, as commitment and care are needed to
ensure survival and vitality. The Woodland Trust and
in certain circumstances Forest Enterprise are well
placed to assist in ownership and management of
these woods. Local community involvement will be
perhaps the best way forward with these sites.

New development, Avon Valley (Photo: Forest of Avon)

13.2 Large areas of land have been used for roads,
residential and industrial development often with tree
planting and ‘landscaping’ restricted to small areas
rather than relating or contributing to the wider
landscape setting. The Community Forest provides
an ideal framework for local authorities to encourage
and negotiate with developers to ensure that where
appropriate, development which requires planning
permission contribute positively to the landscape by
both on- and off-site planting, creation of wildlife
areas and improved access provision and recreational
facilities. These all need to be backed up by
appropriate management schemes. The key to
achieving these objectives is that they be considered
at the earliest possible opportunity when proposals
are put forward. This work is often impractical or
impossible as an afterthought. The quality of the
design and build of development itself will also make
a contribution to the integrity of the Forest.
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13.4 Development, e.g. sports and leisure facilities and
Forest-related enterprises, will have to be considered
against policies and criteria set out in development
plans and may offer scope for significant woodland
establishment and the creation of new access.
13.5 Road and rail schemes will be expected to make
major contributions to the Forest landscape on a
woodland area basis as well as in protecting and
improving access, both for leisure and commuting,
into open spaces, greenways and the countryside.
This will include new crossings and practical
footpath, cycleway and bridleway diversions with an
aim of improving the convenience of the network
that exists. Several new housing developments are
now effectively hemmed in by motorways or
railways, restricting people’s access to the
countryside which beckons just a few yards away.
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13.6 Changing trends in farming patterns indicate that
agricultural land is in over supply. The community
forest concept aims to assist in retaining land in
open use. Minerals sites, landfills, derelict land or
other operations, once suitably restored, could
provide community woodland as a favoured end
use, with permissive routes and new rights of way
where possible, linking to the existing network.

Improvements to recreational access and crossings
will also be sought, particularly in relation to key
routes;
■

work with landowners and managers to improve
the visual aspects of existing developed areas
through tree planting and to promote better access
through new and / or improved routes.

13.7 Agricultural change will also lead to an increase in
schemes proposing diversification into a range of
new business activities. Some have already
happened, including farm shops, stables, workshops,
holiday accommodation and recreation facilities.
The Forest will, over time, increase the number of
people using the countryside and therefore
business opportunities for farmers and landowners.
Planning permission will still be required and
planning authorities are willing and able to give
clear guidance and advice as to what is acceptable.

Proposals
13.8 The Forest partners, particularly the local
authorities, will aim to:
■

write specific policies relating to the achievement
of the Forest in Structure, Local, Minerals and
Waste, and Transport Plans;

■

treat the Forest Plan as a material consideration in
the determination of planning applications;

■

ensure that all development proposals within the
Forest area comply with current planning policies;

■

have due regard to the Forest Plan in assessing
landscaping, planting and access proposals. The
local planning authorities should encourage
woodland planting where appropriate and the
provision of public access, link routes and open
space on both new and existing sites;

■

produce Supplementary Planning Guidance for
developers and planners relating to how
development can contribute to the Forest,
incorporating good practice and indicative formulae
for scale and area of woodland and forest
infrastructure;

■

achieve substantial new woodland planting in
association with road and rail schemes and in
relation to derelict land, former mineral workings
and landfill sites.
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CHAPTER 14 - Education
Aims:
■

Provide learning opportunities related to the
Forest for people of all ages and
backgrounds.

■

Assist schools and other educational
organisations in using the Forest as a
learning resource.

■

Promote links between schools, farming and
forestry.

14.1 The Forest area already provides a vast range of
learning opportunities for schools and the general
community. It has the potential to be a huge
outdoor classroom. Unfortunately, many of these
opportunities are not used. Many schools do not
have easy access to the existing opportunities and
thought will need to be given as to how best to
provide them.
14.2 The open spaces, woodlands and wildlife habitat of
the Forest area can help to deliver understanding,
awareness and knowledge of the environment to
pupils and students. If this is all they are used for,
they are being underused. Many elements of the
National Curriculum can be delivered through
study in the local environment. Learning through
Landscapes the Forestry Trust for Conservation
and Education and the Forest Education Initiative
have considerable expertise in drawing out these
links and assisting teachers in getting them across
in an exciting and innovative way. SEENET
(Sustainability and Environmental and Education
Network) plays an important role in supporting
environmental education and bringing together
interest groups.
14.3 The Forest Education Initiative, a partnership of the
forestry and timber industries, aims to increase
young people’s understanding of woodlands and the
forestry industry. The Forest is in a cluster group
for the initiative and a number of innovative
projects have been started.
14.4 Many schools have developed wildlife areas within
their grounds; others do not have the opportunity.
Many have grounds which are extensive but are
kept as mown grass, often at great expense and
with no added value. The creation of wildlife areas
which are sustainable is not easy and teachers and
pupils need support. School grounds need to be
considered as a whole, rather than looking simply
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at a specific wildlife area, and integrated into the
curriculum. The Learning through Landscapes
approach is an excellent model. The Wildlife Trust,
the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers and
local authorities provide help, though the task is
enormous. Small woods in school grounds will be
valuable assets in the future.
14.5 Where schools have no option to create wildlife
areas, there may be a site nearby which could be
adopted for study. The Wildlife Trust’s Willsbridge
Mill, the City Council’s Ashton Court Visitor Centre
and North Somerset’s Goblin Combe Environment
Centre currently provide study and support
facilities for schools. The city farms provide a
critical link between inner-city schools and
agriculture, and Leigh Woods offers the opportunity
to learn more about the forestry industry. Farmers
have expressed an interest in involving and helping
schools in studying their farms. The cost of travel
and duty of care legislation now makes this kind of
contact difficult and local affiliations will become
more important.
14.6 Teachers need training, guidance and support in
using the ‘outdoor classroom’ and linking it to the
curriculum. In-service training is already provided
at Ashton Court and Willsbridge Mill, but there is
scope for much more.

Schools event,Working Woodlands (Photo: Forest of Avon)

14.7 The planning and development of the Forest is also
a potential area of study and interest for further
and higher education establishments. Several
students have already done work in relation to the
Forest which has been mutually beneficial. The
universities offer an excellent source of data and
research expertise.
14.8 Improving the understanding of the Forest by a
wide range of adults can be achieved through a
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variety of media, e.g. events, training courses, direct
involvement and participation, publications, web
sites, arts and culture and information at gateways.
The Forest partners will need to explore many
avenues of approach, especially those targeted at
people presently excluded from enjoying and
appreciating their environment.
14.9 Learning not only occurs within formal education.
Areas for play and enjoyment for children will help
to foster familiarity with woodland surroundings.
Information and interpretation of the Forest will
help many people to gain a greater understanding,
knowledge and interest in their environment. The
farming and forestry industries are keen to assist in
helping people from all backgrounds gain better
understanding of them, their problems and how to
use and enjoy the countryside sympathetically. In
the long term, this approach will help to reduce
conflicts between urban and farming communities.
14.10 Education will be more than environmental
education. The Forest will offer opportunities for
outdoor adventure activities, which can be as simple
as orienteering in school grounds as an introduction
to the sport in the wider Forest environment.

Proposals
14.11 The Forest partners will aim to:
BTCV’s Tree Life Centre (Photo: Forest of Avon)

■

encourage and assist all schools with suitable grounds
to develop and use, on a long-term basis, wildlife and
woodland areas, using the appropriate grants where
possible; schools with inappropriate grounds will be
supported in working on nearby sites;

■

strive to retain ‘surplus’ land on school grounds for
environmental and amenity benefit; disposal would
represent a lost opportunity;

■

develop and promote the Bristol and West Cluster
group of the Forest Education Initiative.

■

work with schools to develop teaching resources
which help use the Forest to deliver National
Curriculum objectives; these resources will be
customised to the needs of clusters of schools and
the sites in their vicinity rather than by producing a
Forest-wide pack;

■

■

improve and develop centres where schools, youth
groups and interest groups can be supported in
studying the environment and deliver a wide range
of learning objectives, linked to major Forest
gateways; they will also assist and encourage
farmers and the forestry industry in making links
with schools;

■

welcome the involvement of colleges and
educational institutions in projects which help to
plan, create and provide research data for the Forest.

■

develop a range of media, materials events and
campaigns aimed at information, interpretation and
education for all segments of the community, but in
particular those currently excluded from
appreciating and enjoying their environment.

work with the education authorities and with schools
to develop a range of in-service training for teachers;
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CHAPTER 15 - Arts and Culture
Aims:
■

Promote arts and culture as an integral part
of the design and implementation of the
Forest.

■

Use the arts and culture as a mechanism for
community participation in the Forest.

■

Involve local artists and craftspeople in the
design, construction and community
participation in the Forest.

■

Explore and reinforce the identity of different
parts of the Forest through the arts.

15.5 Appreciation of the Forest in all its aspects will be
enhanced by wide-ranging public participation in
cultural activities, as well as by merely walking and
looking. Groups not traditionally involved in the
countryside and rural life could find a way to relate
to their own cultural experience through creative
activity in the Forest.
15.6 An important objective of cultural activity is to
entertain and to inspire. Many community events
already fulfil these ideals. The extension of their
aims and objectives to other areas in the Forest
will be important in bringing people into the open
air for the widest possible range of purposes.

Proposals
15.1 A range of events, workshops, arts projects and
interpretation facilities already bring the arts into
the open spaces in and around urban areas.
Perhaps best known are the sculptures in Ashton
Court, Blaise Castle and along the Bristol - Bath
Railway Path. Good examples of arts in forests are
found elsewhere in the Forest of Dean and in
Grizedale Forest in the Lake District. There
should, however, be more to the arts in the
community forest than sculpture alone.
15.2 Woodlands and open spaces can provide
inspiration and venues for events, theatre, writing,
poetry, painting, photography, crafts and arts
education which can involve all sections of the
community working with local artists.
15.3 The Forest will also provide opportunities to
involve artists, designers and craftspeople in
creating a sense of identity and continuity linked to
forest ‘infrastructure’, e.g. signs, furniture,
interpretation and information. Creative use of
natural materials may well be able to inform, excite
and educate far better than text alone.Working
through the arts and interpretation can provide a
means to engage and involve people in innovative
ways with their local environment.
15.4 The creation of the Forest will involve the
expenditure of considerable sums of money, and the
adoption of a ‘percent for art’ policy, as has been
done in the context of urban development, would
ensure that the arts were incorporated at the most
fundamental level; 1% of the capital costs of projects
could be used for employing designers or artists to
contribute to key elements or overall design.
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15.7 The Forest partners will aim to:
■

establish a number of demonstration projects to
illustrate potential ways of bringing together the
arts in relation to woodland;

■

incorporate a ‘percent for art’ policy for the Forest,
particularly in relation to major projects;

■

develop a range of Forest-related events and
activities to involve and engage the wider
community in celebrating, planning and
understanding the Forest;

■

involve local artists and craftspeople in creating the
infrastructure of the Forest and in developing local
distinctiveness;

■

establish an arts development group to focus on
the role of the arts and culture within the Forest

■

encourage ways of involving young unemployed
people and recent graduates in art works for public
places, e.g. seating, waymarkers and sculpture.
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CHAPTER 16 - Employment and Economy
Aims:
■

Assist in the regeneration of the Forest area
by improving the environment and attracting
investment.

■

Attract investment to create and manage
the Forest.

■

Assist in creating sustainable jobs in relation
to the Forest’s implementation and long
term management.

16.1 The South West Regional Development Agency’s
(SWRDA) Regional Economic Strategy identifies
the environment as a Strategic Driver for the
region’s future. It recognises that as well as being
of value in its own right, the environment is a
sector with its own economic importance and
accounts for more that 12% of the region’s GDP.
The Forest partners are creating a new, high quality
environment within which people will live, work
and play, helping regenerate both land and
communities. The opportunity exists to market the
Forest as a key asset for the sub-region, particularly
in terms of inward investment.
16.2 The Forest will, over time become an asset to rank
alongside the AONBs in terms of quality and
crucially is on the doorstep of the biggest urban
area in the region. The Forest partners will need to
ensure that the Forest is recognised as not only a
key contributor to the Region’s development but
also as a model for sustainable development
processes around other urban areas.

engaged to carry out work, some of which maintain
traditional skills such as hedge-laying which
improves biodiversity whilst enhancing the visual
attractiveness of the area. In addition, many people
new to, or re-entering the labour market are
introduced to work skills and vocational
qualifications through environmental work through
New Deal and similar schemes.
16.5 The production of timber and useable wood from
our existing woodlands has huge potential to form
the basis for new businesses. Adding value to the
currently low quality timber found in most woods is
the aim and by using specialist techniques and adding
value to suit local retail markets, genuinely
sustainable businesses can be developed. Locally
grown wood can be converted into saleable
products by local crafts people for sale to local
people. The Forest of Avon Wood Products cooperative has started to develop this ‘virtuous cycle’.
16.6 As farming becomes increasingly difficult, the
development of the Forest will produce
opportunities for diversification and alternative
employment. Although diversification through
development is constrained by planning and green
belt policies, opportunities for providing services to
other landowners and managers, for example
visitor management, access management and
conservation work will grow as the Forest’s
infrastructure develops.
16.7 Recent work carried out in the context of the
Regional Economic Strategy has made the link
between direct and indirect economic benefits
from the environment sector.

16.3 Creating the Forest will also directly create
opportunities for business growth and job creation.
Already, a considerable amount of new resources
have been brought into the area, much of which has
been put back into the local economy. Tree
nurseries, fencing suppliers, forestry contractors
and consultants have all benefited from the
increased rate of planting and management work
due to the Forest’s implementation. This benefit
and its knock-on effect into the local economy will
increase into the future. The Forest offers a wide
range of training opportunities for people seeking
employment, upgrading skills and developing
vocational training.
16.4 There also exists a current asset of woodland,
wildlife and countryside sites which can generate
benefits to the local economy. Again, local firms are

Wood Products Co-op constructing new building (Photo: Forest of Avon)
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Timber is still an important economic asset (Photo: Forest of Avon)

Other research links property prices and
willingness to invest with the quality of the
environment. This work needs to be refined,
particularly in terms of indirect economic benefits
and the Forest is an ideal focus for substantiating
these links through further research.

Proposals
16.8 The Forest partners will aim to:
■

Ensure that the Forest’s contribution to the local
and regional economy is recognised and work with
economic and regeneration agencies to realise the
benefits brought by environmental and community
development;

■

Develop ways to grow local businesses and train
local people alongside the Forest’s growth;
Further promote the use of local timber by local
businesses for sale to local markets as a keystone
of Local Agenda 21 delivery;

■
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■

Develop amongst local people a skills base relevant
to both traditional and ‘mainstream’ forestry,
agriculture and countryside work and to encourage
employment and business development.

■

Promote the Forest as a base for further
environmental-economic research.
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Forest Strategies
17. Introducing the strategy areas
18. Strategy areas
■

Severn Vale and Ridge
■
■

■

Northavon Vale

Pucklechurch Ridges

Dundry and River Valleys
■
■

Lulsgate Plateau

Gordano and Parkland
■

City
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CHAPTER 17 - Introducing the Strategy Areas
This part of the Plan provides a local
interpretation of the Forest vision. The aims and
proposals detailed in the previous part apply
generally to the whole Forest area. Seven strategy
areas are described here and have been identified
in order to take account of local factors and
opportunities and to give a local focus and
emphasis to the vision in different parts of the
Forest. A summary of the Forest strategies is
shown on Figure 17.1 and more detailed
information is given within each strategy area.
17.1 The basic building blocks of each strategy area are
the landscape subzones derived from the landscape
assessment (see Chapter 3), but they also take into
account centres of local population and recreation
links. Two of the strategy areas relate to complete
landscape zones, whilst the others are made up of a
number of subzones which, although varied in
character, are close together and form a locally
identifiable geographical unit. Each strategy area is
looked at first as a whole, giving a brief description
of the area and its priorities, and then in more detail
through each strategy area subzone, giving more
specific descriptions and proposals. Strategy areas
will form the basis of more detailed local proposals
and community involvement at a later date.
17.2 The strategies for each subzone are primarily based
on woodland planting targets and have been derived
from the landscape assessment. They are primarily a
reflection of the perceived quality of the existing
landscape (see Chapter 3) and the degree to which
the landscape would be enhanced by new woodland
planting. In general terms, conservation is proposed
for high quality landscapes, improvement for medium
quality landscapes and significant change for those of
poor quality. The targets for woodland cover reflect
the degree of change proposed. The strategies
within the Forest Plan are broad-based. More
detailed landscape strategies are being developed by
local authorities and these will, over time, identify
smaller areas of differing local landscape character.
In existing built up areas it will be impractical
to achieve the woodland targets but informal
recreation, sports, access, arts, general tree
planting and other elements of the vision can
be achieved. Some part of the vision can be
achieved everywhere within the Forest boundary;
the city area has a specific strategy of its own.
17.3 The figures for existing woodland cover are based
on woodlands as shown on the current Ordnance
Survey 1:50,000 maps and therefore do not include
very recent planting or small copses and hedgerow
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trees. The figures for proposed woodland cover do
include hedgerow trees and copses, representing
their value in the landscape and as wildlife sites.The
percentage of woodland cover proposed for each
subzone takes into account the potential there for
community woodlands and recreational needs, not
just landscape enhancement. Information given
under the heading of woodland is included to give
an indication of the scale of woodland planting that
is appropriate, and where it could best be located
to benefit the character of the area. In some
locations, an indication is also given of other
possible objectives, such as the creation of
community woodlands.
17.4 Figures for proposed woodland cover are given as
averages for an area but should not be interpreted
as an even spread of woodland. Cover will vary
according to landform, environmental constraints
and local distinctiveness and character.
17.5 The future management of individual landholdings is a matter for owners to
determine. The strategy areas describe a
general picture of the scale and pattern of
woodland cover which might develop in the
long term, given landowners’ willingness to
establish new woods.
17.6 Information on wildlife is primarily concerned with
opportunities to improve the nature conservation
value of the broader landscape, particularly by
connecting fragmented sites through improvements
to hedgerows, riversides, permanent set-aside and
other wildlife corridors, and by encouraging
traditional management of rare habitats to enhance
their nature conservation interest. Heritage
features listed are those which have an impact on
the landscape character of the area and those
where there are opportunities for further
interpretation. In all cases the aims of protection
and enhancement of existing sites of value apply.
17.7 Proposals for new gateway sites will be evaluated
through further study and a strategy developed.
This strategy will be referred to by councils when
producing their local plans to ensure any planning
impacts are taken into account. These will be key
points for people to find out about and gain access
to the Forest, related to transport interchanges
where public transport, cycle routes and key
recreational routes cross, and will provide a range
of other facilities. Each proposed site will need to
be assessed in more detail as to the precise nature
of facilities required.
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17.8 The route of the Community Forest Path and
other potential new recreation routes are
indicated; these are for further detailed
investigation. These routes focus on footpaths;
further research is needed to identify a
comprehensive network of off-road cycle routes
and bridleways, based on existing rights of way.
17.9 The local strategies reflect the current situation but
they will need to be reviewed throughout the life
of the Forest to accommodate changes in land use,
agriculture and forestry policies as well as demand
patterns. Woodland cover targets will be reviewed
as planting occurs and in response to landscape
assessments to ensure that landscape character is
not lost. The strategies are not a substitute for
detailed site assessment and design, which will
enable the interpretation of local distinctiveness
and character to be refined and shaped to the
views of local people.
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The Community Forest intentionally draws no
boundary between the countryside and the urban
area, as harmonising the transition between the
two is a key aim of the Forest. A major objective is
to enhance links out into the countryside and to
bring the countryside as far as possible into the
city, both in terms of increased tree cover and
enhanced habitats for wildlife as well as providing
access for people without using cars. Whilst it is
unrealistic to treat the urban area in the same way
as other strategy areas in terms of woodland cover,
there are many areas of open space and existing
woodland where Community Forest benefits can
be brought close to many urban communities.
Description

Woodlands

The large urban areas of Bristol and Kingswood have
shrouded the underlying relief, but it is still possible to
trace the major land-forms through the city. The River
Avon remains a major focus for the city, along with the
associated floating harbour. North Bristol spreads up
from the river valley east along the Severn Ridge, being
limited to the west by the Avon Gorge. To the east,
development has spread over the old coal-mining areas
and the ancient Forest of Kingswood. The growth of the
city to the south has been halted by the steep slopes of
Dundry Hill. Thus, the development of the city has been
strongly influenced by land-form. Much of the green space
that does remain is associated with steep slopes or the
small river valleys and ridges. The wooded ridges, most
notably around Blaise, have the greatest impact in bringing
the countryside visually into the city.

There is about 160 ha of woodland within this area, most
of it at Blaise Castle and owned by Bristol City Council. A
high priority will be to bring all existing woodland into
management and to maximise its recreational and wildlife
value. The limited availability of space within the urban
area will inevitably mean that new areas of woodland will
be small. The scarcity of woodland in most of the city will,
however, make each site all the more valuable to people
and wildlife. Vandalism of new planting is perceived as a
problem in urban areas. New planting at Victoria Park,
Windmill Hill has proved remarkably successful, indicating
that community involvement in developing proposals, along
with the careful location and choice of species, can achieve
very encouraging results.

Local strategy

The Greater Bristol Nature Conservation Strategy has
been established as a blueprint for future progress in
nature conservation in the Bristol area and is part of a
move to introduce more environmental initiatives. The
strategy also identifies a network of wildlife corridors
throughout the city. The Community Forest will aim to
help strengthen these corridors both within the city and
where they enter the countryside.

The Community Forest will strive to enhance and
regenerate the urban environment, largely focusing
attention on reinforcing the existing green fingers, using
tree planting to make them more prominent features in
the cityscape. Particular attention will be given to
establishing the river corridors and valleys as major areas
of countryside penetrating into the city. Smallholdings,
school grounds and local parks will also be seen as great
opportunities to enhance the urban environment through
woodland and tree planting. The prominent landscape
features identified in the Bristol Local Plan, e.g. Purdown,
and in South Gloucestershire’s Draft Local Plan, e.g. valleys
and commons, are areas which, because of their
prominence in the cityscape, create an opportunity to
enhance the feeling of a city of improved environmental
quality lying within a woodland setting through small
increases in tree cover.
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Wildlife

Heritage
Gateways and greenways will give an interpretation of the
history of each area. There are seven properties on the
English Heritage Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.
Large sections of the city, particularly close to the Avon
and the Docks, are within conservation areas, and
opportunities will be taken to direct recreational routes
through these areas where possible and provide
information on the history of each. The routes of the
Rivers Avon and Frome have large conservation areas
along their length.
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In Kingswood, the Whitfield Tabernacle, Hanham Mount
and the Warmley Conservation Area form part of a rich
historic heritage.
Recreation
The Bristol Local Plan identifies greenways through the
city. South Gloucestershire Council’s Draft Local Plan
identifies the need for recreational links from the urban
area to the countryside. The Community Forest will focus
on linking the network of greenways to the countryside.
The objectives being that, in the long term, everyone will
live within 2 km of both a cycleway and footpath route to
the countryside. Initially, many will be footpaths, which at
a later date, as opportunities arise, may be developed into
footpaths with segregated cycleways. These greenways will
be carefully designed to be as attractive and safe as
possible and will help to strengthen the existing wildlife
corridors. Further research will be needed to identify the
best routes and design standards. Ideally most of the
routes will require a corridor of land of at least 10 m. It
will be necessary to promote and develop the network
continually, paying particular attention to linking the urban
area with the Community Forest Path, often via gateways.
Gateways will be a focus of facilities to ensure that all
sections of the community can enjoy the countryside. The
gateway shown in the centre of Bristol, possibly based
within the existing facilities at the Youth Hostel or at the
Tourist Information Centre, will act as an information
point for the whole Community Forest and will be
particularly valuable in providing information for people
who are new to the area and in promoting green tourism,
especially in terms of access to countryside by public
transport. Other gateways proposed within the city are at
Blaise Castle, on the Downs and at Grimsbury Farm. A
large number of the other gateway sites are immediately
on the edge of the City. Minor gateway and
environmental improvement opportunities exist in the
Easton, St. Agnes and St.Werburghs areas, linked to
greenways and open spaces. Priority will be given to
establishing good links to all the gateways by public
transport and via greenways.
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This south-eastern part of the Community Forest
is a complex area with a wide variety of different
landscapes close together, including the Chew
Valley, the southern part of the Avon Valley and the
eastern part of the Dundry and Plateau landscape
zones. The total woodland cover for the area is
approximately 2.8%.
The Chew Valley is one of the most attractive areas in the
Forest. It a small river valley with a lively landscape made
up of an attractive tapestry of small fields, strong hedges
and small woodlands on the steep slopes. The bottom of
the valley contains stone-built villages beside the
meandering River Chew.

The priorities in this area will be to:
■

create new areas of woodland to improve the
urban edges visually and strengthen existing
landscape features;

■

improve the management of existing woodland and
other landscape features, particularly hedgerows;

■

investigate a management service to help relieve
urban fringe problems and to provide information
and education as a means of helping people to
enjoy the attractive countryside;

■

establish a comprehensive network of recreational
routes to enhance links out from the city and to
relieve existing ‘hot spots’ in the Avon Valley, by
spreading recreational use more evenly through the
area;

■

create new areas of woodland for recreational use,
particularly on the southern edges of Keynsham
and Saltford;

■

implement management proposals for the northern
slopes of Dundry and for the Avon Valley and
encourage community involvement in all schemes.

The Avon Valley in this area is fragmented by the A4 and
railway lines on embankments. It remains attractive
immediately adjacent to the river and on the northern
side, particularly to the west of Keynsham.
The ridge-top of Dundry Hill is the highest point in the
Forest, giving spectacular views northwards over the city
and south to the Mendips. The plateau area on which
Dundry sits is generally gently sloping and open. The
whole area has very little woodland.
The area is predominately grade 3 agricultural land with
areas of grade 2 in the Avon Valley, a narrow band of grade
1 in the Chew Valley and grade 4 on the steep slopes of
Dundry. The variety of farm ownership, sizes and types is
a reflection of the complex landscape and the varied land
quality. The area south-west of Keynsham was associated
with cereal farming, but this has shown a marked decline
in the last 10 years and there are now large areas of setaside land. There is still some arable cropping, particularly
to the south-east of Dundry. Dairying remains the
primary farm type, although sheep farming is increasing,
particularly in the Dundry and Chew Valley areas. Urban
fringe problems on the northern side of Dundry make
farming difficult.
The existing wildlife value of the area tends to focus on
the river valleys and unimproved grassland on the slopes
of Dundry.
The Wansdyke connects Maes Knoll and Stantonbury Hill
across the area. There are many visual historic features
along the length of the River Avon.
The existing recreational use tends to focus on the two
river valleys, with several ‘hot spots’ along the Avon. The
Avon Walkway and the Railway Path form excellent links
from the centre of Bristol out into the countryside.
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Dundry Hill

Woodlands
■
■

■

Promote continued management and enhancement
of existing woods and trees.
Aim to create a network of small woods around
the hill, concentrated on the lower parts of the
steep slopes and on the lower plateau area in the
south-east of the zone, where farming is more
intensive. Planting should be predominantly of
broadleaved species.
Opportunities for community woodland adjacent
to the residential area, which will help to establish a
buffer zone, to reduce pressure on the agricultural
area.

Wildlife
■
■

Protect and enhance existing conservation interest
in the grassland and wetland sites.
Restore hedgerow pattern in areas where it has
been lost.

Heritage
Description
■

A well-defined hill immediately to the south of Bristol,
rising to a height of 230 m (695 ft) with steep sides and a
ridge top, which has an exposed upland character, with a
few stunted trees and dramatic views. The steep slopes
are covered by small fields with strong hedges and
woodland in gullies. Residential development on the
northern side stops at the base of the steep slopes but
the burnt-out cars, fly-tipping and blocked gateways
emphasise the urban pressure to the top of the ridge.
South-east of the hill, on the gently sloping ground and the
plateau area around Norton Malreward, there has been
extensive hedgerow removal and more intensive
agricultural use.
Existing woodland cover: 0.5%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements to create a wooded agricultural
landscape with increased tree cover on the lower parts of
the steep slopes, within a strengthened field pattern. New
planting to be related to the detail of local topography to
soften the urban edge, whilst retaining the open character
of the top of the ridge and the views.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.

■

■

■

From Maes Knoll Fort at the eastern end of Dundry,
the Wansdyke runs south-east to Bath via
Stantonbury Hill. There is an opportunity to link
Maes Knoll to the Community Forest Path; the Knoll
and the Wansdyke may justify further interpretation
at a later date by agreement with the landowner.
Restoration of the hedgerow pattern in the southeast of the area would strengthen historic
associations.
Orchards were once a feature of the area,
especially close to settlements and could be reestablished as community areas.
Reinstating the railway line on the east side of
Dundry as a recreational route would stop it
disappearing into the landscape.

Recreation
■

■
■

■

The Community Forest Path runs east-west across
this area, as does the Round Avon Ride. There will
be an aim to develop pedestrian links into the
residential areas and create circular walks.
Community woods could offer informal recreation
close to local people.
There is a great opportunity to develop the existing
educational and recreational facilities at Hartcliffe
Community Farm into a major gateway site.
Where the Malago Greenway leaves the urban
area, there will also be an opportunity to provide
minor gateway facilities.
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■
■

Pedestrian access to Maes Knoll from the
Community Forest Path will be clearly signed.
The creation of a recreational route along the
disused railway line between Stockwood and
Pensford will be investigated; this would create a
valuable link with current proposals for a cycle
route on the old railway line between Pensford and
Midsomer Norton.

Queen Charlton

Description
A plateau to the east of Dundry Hill sloping gently
towards the Avon valley, of mixed farmland with degraded
hedgerows, few hedgerow trees and less than 2%
woodland cover. The plateau separates Keynsham from
Bristol and retains a rural character. Queen Charlton is
the only settlement of any size. Elms used to be the
dominant hedgerow tree; now they have gone, only poor,
gappy hedges remain, giving an open character to much of
the area.
Existing woodland cover: 1.2%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements towards a well-wooded
agricultural landscape with a reinforced field pattern and a
new woodland framework to soften the urban edges of
Keynsham and Bristol.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.
Woodlands
■

■
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Extensive areas of new woodland to create a
matrix of medium-sized and small woods and
strengthened hedgerow patterns.
There is an opportunity to develop new planting
around Keynsham and the southern edge of Bristol
as local community woodlands.
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Wildlife
■
■

Stockwood Edge

Opportunities to create a mosaic of woodland and
scrub.
Encourage a network of woods and hedgerows to
create wildlife links between the Chew and Avon
Valleys and urban areas.

Heritage
■

Queen Charlton is a very attractive village and a
conservation area.

Recreation
■

■

■

This area can potentially provide local informal
recreation for the surrounding urban areas with
links out to the Chew and Avon Valleys beyond.
There is a need for a gateway site on the edge of
Keynsham; Abbots Wood near Charlton Road may
be a good location.
The creation of a recreational route along the
disused railway line between Stockwood and
Pensford will be investigated; this would create a
valuable link with current proposals for a cycle
route along the old railway line between Pensford
and Midsomer Norton.

Description
This is part of the Dundry and Plateau landscape zone.
The land sloping away from the urban edge of Stockwood
is of mixed urban fringe and agricultural uses, including a
golf course, playing fields, old tips, horticulture and horse
pasture. Stockwood open space is a prominent feature on
the steep slopes. Hedgerows are either overgrown or
gappy, with scattered areas of scrub regeneration on waste
ground and few mature trees. Being on steep ground, it is
a very visible edge of Bristol with a neglected and
disturbed structure.
Existing woodland cover: 0.5%.
Local strategy
Significant landscape change towards an informal, wooded
recreational area whilst maintaining and extending the
valuable grassland habitats. Dense, small-scale woodland
planting will be used to soften the intrusive urban edge
and enclose space for informal activity.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.
Woodlands
■
■

Small-scale amenity planting within the existing field
pattern.
Considerable opportunities for community
woodland planned and managed by local people.
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Wildlife
■

■

Burnett Plateau

Protect and enhance existing conservation sites to
the north-west of Stockwood, with improved
management and new planting linking this area
through to the valuable wetland site at Charlton
Bottom.
Encourage lower intensity management of farmland
beside streamlines.

Heritage
■

The buildings in and around Whitchurch retain the
strongest sense of history in the area.

Recreation
■

■

■

■

■

There is an opportunity to create a gateway from
the edge of Stockwood through the wider
countryside; this could be based on the land
managed by the Wildlife Trust. The Friends of Bristol
Horses Society at Whitchurch is also an opportunity.
There is also an opportunity to extend improved
recreational access out into the countryside from
Whitchurch.
The opportunity to connect with the disused
railway line and current proposals to create a
recreational route between Pensford and Midsomer
Norton will be investigated.
The creation of informal, small open spaces, with a
good network of access to the Avon and Chew
Valleys and Dundry Hill will be one of the aims.
Community woodland around the south-east of
Stockwood could be created.

Description
This is part of the Dundry Hill and Plateau landscape
zone. It is an open arable plateau area with large fields,
poor hedgerows, sparse tree cover, scattered farms,
dramatic views to the Cotswold edge and the small
hamlet of Burnett. Landscape structure is generally intact,
but field boundaries are poor due to loss of elms and
dilapidated stone walls. The edges of Keynsham and
Saltford are visually intrusive.
Existing woodland cover: 4.5%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements towards farmland framed by
large areas of woodland on the edges of Keynsham and
Saltford, which have public recreational use. Improvement
needed for hedges and walls throughout the area. Small
woodlands may also be appropriate in other areas,
particularly to extend the existing woodland on the steep
slopes on the western edge of the area and to the north
of the A39, leaving the higher ground open to retain views.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.
Woodland
■

■
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Medium-scale planting to create additional
recreational resources, particularly along the builtup edges of Saltford and Keynsham, where
community woodlands are appropriate, extending
the Manor Road planting.
Retain views up to the Cotswold edge.
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Wildlife
■

Chew Valley

Encourage the release of agricultural land into
lower intensity management in association with
new woodland planting to increase habitat diversity
with a landscape that includes more trees.

Heritage
■

The Wansdyke crosses the south of this area.

Recreation
■

This area could have an increased role for informal
countryside recreation with community woodland
close to Keynsham and Saltford. There is an
opportunity for landscape improvements in
association with the existing golf course.

Description
The Chew Valley is a well-defined, small river valley of
undulating land-form, creating an interesting, lively
landscape with high wildlife value. It is mainly pastoral,
with a rich mosaic of small fields, good hedges, copses and
ancient woodland on the steeper slopes. The strong
hedgerows make the area appear more well-wooded than
it is. The valley bottom contains stone-built villages beside
the meandering River Chew. This is a high quality intimate
landscape, with good views from the upper slopes.
Existing woodland cover: 3.5%.
Local strategy
Conservation and enhancement of the existing wellwooded farmland character through careful new woodland
establishment to integrate and extend the existing mosaic
of tree cover. Extension of farm woodland is particularly
appropriate in areas which have in the past been used for
arable crops but are now being set-aside. New planting
will be predominantly on the steeper slopes. Views
towards and from the A37 will be enhanced.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.
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Woodlands
■
■

■

Netham to Bitton

Promote management of existing woodlands.
New small-scale, predominantly broadleaved,
woodland will be concentrated on the steep slopes
and managed towards a diverse age structure
within an extended network of woods, fields and
hedgerow trees.
Encourage the replacement of willows along the
river and the re-pollarding of existing trees.

Wildlife
■
■

■
■

■

Protect and enhance existing riverside habitats.
Investigate opportunities to improve the habitat of
the Chew between Compton Dando and the River
Avon.
Encourage lower intensity management of farmland
adjacent to the Chew.
Nearly half the woodland in this area is ancient.
Consider the option of natural regeneration when
extending ancient semi-natural woodland.
Aim to use planting to enrich the wildlife networks
that exist within the agricultural landscape.

Heritage
■

■

The Wansdyke runs across the valley near
Compton Dando; there may be an opportunity in
the long term to develop a walk along its route. In
the short term, the Community Forest Path should
identify where it crosses the Dyke and an
interpretation of its history should be provided.
Other points of interest should be identified along
the route of the path.
Chew Magna is a conservation area.

Recreation
■

■

■

■
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The Community Forest Path follows the route of
the Chew through part of the valley, as does the
Two Rivers Walk.
This very attractive small river valley should be
retained as an area for informal recreational uses, by
improving access for walking and riding whilst
providing the facilities these users are likely to need.
There is an opportunity to develop a circular walk
from Keynsham and other circular walks from the
villages along the Chew.
The creation of a recreational route along the
disused railway line between Stockwood and
Pensford will be investigated; this would create a
valuable link with current proposals for a cycle
route between Pensford and Midsomer Norton.

Description
A small, well-wooded section of the Avon Valley, with steep
sides and small fields. This very attractive area, penetrating
a long way into the heart of the city, has retained its
secluded character whilst being surrounded by urban
development. The Hanham Hills have a special character
which should be conserved with limited tree planting. The
Avon Ring Road bisects the area and has opened it up to
new views.
Existing woodland cover: 11.9%.
Local strategy
Conservation of secluded, well-wooded valley character.
Particular attention will be given to reducing the impact of
the new ring road and improving the field pattern by
restoring hedgerows.
Proposed woodland cover: up to 20%
Woodlands
■

■

A priority in this area is to encourage the
management of the existing woodland and explore
opportunities for extending and enhancing the
recreational use of the woods.
The involvement of local people in management
and transition of areas to become community
woodlands will also be promoted.
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Wildlife
■
■
■

■
■

Somerdale

Protect and enhance existing woodland, river and
grassland sites.
Encourage the use of locally occurring species in
the establishment of new woodlands.
Investigate promoting the area as a seed source for
tree nurseries to generate locally occurring species
stock for new community forest planting.
Investigate opportunities to create and improve
wetland habitats.
Promote the establishment of new pollarded
willows adjacent to the river, along with the
management of existing ones.

Heritage
■

Interpretation of the importance of the river in the
history of the area, with particular attention to
locks and industrial archaeology.

Recreation
■

■

■
■

■
■

■

There is an urgent need to review the recreational
use of the area, to relieve existing ‘hot spots’ and
ensure that the valuable character of the valley is
conserved and enjoyed. Reviewing access to the area
will be an important part of the process and is being
considered as part of the Avon Valley Partnership.
The Avon Walkway links the area through to the
centre of Bristol, but is currently in need of
maintenance and enhanced signing. New links from
the city centre and other urban areas out onto the
Walkway will be encouraged.
The railway station at Keynsham will be promoted
for access to the area.
A need has been identified to create a cycle route
into the city via this corridor; this could join with
the Bristol-Bath railway path and create a circular
off-road route. This would need careful alignment
to ensure that it does not adversely affect the
small-scale character of the valley.
A bridge over the Avon near Eastwood Farm would
increase the recreational use of the area.
The Wildlife Trust’s Centre at Willsbridge Mill could
be developed as a major gateway site by enhancing
footpath connections into the countryside; the
route of the proposed Community Forest Path will
also help to create a valuable link.
There is an opportunity to enhance the existing
facilities at Conham Park into a minor gateway, largely
by improved signage and interpretative information.

Description
An Avon Valley landscape of flat, open arable fields with
poor hedges and little woodland beside the meandering
river. It is a major transport corridor, with two ‘A’ roads
and two railways on embankment (one of which is now
the Bristol-Bath railway path). The transport routes, along
with industrial development, have resulted in this area
appearing busy and fragmented, although immediately
adjacent to the river it remains attractive and tranquil.
The area also forms the important green gap between
Brislington and Keynsham and between Keynsham and
Saltford. Views to the well-wooded Cotswold edge are a
notable feature.
Existing woodland cover: 1.2 %.
Local strategy
Significant landscape change to create a well-wooded river
valley landscape, with woodland planting softening the
intrusive urban edges and planting on the steeper higher
ground enhancing the valley sides. Riverside planting and
hedgerow improvements will enhance the valley bottom,
whilst retaining open water meadows with limited tree
planting. Views up to the Cotswold edge will be
maintained and enhanced.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.
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Woodlands
■

■

Small-scale planting of predominantly broadleaved
woodland linking with adjacent woodland in other
zones and aiming to reduce the impact of intrusive
elements whilst retaining views along the valley.
There are opportunities for the development of
community woodland.

Wildlife
■
■
■
■
■

Protect and enhance riverside habitats.
Encourage lower intensity management of farmland
adjacent to river.
Enhance and extend hedgerow networks between
woodlands.
Look at opportunities to extend green corridors in
Bristol and Keynsham out into the countryside.
Encourage establishment of new pollarded willows
adjacent to the river, along with the management of
existing ones.

Heritage
■

■

Maximise the potential of the Avon Valley Walkway
and the Community Forest Path to interpret the
significance of the river in the history of the area.
Saltford village is a conservation area.

Recreation
■

■

■
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This area is already one of the main areas used for
recreation around Bristol. There is the Avon Valley
Walkway, the Community Forest Path, the BristolBath Railway path, a private country park , fishing
and boating activities along the Avon. Future
emphasis should be on enhancing access and
circulation for walking, riding and cycling, and
improving connections into the valley from urban
areas, particularly by train, bus and packet boat.
There is some scope to provide more areas with
free public access close to the river for picnicking
and informal activities.
There is an opportunity to use the new park- andride at Brislington in reverse to give residents from
the centre of Bristol easy access to the countryside.
The park-and-ride should therefore be connected
to footpath and, ideally, cycling networks.
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This strategy area comprises the southern parts of
the Severn Ridge and Levels landscape zones and
the northernmost part of the Avon Valley zone.
The existing woodland cover is the highest in the
Forest, being approximately 23%.
The Severn Ridge in this area is a clearly defined landscape
feature with a high level of woodland cover.
The Gordano Valley part of the Levels is a high quality
landscape with high nature conservation value. The
Wildlife Trust has carried out extensive conservation
initiatives within the Valley. New development at Portbury
Dock is highly intrusive, though an extensive landscape
plan is being implemented by the Bristol Port Company.
The Avon Valley forms a dramatic gorge where it slices
through the Severn Ridge; the view of the Clifton
Suspension Bridge spanning the ridge is very much a part
of the local identity. The gorge creates a sharp boundary
between urban and rural areas, resulting in a high quality
landscape close to the urban edge.
The agricultural land in this area is predominantly grade 3
with small areas of grade 1 and 2 at the bottom of steep
slopes and to the south-east of Pill. There is a higher
incidence of full-time farming than in most of the Forest
and farms tend to be large. Dairy farming predominates
although this has shown a marked decrease in the last 10
years in favour of other livestock and to some extent
arable cropping and horticulture.

The priorities in this area will be to:
■

promote the management of the existing woodland;

■

improve visually the area around Pill and the M5
and new Portbury Dock development;

■

enhance the Avon Valley by extending the woodland
character towards Pill and improving the landscape
detail on both banks;

■

create new small-scale woodlands to strengthen
the existing landscape value and link areas of
fragmented woodland, ideally to ancient woodland
where possible;

■

develop a recreation strategy which increases the
use of the area, whilst ensuring that the high quality
of the existing landscape is maintained;

■

improve the network of recreational routes
through the area, particularly the coastal path and
from the coast to the Tickenham Ridge;

■

encourage an increase in the recreational use of
the woodlands.

This area is of significant wildlife value with two NNRs
and many other sites of wildlife interest.
The Severn Ridge has a large number of historic parks along
its length and many other visual links with the area’s past.
Recreational use is focused close to the gorge, the coast
and on local footpaths. There is great potential to
increase access more widely.
The Bristol to Portishead railway line offers the possibility
of improving recreational access.
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Portishead to Clevedon

Woodlands
■
■

■

■

Promote management of existing woodlands and
enhanced recreational use.
Establish new small woodlands, copses and
improved hedgerows on the coastal side
particularly to provide shelter and protection from
erosion; species choice will need to take account of
marine exposure.
Along the top of the ridge and on the southeastern side, establish small woods linking the
existing woodland, whilst retaining views.
Promote community woodland near Clevedon and
Portishead, with the involvement of local people.

Wildlife
■
■

■

Description
A clearly defined section of the well-wooded Severn Ridge
creating a rocky coastline beside the Severn. The coastal
side is dominated by housing, caravan sites and a golf
course. On a fine day there are panoramic views across the
estuary to Wales. The south-eastern side of the ridge
contains small fields of pasture within woodland with good
views across the Gordano Valley. There are no major roads.
Existing woodland cover: 22.7%, over half of which
is ancient.

■
■
■

A large part of this area is woodland and grassland
SSSI.
Protect and enhance existing grassland and
woodland habitats, ensuring that new woodland
does not encroach on grassland.
If ancient woodlands have been replanted in the
past with exotics and/or conifers, owners will be
encouraged to consider future management which
aims eventually to re-establish native broadleaved
species, where possible by natural regeneration or
through the use of local stock.
New planting will be used to establish links
between fragmented woodland areas.
There is a local nature reserve at East Wood.
Weston Big Wood, managed by the Wildlife Trust, is
an important wildlife site.

Heritage
Local strategy
■

Landscape improvements to the coastal landscape
enhancing the line of the coastal footpath. Small-scale
improvements are appropriate to the top and southeastern sides of the ridge, with more extensive planting
around the edge of Portishead. Create vantage points to
admire the views both across the Severn and into the
Gordano Valley.
Proposed woodland cover: up to 30%.

■

Recreation
■

■

120

Ensure that any promotion of Walton Castle and
Walton Common for their wildlife and recreational
value also provides interpretation of the history of
the sites.
Weston-in-Gordano and Walton-in-Gordano and
parts of Clevedon and Portishead are conservation
areas.

Improve the existing coastal path, particularly
where there has been land slippage, and promote
the continuation of the route through to Westonsuper-Mare. Investigate opportunities to create a
lay-by to enhance access to the coastal path and to
create a view point.
Create a ridge-top walk between Clevedon and
Portishead linking the existing rights of way past
Walton Castle and Walton Common.
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■
■
■
■

■

Shorter circular walks close to Clevedon and
Portishead will also be investigated.
The Gordano Round route will be a useful focus
for walks in this area.
It will be important to ensure that all walks are
promoted and signposted from urban areas.
There is an opportunity to create a gateway at
Valley Road linking through to Weston Big Wood,
and at East Wood Portishead.
East Wood and Weston Big Wood are valuable
recreation resources immediately adjacent to
Portishead as well as important wildlife sites.

Clevedon to Avon Gorge

Description
A broad, well-wooded section of the Severn Ridge
tapering to the west, surrounded by steep slopes. The
ridge contains a concentration of historic parkland
characterised by large fields framed by mixed woodland
plantations and high stone walls. On the eastern end of
the ridge, golf courses and playing fields become a major
land use. Well-wooded gullies run north off the ridge
creating attractive intimate landscapes. The M5 is of high
localised impact where it bisects the ridge. There are
several quarries within the area.
Existing woodland cover: 27.6%; of this, about onethird is ancient woodland.
Local strategy
Conservation of existing wooded parkland character with
careful new planting to complement the existing structure
and reduce the intrusion of major roads and pylon lines.
On the north side of the ridge, planting will be extended
out of the gullies onto the steep slopes. Improve the
landscape setting of golf courses and playing fields.
Proposed woodland cover: over 30%.
Woodlands
■

■

Promote management of existing woodland and
investigate opportunities for additional recreational
use.
Explore recreational potential of Forest Enterprise
woodlands.
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■

Investigate opportunities for community woodlands
close to Long Ashton and Failand.

Pill

Wildlife
■

■
■

About one-third of the woodland in this area is
ancient, large areas of which have been replanted in
the past with exotics and/or conifers. Owners will
be encouraged to consider future management
which aims eventually to re-establish native
broadleaved species, where possible by natural
regeneration or through the use of local stock.
Aim to use new planting to enhance the existing
wildlife corridors.
Promote the Avon Gorge NNR for increased
understanding and enjoyment of wildlife.

Heritage
■
■
■
■

■

There are five sites on the English Heritage
Register of Historic Parks and Gardens.
There are also extensive areas of pre-mediaeval
fields and associated settlement enclosure.
Ashton Court visitors’ centre gives an
interpretation of the history of the estate.
Clevedon Court is a National Trust property;
Stokeleigh and Cadbury Camp forts are visible
features in the landscape, which should be
interpreted in walks.
Leighwoods and part of Long Ashton are
conservation areas.

Recreation
■

■

■
■

This attractive landscape close to Bristol is a great
resource for informal recreation. Investigate
opportunities to increase the recreational use of the
area, and particularly the Forest Enterprise woods.
The Community Forest Path crosses the eastern
edge of the area; there is an opportunity to create
circular walks from this and to establish a path
along the length of the ridge from the Suspension
Bridge to Clevedon.
Ashton Court has the potential to act as a gateway.
Clevedon Court woods could become a gateway.

Description
A lower, less defined section of the Severn Ridge, this area
has a gently sloping, mixed agricultural landscape with large
fields, absent or poor hedgerows and little woodland. The
M5, the A369 and Pill are prominent elements. The River
Avon is only visible from the edge of the area. The
woodland is of limited visual impact as it is concentrated in
two small incised valleys but views up to the well-wooded
slopes of the top of the ridge are important.
Existing woodland cover: 2.9%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements towards a well-wooded
agricultural landscape, through the promotion of
significantly increased tree cover. New woodland to be
concentrated towards the M5, the A369 and the edge of
Pill. Restoration of the hedgerow network is needed to
restore the landscape pattern. Extend existing woodlands
from the top of the ridge into the area.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.
Woodlands
■
■

■
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Management of existing woodland will be promoted.
New woodland will be managed towards a diverse
age and species structure, within an extended
network of woods, field and hedgerow trees.
Medium and small woodland blocks will be
integrated into an upgraded farming pattern.
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■

The development of community woodland will be
promoted on the edge of Pill.

Gordano Valley

Wildlife
■
■

Management of existing woodlands and restoration
of the hedgerow network will be promoted.
The woodlands that remain in the deeply incised
valleys will be viewed as valuable wildlife corridors
with which new woodlands should connect. Much
of the woodland in these valleys is ancient.

Heritage
■

Leigh Court is on the English Heritage Register of
Historic Parks and Gardens.

Recreation
■

■

Public access at present is centred on a network of
footpaths to the south of Pill and the Avon
Walkway. The access into Pill from the walkway
will be enhanced and linked through to Portishead.
A gateway will be investigated on the southern side
of Pill giving access up onto the Severn Ridge as
well as shorter circular walks.

Description
A Levels landscape of flat, wetland valley bottom enclosed
by the Severn Ridge, characterised by small fields of
unimproved pasture, surrounded by broken hedges and
ditches draining into rhynes. The valley has a strong rural
character with few roads and little housing. It is an area
of high quality landscape with attractive views to the
wooded sides of the Severn Ridge, disrupted in places by
the elevated M5 and quarries.
Existing woodland cover: 4.1%.
Local strategy
Conservation of the existing Levels character, maintaining
and enhancing the valuable wildlife habitats. Any new
woodland should be limited to small areas adjacent to the
edge of Portishead and higher ground. Particular attention
will be given to the restoration of the landscape structure
across the tipped ground and the restoration of hedges
and ditches throughout the area.
Proposed woodland cover: below 10%.
Woodlands
■
■

Any new tree planting in this area will reflect the
nature conservation value.
Adjacent to the edge of Portishead, small to
medium-sized woodlands are appropriate. New
planting at the edges of the zone could extend the
wooded slopes down to the 10 m contour level.
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■

The restoration of hedges and ditches should be a
priority along with associated wetland hedgerow
trees such as pollarded willows.

Portbury Wharf

Wildlife
■

The valley is of very high wildlife value with almost
a quarter of the area being designated as a NNR
and SSSI for its fen meadows, carr and damp
grassland; much of the rest of the area is important
for its unimproved or semi-improved grassland and
wetland habitats. Any proposals in this area will
give priority to the need to conserve and enhance
the nature conservation interest.

Heritage
■

Interpretation of the wildlife value of the area
should also interpret the history of the area, and
how low intensity agricultural use has been in
harmony with nature and enabled the area to
become very valuable for wildlife.

Recreation
■

The area is of very limited recreational use at
present. There is an opportunity to provide
interpretation of the wildlife habitats and circular
walks within the area, particularly from Portishead.
The high wildlife value of the area will require
activities to remain low key.

Description
A Levels area of contrasts, from low intensity agriculture
to large-scale, visually intrusive industry, pylon lines and
major roads. Sheepway remains quiet and agricultural but
the majority of the area is fragmented and inhospitable.
The Severn shoreline is invisible and inaccessible from
most of the area.
Existing woodland cover: 0%.
Local strategy
Significant landscape change so that the large industrial
development is screened by planting, enabling agriculture
and wildlife sites to be set within an attractive Levels
landscape, with small-scale pockets created for
recreational use.
Proposed woodland cover: below 10%.
Woodlands
■

■

■
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Structure planting around the development area,
using wet woodland carr species where
appropriate. The planting will need to take into
account the area’s wildlife value.
Energy crops should be considered on derelict
ground and on ground scheduled for development.
This would include structure planting which would
be grown on to maturity.
Emphasis will also be placed on ensuring that
wildlife corridors from this area into the Gordano
Valley are conserved.
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Wildlife
■

■

■

Avon Gorge

The mud flats, salt marshes, re-colonised tips, pools
and rhynes make this an important wildlife area.
The estuary foreshore is an SSSI.
Land where material excavated from Portbury
Dock was tipped has become a valuable habitat;
barn owls, short-eared and long- eared owls feed
off the large vole population. There is some
question as to whether these species will remain in
the area, as neighbouring development opens it up
and makes it more accessible.
The land which is not designated for development
needs a full management survey to be carried out
to determine how it can best accommodate future
landscape, wildlife and recreational demands.

Heritage
■

Maps from the eighteenth century show much of
the area of what is now Royal Portbury Dock as
part of the Severn Estuary.

Recreation
■
■

■
■

■

This area is very inaccessible for recreational use at
present.
A route is being investigated to connect the Avon
Walkway and the Coastal Path; this will provide a
valuable recreational route from the centre of
Bristol through to Clevedon on coastal and
riverside paths.
There is an active proposal for a Weston-superMare to Clevedon footpath along the coast.
There are possibilities for the recreational use of
Portishead Dock as part of the redevelopment of
the area.
There may be an opportunity to create a study
centre in the south-west of the area which would
increase the understanding and enjoyment of the
Levels landscape.

Description
A dramatic section of the Avon Valley, where the river
bisects the Severn Ridge, creating a deep gorge with sheer
rock faces and well-wooded steep sides. The Clifton
Suspension Bridge spanning the top of the gorge is a local
landmark and visitor attraction of international appeal. At
the bottom of the gorge, low tide reveals the river’s large,
muddy banks. The narrow strip of land on the north bank
is dominated by the A4 and railway line, whilst the Avon
Walkway creates an attractive route along the southern
bank. An area of high landscape value.
Existing woodland cover: 24.2%.
Local strategy
Conservation of the special character and features of this
area. There is an opportunity to enhance the road and rail
corridor along the northern bank, along with small-scale
landscape improvements to the southern bank. New
woodland between Abbots Leigh and Pill would significantly
improve and enhance a very open section of farmland.
Proposed woodland cover: up to 30%.
Woodlands
■

■

Encourage continued management of existing
woodland and investigate opportunities to enhance
recreational use.
Promote the enhancement of both river banks.
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Wildlife
■

■

Shirehampton

An area of very high wildlife interest; much of the
area is an SSSI and part is within the Avon Gorge
NNR.
There is an opportunity to enhance the area
between the Gorge and Pill for its value for wildlife.

Heritage
■

Any development of recreational routes through
the area should provide interpretation of the
historical importance of the river and the gorge in
relation to the development of Bristol.

Recreation
■

■

■
■

An important leisure and recreation area, with
existing access along the Avon Walkway and
through Leigh Woods. There is an opportunity to
promote further the informal recreational use of
the area.
The Clifton Suspension Bridge is on the route of
the Community Forest Path and will provide a
recreational link from close to the city centre to a
very attractive area of countryside.
The opportunities for enhancing the recreational use
of Forest Enterprise woodland will be investigated.
Wherever possible, enhanced pedestrian and cycle
routes will be created on the north side of the
Avon away from the A4.

Description
The mouth of the Avon Valley, which has for centuries
been an important landmark for shipping, is now largely
dominated by industrial development around Avonmouth,
Royal Portbury Docks and the M5 bridge. The open
ground that remains is visually uninteresting. There is very
limited public access along the river banks.
Existing woodland cover: 0%.
Local strategy
Significant landscape change to the open spaces between
development. These spaces are small but there is an
opportunity to improve them to become more attractive
for people.
Proposed woodland cover: below 10%.
Woodlands
■

There is very little scope for anything but very
small new woods, as most of the area is
wetland/semi-improved grassland or industrial
development. Woodland planting may be used to
enhance the boundaries between these two land
uses and to improve areas of public open space.

Wildlife
■
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Ensure that existing wetland and grassland habitats
are retained and enhanced.
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■

Investigate opportunities to improve the value of
the Avon as a wildlife corridor.

Heritage
■

■

Any developments of recreational routes along the
Avon should include an interpretation of the
importance of the river in the development of
Bristol.
Reinstating the Pill/Shirehampton ferry would
enliven the area and restore the historical link.

Recreation
■

■
■

■

This area is of low recreational use at present.
Improvements to open space immediately adjacent to
the river’s edge could provide a valuable recreational
resource for neighbouring residential areas.
There is a need to identify the Avon Valley Walkway
clearly through the area.
The possibility of reinstating the Pill to
Shirehampton ferry for recreational use should be
investigated; this could help to regenerate the area.
Use of the Severn Beach railway line could be
promoted for access, particularly if the ferry was
reinstated.
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This area contains the Ashton Vale landscape zone
and western part of the Dundry and Plateau
landscape zone. The existing woodland cover for
the whole area is approximately 20%.
The steep slopes up to the Lulsgate Plateau area to the
west of Dundry are covered in the largest woodlands in
the Forest. The undulating top is dominated by Bristol
Airport. Close to Bristol the land-form becomes less
pronounced and the woodland cover is reduced, leaving
the A38 and the edge of Bristol as intrusive elements in
the countryside.
Ashton Vale occupies the low ground between the Severn
Ridge and the Lulsgate Plateau. This is a slightly undulating
pastoral landscape with little woodland, small fields and
strong, low hedges. Being the low ground between two
higher areas, the Vale contains a concentration of
settlements and transport routes which fragment it. On
the edge of Bristol, the tree cover is drastically reduced,
and previously tipped ground and the A370 become
visually intrusive.

The priorities in this area are to:
■

improve the urban edge of Bristol visually, largely
through new woodland establishment to create a
well-wooded landscape;

■

encourage the management of the existing woodland;

■

improve the boundaries of the airport visually;

■

establish new recreational routes through the area
and particularly between Nailsea and Bristol and
between Bristol and the woodlands near Cleeve;

■

promote the recreational use of the existing
woodland and Barrow reservoirs;

■

improve the wildlife corridors, particularly by
extending woodland cover towards Bristol, and
improving the management of brook corridors;

■

improving management of existing hedgerows, with
new tree planting and pollarding in the Ashton Vale.

The farmland is predominantly grade 3 with areas of grade
1 and 2 in the Ashton Vale near Nailsea. The airport,
reservoirs, quarrying and tipping are significant nonagricultural land uses. There are fewer tenanted farms than
in most of the Forest; the range of farm sizes is fairly
typical. As in the rest of the Forest, the predominant farm
type is dairying and, although this is decreasing, it has not
been at such a rate as in some parts of the Forest. There
has been an increase in the beef herd and in sheep farming.
There are large areas of ancient woodland and significant
areas of existing nature conservation interest, particularly
in association with common land and unimproved
grassland. These tend to be concentrated in the west of
the area.
Barrow Court and Felton Common are the most evident
historic landscape features.
The recreational use of the area is currently very limited
and there is great potential for new recreational use,
particularly in association with the existing woodland and
the Barrow reservoirs.
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Cleeve

Woodlands
Management of existing woodlands will be
promoted and opportunities for additional
recreation use will be investigated.
■ Small-scale new woodland planting will be
concentrated to the north of Bristol Airport and in
small copses within agricultural areas, thus
strengthening the existing hedgerow pattern.
Wildlife
■

■

■

A third of the woodland is ancient, over 300 ha in
total. A large area of the woodland is an SSSI and
much of the rest is of wildlife interest.
Linking existing woodlands will be a priority in this
area; a particular opportunity exists between Scars
and Bourton Combe.

Heritage
■
■

Description
A fragmented plateau land-form with deep combes cutting
into the higher ground. Large areas of woodland are
concentrated on the steep slopes and within Goblin,
Brockley and Bourton combes, which have high landscape,
wildlife and recreational value. The subzone includes two
of the largest woods in the whole Community Forest, one
of which is over 450 ha. Farmland exists within the
woodland framework but is largely concentrated on the
top of the plateau around the airport. The north of the
area is being extensively quarried.
Existing woodland cover: 36.4%.
Local strategy
Conservation of the existing well-wooded character, with
new tree planting complementing the existing structure
and hedgerow improvements enhancing farmland
structure. There is an opportunity to enhance the view
from roads and to increase tree cover in the less wellwooded area to the north of the airport.
Proposed woodland cover: over 36%.

112

Barrow Court is on the English Heritage Register
of Historic Parks and Gardens.
The hill-top settlements along the top of the scarp
slopes could become points of interest in any
development of walking routes through the
woodland.

Recreation
■

■

This area has great recreational potential with large
areas of existing woodland, which could
accommodate significant public use. However the
nature conservation interest would need to be
given careful consideration in the creation of any
new recreational uses.
Any recreational development of the woodland
should include a recreational route linking the area
with Bristol and Nailsea.
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Lulsgate

Wildlife
■

This area forms the boundary between a wellwooded landscape to the west and an area of little
woodland cover to the east. It is therefore
important to reinforce wildlife corridors across the
area. To some extent, this can be achieved by
extending the woodland network, but, where flight
restrictions preclude this, a high emphasis should
be put on developing a strong network of
hedgerows which could also enhance the chain-link
boundary fences to the airport.

Recreation
■
■
■

■

Felton Common is a well-used local recreational
resource.
The Round Avon Ride crosses the north of the area.
The golf course and plane-spotting bring people
into the area. Facilities for these users should be
enhanced.
Circular walks should be developed from Felton.

Description
The plateau top is dominated by Bristol Airport and the
A38 with its associated clutter of fencing and signage. The
surrounding fields are large with poor hedgerows and
little tree cover. Felton Common, an open exposed area
of unimproved grassland, is an important local feature.
The area has a well-populated and busy character.
Existing woodland cover: 1.4%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements including increased tree cover,
aviation controls permitting. There will be particular
emphasis on visually improving the airport boundary and
the new route of the A38. Landscape improvements to
the golf course should include small-scale new woodland
planting of non-exotic species. The common will be
managed for its wildlife and recreational value.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.
Woodlands
■

■

Encourage co-ordinated management of existing
woodlands and extend these with new planting to
create a network of woods, particularly to the
north of the airfield, and on sloping ground to the
south and east of Felton Common.
Improve hedgerow management, including the
establishment of new hedgerow trees.
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Barrow

Wildlife
■
■

■

Conserve existing sites of wildlife value associated
with reservoirs and grassland.
Develop wildlife corridors from Barrow Woods
into the urban area and enhance Colliter’s Brook as
a wildlife corridor.
Promote conservation management of both
woodland and open habitats.

Recreation
■

■
■

■
■

Description
This gently sloping lower part of the plateau on the edge of
Bristol has mixed agricultural use, with three large reservoirs
and a water-treatment works. High Ridge common has a
strong local identity. The A38 and A370 and the urban edge
of Bristol are visually intrusive. There is a poor hedgerow
pattern and few hedgerow trees. The large area of
woodland around Barrow Hospital is of limited visual
impact. There are two quarries in the south of the area.
Existing woodland cover: 6.2%.
Local strategy
Significant landscape change to create a well-wooded area
of countryside with recreational use on the edge of Bristol.
Major roads and the water works will be contained within a
network of existing and new woodland. The wedge of land
adjacent to Bedminster Down will be a focus for landscape
improvement works, as will the A38 road corridor.
Strengthen hedgerow patterns with related planting and
enhance the link into the city from Bedminster Down.
Proposed woodland cover: over 30%.
Woodlands
■
■

■
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Encourage the management of existing woodland.
Develop a network of small and medium-scale
woodland especially on the steeper slopes down to
Ashton Vale.
There is an opportunity for community woodland
to be developed and managed by local people.

Recreational use of Bedminster Down and
Highridge Common will be enhanced with improved
links into the countryside and circular walks.
The Community Forest Path will be used to create
links to the countryside to the north and south.
A gateway site will be investigated on Bedminster
Down, with good pedestrian access established
through to Windmill Hill.
A golf course has been developed which will cover
a large part of this area.
The reservoirs are currently used for fly-fishing, and
Bristol Water plc has planning permission to
develop one of the reservoirs as a water sports
centre offering day-ticket dinghy sailing, windsurfing
and canoeing; it is hoped to develop the site within
the next few years.
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Brockley

Wildlife
■

■

The watercourses will be promoted as wildlife
corridors and wherever possible these will be
linked to the wooded slopes on either side.
Lower intensity agriculture will be encouraged
adjacent to watercourses.

Heritage
■

The conservation areas of Backwell,Yatton and
Congresbury are adjacent to this area.

Recreation
■
■

■

Description
■

Ashton Vale is a pastoral valley bottom area, with small
fields, a fairly strong hedgerow structure but little
woodland cover. Being the easiest route between two
areas of high ground, it contains a concentration of
settlements and transport routes. Views up to wooded
slopes are an important feature.
Existing woodland cover: 3.1%.

■

The Round Avon Ride crosses the area close to
Nailsea.
There is a need to create a recreational route
along the vale from Nailsea to Ashton Gate but
access is most difficult at the pinch-point in the
vale, containing two main roads and a railway line.
There is an opportunity to create a gateway at
Backwell Lake with recreational links to the
wooded slopes to the north and south.
The railway line should be promoted for access out
of the city to the area. Yatton Railway station is also
a good link with the Cheddar Valley Railway Way
which links the Community Forest with the Mendips.
Creating a cycle path along the disused railway line
between Clevedon and Yatton would be a valuable
recreational link adjacent to the Community Forest
area.

Local strategy
Landscape improvements towards an attractive pastoral
valley with a generally open character within a framework
of small-scale tree planting and regenerated field
boundaries. More extensive planting should be restricted
to urban edges and along the A370, and to enhance the
line of the railway line.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.
Woodlands
■

■

■

New woodland establishment will be within the
existing field pattern of a scale similar to
Watercress Wood.
There will be improved management of existing
hedgerows and the re-establishment of pollarded
willows.
Energy crops may be appropriate in this area.
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Yanley

Wildlife
■

A major objective in this area will be to enhance
Ashton Brook and Colliter’s Brook as wildlife
corridors; this will include developing wildlife links
through to Barrow Woods, a substantial area of
ancient woodland.

Heritage
■

There is a conservation area at Yanley.

Recreation
■

■

■

Description
Ashton Vale is an urban fringe landscape, with large fields,
old landfill sites, poor or non-existent hedgerows and little
or no tree cover. The industrial edge of Bristol is a
prominent feature and the A370, railway and pylon lines
fragment the area. Views up to Ashton Court and the
well-wooded Severn Ridge are an important feature.
Existing tree cover: 0.9 %.
Local strategy
Significant landscape change towards a well-wooded
recreational area through substantial tree planting, linking
to adjacent woodland. Screen planting is needed to
absorb the intrusive urban edge and reclaimed land. Views
to and from the A370 will be improved.
Proposed woodland cover: over 30%.
Woodlands
■

■
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Extensive planting reflecting local land-form to
establish a network of woodland managed for
conservation and recreation.
Opportunity for extensive community woodland
development with the involvement of local people
and substantial public access.

The Community Forest Path crosses the area,
creating a good link through to Ashton Court and
Dundry. There is a need to develop circular walks
from this path and to create urban links with it.
Recreational links should also be developed along
the valley bottom towards Nailsea; a cycle path
along this route might also be used by commuters.
Improved access to the countryside to the south of
Long Ashton.
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This area correlates with the Northavon Vale
landscape zone. The current level of woodland cover
in the area is very low, being approximately 2.1%.

■

strengthen the existing agricultural pattern in the
north of the area, with small woodlands, copses and
hedgerow trees;

The Northavon Vale is a gently undulating basin of low-lying
ground, with numerous streams and brooks, between the
Severn Ridge and the slightly higher ground of the
Pucklechurch Ridges before it reaches the Cotswold
escarpment. Close to the urban area, the landscape quality
is very poor, major roads being the dominant elements.
Further north the agricultural character remains, but pylon
lines are intrusive. The Frome Valley is an attractive finger
of countryside penetrating into the urban areas.

■

improve the recreational use of the area, special
attention being given to improving access across
the M4 and railways;

■

create new areas of woodland for recreation;

■

create a network of wildlife corridors across the
area.

Agricultural land is primarily grade 3, with a small band of
grades 1 and 2 to the west of Winterbourne. The area
has a high incidence of small tenanted farms, mostly under
20 ha. Dairying is the major full-time farm type, but, as
elsewhere in the Forest, this is decreasing; cattle and
sheep, arable cropping and horticulture are becoming
more prevalent.
As well as being an important landscape feature, the
Frome Valley is also one of the strongest wildlife corridors
into the city.
Most of this area was in the ancient Forest of Kingswood.
Much of the historic interest is concentrated along the
River Frome; other elements include the commons and
relics of early mining in the north of the area.
The M4 now forms the northern edge of Bristol and
creates a considerable barrier to recreational movement
out into the countryside. The only attractive route across
the motorway within the area is along the Frome Valley
walkway. The largest area of public open space is at
Oldbury Court.
The priorities in this area will be to:
■

create an attractive, robust transition between the
northern edge of Bristol and the countryside, largely
through new woodland planting and extending
existing woods through natural regeneration;

■

promote an attractive woodland setting to new
development at Emerson’s Green with good
recreational links out into the countryside;

■

establish new woodland to improve the land
visually between Coalpit Heath and Yate;

■

strengthen and enhance the existing character of the
Frome Valley and promote improved management;
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Latteridge

Wildlife
■

■

The strong hedgerows adjacent to water-courses
and rights of way will form major links in
developing the wildlife network in the area. The
improved management of existing hedgerows, and
the planting of oak trees within hedgerows and
fields, will be encouraged.
Less intensive agriculture along all water-courses
will be promoted.

Heritage
■

Iron Acton has a conservation area.

Recreation
■
■

Description
An open, low-lying basin of undulating ground with several
streams and brooks. An area of mainly dairy farming in
small fields, with strong low hedges and very little
woodland cover. It is sparsely populated, with scattered
farms and unexpanded villages. The rural character is
disrupted by the numerous pylon lines which congregate
north of Latteridge. There is some recent localised
hedgerow removal. Single oak trees in hedgerows and
within fields are a feature of the area.
Existing woodland cover: 1.0%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements to create a well-wooded
agricultural landscape with medium to large-scale
woodlands predominantly on the slightly higher ground
and visually linking the area to the Severn Ridge.
Woodlands will be designed to reduce the negative visual
impact of the pylon lines and the urban edge, some larger
areas providing for recreation.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%
Woodlands
■
■

■
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Encourage management of existing woodland.
New woodland will be established within the
existing field systems to strengthen the existing
landscape pattern.
Energy crops may be appropriate in this area.

■

The Round Avon Ride and the Jubilee Way cross
the area.
There are attractive footpaths and bridleways, but
the network is fragmented, so emphasis should be
placed on creating circular routes from
Winterbourne, Frampton Cotterell and Yate.
A primary aim of new woodlands should be to
create recreational facilities.
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Bradley Brook

Wildlife
■

■

The establishment of the recreational access route
along the Bradley Brook into the countryside will
incorporate the enhancement of the route as a
wildlife corridor with new planting and improved
management.
The area has only 1% existing woodland cover; half of
this occurs in Savage’s Wood, which is also an ancient
woodland, so every opportunity should be taken to
connect this wood to new woodland planting.

Recreation
■

■
■
■

Description
■

An urban fringe landscape, with a characteristic mix of
land uses including the motorway, riding stables, gokarting, golfing, tipping and wind surfing within stark
agricultural landscapes. The M4 is a prominent feature in
the area and a major barrier to movement from the urban
area out into the countryside.
Existing woodland cover: 1.2%.

Access from Bradley Stoke to the country-side is
very poor and the M4 presents a major barrier to
movement. There is a need to create an improved
route across the M4 for pedestrians and cyclists.
The Community Forest Path establishes a route
connecting the area to countryside north and south.
There is an opportunity to create a gateway at
Monk’s Pool.
A minor route could link Bradley Brook Reserve
with the Frome at Hambrook.
A link from Winterbourne to Bradley Stoke, via
Monk’s Pool and Winterbourne Barn should be
considered.

Local strategy
Significant landscape change to create a well-wooded
recreational area for local people based on the Bradley
Brook corridor. Access will be improved from Bradley
Stoke into the countryside. Large woodlands will be
established adjacent to the M4, to soften the urban edge
and enclose spaces for informal activity. Large new areas
of woodland will be promoted to the north of the M4 as a
way of reducing the impact of its proposed widening.
Proposed woodland cover: over 30%.
Woodlands
■

■

Extensive new woodland adjacent to the M4 with
small-scale native planting adjacent to the Bradley
Brook corridor.
Considerable opportunities for community
woodland planned and managed by local people for
recreational use.
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Frome Valley

■

■

New, predominantly broadleaved planting of small
and medium-sized woodlands to extend tree cover
into the urban edge.
Opportunities for extensive community woodland
development.

Wildlife
■

■

An area of great wildlife value and a major wildlife
corridor into the heart of the city, it will be
strengthened with improved links into urban areas
along its route.
Investigate natural regeneration as an option when
establishing new native woodland adjacent to
ancient semi-natural woodland.

Heritage
■
■

Description
A small river valley with attractive gorges where it cuts
into Pennant Sandstone at Stapleton, Frenchay and
Winterbourne amongst urban development, with small
fields of pasture, poor hedgerows and small woods on
steep slopes. An attractive, enclosed and intimate
landscape under great pressure from urban areas.
Adjacent to the river, tranquil pockets remain, major
roads being the most disruptive elements.
Existing woodland cover: 7.25%
Local strategy
Conservation and enhancement of existing character,
strengthening and extending the concept of a finger of
countryside penetrating into the city. New woodland to
integrate and strengthen the existing tree cover, softening
the urban edge and screening new roads. Interesting
views will be protected. The whole valley merits its own
management strategy to integrate the needs of woodland
management, wildlife, heritage and recreational use.
Woodland planting will be promoted as a way of reducing
the impact of the M4.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.

■
■
■

Recreation
■

■

■

Woodlands
■
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Encourage management of existing woodland,
particularly on steeper slopes, and investigate
additional recreational use.

The earliest settlement in the Frome Valley was
probably at Bury Camp in the eighth century BC.
Other strong visible historic associations are
connected with water mills, weirs and small stone
bridges across the river. Pennant Stone quarries in
the valley produced much of the stone used in
vernacular buildings and field walls.
Winterbourne Viaduct and the mining remains at
Ram Hill are also notable features of the area.
Maintenance of walls of local stone will help to
retain the local character.
Oldbury Court is on the English Heritage Register
of Historic Parks and Gardens.
The Stapleton, Frenchay, Hambrook and Frome
Valley Conservation Areas cover a large part of the
corridor where it enters Bristol.

■

The Frome Valley Walkway, is an important key
access route and a guide has been produced but
there is a need to ensure that the route is sign
posted and clearly identified from within the urban
areas and from surrounding areas. Gateways could
be created at a number of points along the river,
e.g. Snuff Mills.
The Round Avon Ride goes through the area and
the Community Forest Path creates a valuable link
to the east and west.
Eastville Park could be developed as a major gateway
site and there is an opportunity to create a minor
gateway site within the environs of Winterbourne,
Frampton Cotterell and Coalpit Heath.
There is a particular need to improve bridleway
routes in this area.
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Westerleigh

■

■

Develop community woodlands adjacent to the
urban edge at Mangotsfield, Coalpit Heath,
Frampton Cotterell and Yate.
Extend recent tree planting on The Common,Yate
out into the countryside as community woodland.

Wildlife
■
■
■

Conserve and enhance the wildlife interest of the
river and wetland sites.
Encourage the strengthening of watercourses as
wildlife corridors into the urban areas.
Plant adjacent to the existing wildlife corridors of
the railway embankments to reinforce them.

Heritage
■
■

Description
An agricultural landscape on low undulating ground
sandwiched amongst urban development. The pastoral
landscape has poor hedges and little woodland, with
commons a feature of the area, but it is the pylon lines
and roads which dominate the landscape. Close to the
edge of Frampton Cotterell, a small-scale, attractive
agricultural countryside remains.
Existing woodland cover: 0.8%.

Recreation
■

■
■

Local strategy
■

Significant landscape change towards a well-wooded
agricultural landscape with increased tree cover to soften
the urban edges and enhance the countryside, particularly
between Coalpit Heath and Yate. New woodland
establishment will be concentrated on the industrial edge
of Yate and will aim to reduce the impact of the pylon lines
and the M4 and enhance the views from the major road
and rail routes. New woodland planting in association with
the M4 and development at Emerson’s Green.
Proposed woodland cover: over 30%.
Woodlands
■

■

The four commons in this area all have public
access and are important for recreation.
Although surrounded by urban development,
pockets of land retain a small-scale, unimproved
agricultural character with small fields, stone walls
and stiles; this character should be retained and
strengthened wherever possible.

■
■

■

■

The Frome Valley Walkway, the Dramway Path and
the Round Avon Ride all provide valuable
recreational resources for the area.
The Community Forest Path will help improve
connections to the west and south.
Opportunities exist to provide woodland with free
and open public access and to create a network of
short circular walks from urban areas.
There is a great need to improve the bridleway
network.
The major road and rail corridors create
considerable barriers to movement.
The commons are a valued recreational resource;
there is an opportunity to use The Common,Yate
and Rodway Hill as gateways out into the wider
countryside.
An opportunity exists to ensure that if the M4
engineering improvements and development at
Emerson’s Green go ahead, they enhance access to
the countryside rather than constrain it.
Improve Mangotsfield to Yate route.

Encourage management of existing small
woodlands, including those which have naturally
established on the railway embankments and are
now prominent features in the landscape.
Extend existing landscape pattern with a network of
small woodlands within an enhanced field pattern.
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Engine Common

Heritage
■

There are few tangible remains of the coal-mining
industry that shaped this area.

Recreation
■
■
■

Description
A small-scale, semi-urban landscape with strong
hedgerows and tree groups associated with old mine
workings. Housing is spread along all the roads. There are
small areas of pasture, unimproved grassland and
‘horsiculture’. This is a complex, fragmented landscape but
one of distinctive character. The south of the area is
affected by the industrial edge of Yate.
Existing woodland cover: 0.4%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements to the south-east boundary of
the area with the industrial edge of Yate whilst conserving
the intrinsic character of the rest of the area.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.
Woodlands
■
■

The strong hedgerows make the area appear more
heavily wooded than it is.
There is an opportunity to strengthen the woodland
character within the existing field pattern with small
woods and copses, including opportunities for
community woods involving local people.

Wildlife
■
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Reinforce existing wildlife corridors through the area.

There is a need to improve pedestrian links into
the centre of Yate and to the Frome Valley Walkway.
A link could also be established through the area
on to the Jubilee Way, which runs just to the north.
There is also a need to improve routes for horseriders.
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This strategy area correlates with the
Pucklechurch Ridges landscape zone. It has the
lowest woodland cover of all the strategy areas
apart from the City, approximately 1.6%.
The Pucklechurch Ridges is an area of open rolling
countryside, with hedgerows of variable quality and very
little woodland. Views to the steep Cotswold scarp are a
prominent feature. In the south, the rolling landscape
splits into two distinct river valleys. Adjacent to the edge
of Kingswood, the area becomes a fragmented urban
fringe landscape.
This area is almost entirely grade 3 agricultural land, with
a small band of grade 4 in the north-west. It has the
highest incidence of tenanted holdings; most holdings are
between 5 and 20 ha and are generally smaller than in the
rest of the Forest. Dairying remains the major farm type,
although there are more cattle and sheep and mixed
farming than in the rest of the Forest. Sheep farming in
particular has increased by over 50% in the last 10 years.

■

provide for countryside recreation of all forms, but
particularly additional bridleways and footpaths
from urban areas into the countryside; a general
aim will be to promote recreation to the east, to
relieve pressure caused by the current focus
towards the Avon Valley;

■

improve the landscape setting of the M4;

■

increase the wildlife value of the area, enhancing
existing wildlife corridors;

■

retain and strengthen the character of the
commons and historic features of the area’s early
industrial past.

The area has few sites of high wildlife value, existing
interest tending to focus along the brooks and rivers and
the small areas of woodland.
The whole of this area was in the ancient Forest of
Kingswood. There are several commons, probably
associated with a wood-pasture economy. Close to
Kingswood, relics of an early industrial landscape remain.
There is little provision for recreation in the area; what
exists is generally associated with the commons as areas
of open space. The Railway Path and the Dramway focus
activity down to the Avon Valley.
The priorities in this area will be to:
■

visually improve the transition between the edges
of Kingswood, Pucklechurch and Yate and the
countryside;

■

improve the landscape structure with new
woodland establishment, reflecting local
topography and improved hedgerows to create a
well-wooded agricultural landscape;

■

create new woodland for recreational use;

■

establish woodland on steep slopes where the area
rises up from the Northavon Vale, particularly as a
backdrop to the new development at Emerson’s
Green;
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Upper Frome and Boyd Rivers

■

■

Extensive new areas of new woodland to create a
working matrix of medium-sized and small woods
and strong hedgerows.
New woodland establishment on steep slopes
adjacent to Wapley Bushes.

Wildlife
■

■

■

Wapley Bushes Local Nature Reserve is a valuable
habitat and a popular community resource; there is
an opportunity to link new planting along the scarp
slope to it, for both wildlife and recreational benefits.
Promote the development of a rich network of
woodlands and hedgerows connecting existing sites
of wildlife interest.
Encourage appropriate management of land
adjacent to recognised river and wetland sites and
a reduction in the intensity of management adjacent
to all watercourses.

Heritage
■

Description
Open rolling farmland at the foot of the Cotswold
escarpment, this is a large-scale landscape of mixed
agriculture with large fields, poor hedgerows and few
trees. The area has a strong rural character that is
disrupted by the M4, and pylon lines. Pucklechurch and
Yate are both prominent in the landscape. Commons are
a notable feature of the area, especially close to Yate and
Hinton. Several kilometres of hedgerows have been
removed. The crematorium is visually intrusive.
Existing woodland cover: 1.3%.

■
■

Commons are a notable feature of the area but the
extensive use of Sodbury Common as a golf course
is changing its character. A management plan is
required to ascertain the intrinsic character of the
common, show what makes it a landscape feature
worth preserving and what future management is
appropriate to landscape, heritage, wildlife interests
and the traditional common land rights.
Ancient maps of the Forest of Kingswood suggest
that there were once large areas of woodland.
Parts of Chipping Sodbury, Doynton and
Pucklechurch are conservation areas.

Recreation
Local strategy
■

Landscape improvements towards a well-wooded
agricultural landscape through extensive new planting
relating to local topography and reinstating degenerated
enclosure and field patterns. Large areas of new
woodland are appropriate adjacent to the edges of Yate
and Pucklechurch, around the crematorium and beside the
M4. New woodland establishment at the top of the
slopes near Wapley will reduce the impact of the
substation from the east. Views to the Cotswold edge will
be maintained.
An aim will be to create a better setting for the M4 in the
landscape.
Proposed woodland cover: over 30%.

■

■

■
■

Woodlands
■
■
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Encourage management of all existing woodland.

The routes of the Round Avon Ride and the Avon
Cycleway will be enhanced.
Pedestrian links from Chipping Sodbury to the
Cotswold Way, using the Frome Valley Walkway and
the Jubilee Way will be promoted.
The rail network to Yate can be promoted for
recreational access to and from the area. As the
Yate urban cycle network extends and improves it
will increase and improve recreational and
commuter use.
Green lanes such as Burbarrow have the potential
to be developed as major recreational routes.
Wapley Bushes is a great recreational, community
and educational resource and is a gateway, linking
to a network of woodlands and open space with
public access.
A major aim of new woodlands in this area will be
to create additional recreational facilities.
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Kingswood Edge

Woodlands
■

■

Extension of farm woodlands from the Siston area
towards the urban edge with more extensive
planting adjacent to the ring road.
There is a great opportunity in this area for
community woodland development.

Wildlife
■

■

There are several areas of wildlife value, and the
railway path and stream lines are identified as
wildlife corridors.
All proposals in the area will aim to enhance the
wildlife interest and compensate for the
fragmenting effect of the ring road.

Heritage
■

■

Description
This is the urban fringe of Kingswood, confined by its landform. The degrading elements include industrial
development, ‘horsiculture’, pylon lines, scrappy fencing and
ribbon development of suburban housing along many of
the roads. Elm death has increased the feel of a degraded
landscape.The prominent views are over Kingswood or
out to the Cotswold edge. Large areas of common land
adjacent to the urban edge are important local features,
particularly for recreation, but without the woodland
backdrop of those at Hawkesbury; in the midst of heavy
traffic, they have lost much of their charm. The area
around Siston is a high quality landscape.
Existing woodland cover: 0.9%.

■

Recreation
■
■

■

■

Local strategy
■

Significant landscape change whilst ensuring that the local
distinctiveness of the area is conserved. New woodland
establishment should concentrate on extending the wellwooded farmland character around Siston throughout the
farmland on the eastern edge of this zone. The commons
deserve more detailed study; recent planting of non-native
ornamental species is changing their character towards
that of an urban park. Any new planting might be more
appropriate as native species in copses rather than lines of
exotic standards. Improve hedges and replace dead elms.
The new ring road will have a great impact on the area;
new planting should be designed to assimilate it into the
landscape.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.

The commons in this area were probably formerly
adjacent to large areas of woodland and seem to
be part of a wood-pasture economy.
The area was originally in the ancient Forest of
Kingswood; mining transformed it into an early
industrial landscape which is now a rich mixture of
different clues to the area’s past; these will be given
full consideration in any schemes for the area.
Siston is a conservation area.

■

The commons are the major recreational resource.
There is a fairly dense network of footpaths but
few bridleways. There is clearly a need to enhance
the bridleway network in the area.
The new ring road will create an extra barrier to
movement, although new provisions for cycling and
riding have been built into the scheme.
The Community Forest Path follows the Dramway
on the eastern side of the area.
Warmley Forest Park presents a great opportunity
to create a gateway site on the eastern side of
Bristol, which could provide a route through to the
Cotswold Way.
The Bristol-Bath Railway Path is very popular with
pedestrians and cyclists; there is great potential to
expand circular walks off this and the Dramway.
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Golden Valley

Wildlife
■

■

Protection and enhancement of existing sites of
wildlife interest along the River Boyd, particularly
by new habitat creation to improve the southern
section.
Promotion of less intensive agriculture next to the
river.

Heritage
■

Bitton is a conservation area.

Recreation
■

■

Description
A small valley of mixed farming at the foot of the
Cotswold scarp slope. It has a peaceful agricultural
character, disrupted in places by the A420, quarrying and
the influences of ‘horsiculture’. The hedgerows and tree
cover are stronger in the south, opening up to larger
arable fields with a poor hedgerow structure in the north.
Elm deaths has reduced the impact of hedges.
Existing woodland cover: 2.1%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements to create a wooded agricultural
landscape, with the strong hedgerow structure (including
elm replacement) which remains in the south extended to
cover the whole area. New woodland establishment is
needed on the steeper slopes and to soften the impact of
the A420 and developments around Wick. Small-scale
planting and landscape improvements are needed in areas
where ‘horsiculture’ is a dominant element in the landscape.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.
Woodlands
■
■
■
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Management of existing woodland around Wick.
Planting generally concentrated on the steeper
ground around Wick and the quarries.
Scope for local community involvement, with new
woodland creation adjacent to Wick and Bitton.

■

■

An attractive area of countryside adjacent to the
edge of Bristol, which is presently of low
recreational use. Much of the area is peaceful and
well away from major roads and not easily
accessible by vehicles. There is a great potential to
increase the low-key informal recreational use of
this area.
The course of the River Boyd could be investigated
as a pedestrian route from the Avon through to
Wick, with additional links up to the Cotswold Way.
At Wick there is existing local recreational use of
the incised river valley. This use may be extended
as the existing quarry area is closed. A potential
gateway exists at Wick Rocks.
There is a need to enhance the bridleway network
throughout the area.
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The Ridings

Wildlife
■

■

Aim to establish a strong wildlife corridor along the
ridge from Yate north to the Wetmoor Woods,
connecting to the existing wildlife interest at Yate
Rocks.
Investigate opportunities to maintain and enhance
water flow and quality of local streams.

Recreation
■

The small woodlands on the edge of Yate are of
existing recreational use; there is an opportunity to
extend access north to the Jubilee Way, the Frome
Walkway and the Cotswold Way.

Description
This area is the end of a small ridge running north from
Yate to join the Severn Ridge at Falfield. Much of the
ridge is being quarried. Woodland skirts the quarries, and
their position on high ground means they are not of great
visual impact. The remaining ground is of open pasture
with poor hedgerows, pylon lines and the busy B4060.
Parts of the western side of the ridge remain secluded,
particularly the hamlet of Yate Rocks.
Existing woodland cover: 5.2%.
Local strategy
Landscape improvements using more extensive woodland
planting around the periphery of the quarries and
establishing woodland as an after use. Woodland
establishment within the agricultural areas should respond
to the land-form and develop a stronger landscape
pattern. The secluded character of Yate Rocks should be
extended and enhanced.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.
Woodlands
■

■
■

New woodland establishment around the quarries
to enhance the landscape, involving the local
community in their creation.
Smaller woodlands within the agricultural landscape
aiming to strengthen the field pattern.
Opportunities for community woodland to be
investigated.
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This area comprises the Severn Ridge and Levels
landscape zones north of the river Avon.The
existing woodland cover of this area is
approximately 5.6%.
The ridge runs north-east from the Avon Gorge to
Thornbury. It is made up of steep slopes, with an
undulating top. In general, the ridge is not such a distinct
land-form as it is to the south of the gorge. The woodland
cover is also less, particularly close to the edge of Bristol,
where new warehouses and major roads dominate.
The Levels landscape adjacent to the Severn is generally
defined by the 8m contour above sea level and consists
largely of small fields predominantly of improved pasture
defined by a complex network of drainage channels and
rhines dating back in some cases to Saxon times. The
Levels is an area of high archaeological potential and
historic landscape value. Earthwork remains, the historic
drainage pattern (albeit altered by later inclosure), and
19th century planting makes the levels particularly valuable
as an historic landscape. The protection and enhancement
of these features will form a key element of any planting
or development strategy.
There are few trees and very little woodland therefore
existing hedgerows are very important. The southern
part, the Severnside area, is very flat and dominated by
industrial development. There are extensive proposals for
new development in association with the Second Severn
Crossing which are transforming the natural environment.
The northern section of the area remains rural in
character and the land-form becomes slightly more
undulating, with more mature hedgerows.

The priorities in this area will be to:
■

visually improve the northern edge of Bristol, with
new woodland planting;

■

use woodland structure planting to create an
attractive setting for new development in the
Severnside area;

■

improve the management of hedgerows and existing
woodland, particularly in the north of the area;
increase the number of hedgerow trees in the south;

■

establish new woodland along the ridge to
strengthen its character;

■

improve recreational links across major road and
rail corridors;

■

promote improved access on foot, bike and horse
in association with new development at Severnside;

■

strengthen and protect the existing wildlife
corridors and habitats, especially where new
development and transport corridors are
fragmenting the landscape.

■

pay particular attention to the historic landscape
and archaeological potential below the 8m contour.

The area is primarily grade 3 agricultural land, with a small
area of grade 1 adjacent to the M32. It is more
productive than most of the land in the Forest, with the
highest level of full-time farming and the largest farms.
Dairying is the major full-time farm type, although this has
decreased recently in favour of sheep and cattle.
The estuary and adjacent land is of very high nature
conservation value (RAMSAR and SPA).
The whole of this area lies within the boundary of the
ancient Forest of Kingswood and there is a concentration
of historic parkland on the ridge.
Throughout the area, major roads and railway lines
present a considerable barrier to walkers, cyclists and
horse-riders.
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Brentry to Tockington

Proposed woodland cover: over 30%
Woodlands
■

■

Encourage management of existing woodlands and
extend with carefully designed new planting to
establish a continuous network of tree cover along
the steeper and upper parts of the ridge.
Promote community involvement in the
management of new and existing woodlands
adjacent to residential areas.

Wildlife
■
■

■

Encourage the management of the identified wildlife
corridors.
Promote the development of a continuous web of
woodlands and strong hedgerows from the urban
area out along the ridge.
Encourage improved management of pastoral areas.

Heritage
Description
This continuation of the Severn Ridge creates a visual and
physical boundary between Bristol and the Levels. It is
mainly pastoral with a small area of market gardening
adjacent to the M32; hedgerows are generally poor. The
landscape structure is fragmented by new land uses
including three motorway corridors, railway lines, a large
new development and Filton airfield. Some woodland
remains, most notably at Haw Wood and Spaniorum Hill. In
these areas and parts of the western side of the ridge there
are tranquil pockets in an otherwise disturbed landscape.
Existing woodland cover: 10.2%.

■

■

Recreation
■

Local strategy
Significant landscape change to create a well-wooded
landscape, to reduce the impact of intrusive elements and
create attractive woodland. Tree cover will be extended on
the steep slopes and adjacent to the major roads,
particularly between Shirehampton and the M5 and beside
the M32. Extensive new woodland establishment will be
promoted in association with development at Cribbs
Causeway and the M4/M5. Where development density
precludes woodland establishment, tree planting and
recreation improvements will be the priority. Improved
hedgerow management will be encouraged, along with the
establishment of new hedgerow trees. A management plan
will be developed for the attractive area of countryside
between Haw Wood and Charlton Common, which is close
to a large residential area but is currently of limited
recreational use because of lack of access and fragmentation.
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A restoration plan for Stoke Park, on the English
Heritage Register of Historic Parks and Gardens,
has been produced.
Almondsbury is a conservation area.

■
■

■
■

This part of the strategy area is most affected by
major roads and railway lines creating a barrier to
recreational movement from the urban area out into
the countryside. There are only two footpath links
across the M4 which the Patchway Greenway and
the Community Forest Path make use of, but there
remains a great need to establish a comprehensive
network of recreational links out into the
countryside. Reinstating the bridge over the railway
line near Brentry would help to improve access.
The Round Avon Ride and the Avon Cycleway pass
through the edges of the area.
Haw Wood is a 25 ha woodland which could have
free and open public access. Blaise Castle, just
within the city, contains large areas of woodland
and is public open space.
Blaise Castle and Stoke Park will be considered as
large gateway sites in the Forest.
Small gateways will be investigated near Charlton
Common and Haw Wood, with a need for a direct
footpath link between the two. Small gateways will
also be investigated near Savages Wood, Bradley
Stoke and at Cribbs Causeway.
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Alveston

Woodlands
■

■

■
■

Encourage management of existing woodland, and
investigate opportunities for increased recreational
use.
New woodland establishment will be of medium
sized woods to extend cover in close relation to
local topography.
Around urban edges there is an opportunity to
create community woodlands.
Woodland planting will be designed to improve
views to and from the M4, M5 and the Second
Severn Crossing link road (M49).

Wildlife
■
■

■

Description
A further continuation of the Severn Ridge as a mixed
agricultural landscape. The western side is rolling, with
large fields and poor hedgerows framed by woodland. The
M4 is of limited visual intrusion. The eastern side is open,
and close to Bristol has little woodland, poor hedgerows
and large fields. The M5 and pylon lines are dominant
elements in much of the landscape.
Existing woodland cover: 7.3%.

Recreation
■
■

■
■

Local strategy
Landscape improvements to create a well-wooded
agricultural landscape, through the promotion of increased
tree cover within a restored landscape pattern. New
woodland will be concentrated on the higher ground and
the sloping area between the A38 and the M5, with an
objective of extending the well-wooded ridge character
down to the edge of the Northavon Vale. The improved
management of hedgerows will be promoted along with
an increased number of hedgerow trees, particularly on
the eastern side of the ridge. Views from the A38 will be
retained.
Proposed woodland cover: 20-30%.

Approximately 30% of the existing woodland is
ancient.
Where ancient semi-natural woodland is being
extended, natural regeneration may be considered
as a means of establishing the new native woodland.
New woodland and hedgerow improvements should
aim to connect fragmented areas of woodland to
create a strong network of wildlife corridors.

The Round Avon Ride, Jubilee Way and the Avon
Cycleway all cross the area.
Promote greater recreational use of existing
woodland, and develop the network of recreational
routes.
Improve the environment of the existing golf course.
Provide community woodlands close to urban
areas. (Filnore Woods at Thornbury is a good
recent example).

Heritage
■
■

Retain valuable field patterns and promote suitable
management.
Olveston,Tockington and Tytherington are all
conservation areas.
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Severnside

Woodlands
■

■

■

■

Creation of a woodland structure to the
development area should include structure planting
of 40 m between the newly developed site and the
countryside or major roads. Buffer planting will
also be necessary to protect the rhynes within the
development area
Structure planting will be planted in association
with all the major roads to ensure that their impact
is minimised and the view from them is enhanced.
Between the Severn Ridge and the M49, the
woodland character will be extended down from
the ridge. Tree planting in hedgerows should be
promoted, to strengthen landscape character.
In the north of the area, planting can more directly
reflect the typical Levels character, being of small
blocks, reinforcing the existing field pattern.
The creation of community woodlands will be
promoted, adjacent to villages.

Wildlife
Description

■

A Levels landscape of flat open pastoral fields, with a
degraded hedgerow pattern and several pylon lines,
adjacent to heavy industry. Dilapidated chain-link fencing
forms the only boundary between industry and
agriculture, resulting in the industry being highly intrusive.
Views to the wooded Severn Ridge and the small-scale
interest of the rhynes remain attractive features in a
degraded landscape. New development is proposed in
much of this area; the motorway links to the Second
Severn Crossing also cross the area. Archaeology is
particularly important below the 8m contour.
Existing woodland cover: 0.2%.

■

Local strategy
Significant landscape change providing a strong woodland
framework to new development to enable the attractive
Levels landscape to be retained in pockets with a
woodland backdrop rather than one of buildings. This will
at the same time create a more attractive setting for
development and enable human-scale environments to be
created within it. Every opportunity will be taken to
maintain and enhance the existing Levels landscape in
areas away from development, where new planting will be
established within the existing small field pattern and used
to screen intrusive pylon lines and views of development.
Proposed woodland cover: 10-20%.

■

Recreation
■

■

■

■

■
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Protect manage, link and extend existing wildlife
sites, particularly rhynes.
Where the water table is appropriate, new planting
in this area should be of wet woodland carr
species. All planting beside rhynes within the
development area is to be designed to enhance the
area’s wildlife value.
New planting and habitat creation will be necessary
to counteract the fragmentational effect of the new
development.

The Second Severn Crossing is a visitor attraction
at Severn Beach, where the coastal area already has
some recreational facilities.
The large amount of industry and new roads will
limit the area as a whole for recreational use, but
there is potential to improve the facilities that do
exist along the coast, particularly the route of the
Severn Way.
There is also an opportunity to enhance informal
recreational use of the area, between the M49 and
the Severn Ridge; this area also contains the
Community Forest Path which will act as a ‘spine’
for other link routes.
Within the developments at Avonmouth, there
should be attractive footpaths and cycleways and
information readily available at places of work on
access into the city and countryside.
Circular walks will be developed from the villages
in the area.
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■
■

New bridleways will be created, especially adjacent
to the Severn Ridge, where there is an existing need.
A Gateway will be investigated at Lawrence Weston
Community Farm.

Aust

Heritage
■

Pay particular attention to archaeological potential
and remnants of the historic landscape.

Description
A flat, open pastoral Levels landscape, slightly more
undulating than in the south, with strong low hedgerows,
pollarded willows, ditches and rhynes. This area is rural in
character with few roads and hamlets, disrupted to some
extent by the M4 by the access roads to the Second
Severn Crossing. Views of the existing Severn Bridge are a
feature of the area. Archaeology and the historic landscape
are particularly important below the 8m contour.
Existing woodland cover: 1.0%.
Local strategy
Conservation of the existing Levels landscape character,
whilst reducing the impact of new development. Small
areas of new woodland will be concentrated adjacent to
the link roads to the Second Severn Crossing and on the
eastern edge of the area.
Proposed woodland cover: below 10%.
Woodland
■

■

Small-scale planting within the existing field pattern,
with wet carr woodland as appropriate in wetter
areas. Pay particular attention to archaeology and
the historic landscape.
Energy crops will be promoted; their impact given
careful consideration, on a site-by-site basis.
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■

■
■

On the eastern side of the area, planting at the
base of the Severn Ridge will be promoted to
extend the wooded ridge character down the slope
and link visually the Ridge with the Levels.
The creation of community woodland adjacent to
Olveston will be promoted.
Improve the management of hedgerows and
existing woodland.

Wildlife
■

■

The greatest existing wildlife value is associated with
sections of the rhynes. There will be a general aim
to improve the wildlife value of all the watercourses.
The improved management of hedgerows, ditches
and pollarded willows within hedgerows will be
promoted.

Recreation
■

■
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The routes of the Avon Cycleway, the Round Avon
Ride, the Severn Way and Jubilee Way all go through
the area, so the aim will be to enhance these.
Circular walks into the countryside from villages
will be promoted.
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In order to achieve the vision for the Forest
outlined in previous sections and to continue to
implement the strategies and proposals, there will
need to be a sharp focus of new energy and new
resources from a number of organisations, groups
and individuals over a long period. This part of the
Plan will identify how this might be achieved.
This part also outlines how a wide range of people and
organisations can be brought together to help to create
the Forest, using resources which might otherwise be
unavailable.
The concept of a new and bigger partnership is explored,
as well as the means to co-ordinate the work and
progress towards the achievement of the Plan’s vision.
Some broad targets are set out which give an indication of
the scale of the task to be undertaken. These are
ambitious, but achievable. A more detailed business plan
will be drawn up in negotiation with partners to identify
specific aims, objectives, resources, participants,
performance measures and their monitoring for a rolling
3-year period.
The Forest Plan will be revised in the light of experience
and changes in related policies as indicated by national
partners but probably after 10 years. The business plan
will be revised on an annual rolling basis.

THE FOREST PARTNERSHIP
19.1 The existing partners have sown the seed of the
Forest and will act in a key role in its future. This
partnership will need to be expanded if the
ambitious programme is to be realised. A whole
range of national and local organisations, groups
and individuals will be needed to play their part.
For some, the Forest will be the core of their work
and effort. For others, it will be an element for
focus in relation to their existing specialism, e.g.
teachers and planners. People may be involved
through voluntary effort, either as individuals or as
part of organised groups. Others may be involved
through sponsorship, donations or direct business
activity. Most importantly, people will be involved
simply by getting out and enjoying and using the
Forest as it grows and develops.
19.2 Central government has made clear its
commitment to sustainability and biodiversity. The
community forest programme is a real opportunity
to practice these principles in all twelve forests
approved and supported by government.
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19.3 MAFF plays a key role already in supporting the
transfer of appropriate land from agriculture into
forestry through the Farm Woodland Premium
Scheme. The Farming and Rural Conservation
Agency (FRCA) implements Agri-Environment
schemes, several of which can help achieve Forest
targets. They will need to consider the merits of
further advice and incentives to target these changes
into the countryside around towns and cities. Their
contact and advisory and consultancy relationships
with the farming community will be essential
elements in encouraging farmers to consider new
approaches to land management within the context
of the Community Forest. MAFF, FRCA or their
contractors, are closely involved with working with
farmers on a day-to-day basis and will be able to play
a critical role in explaining Forest objectives and
opportunities to farmers.
19.4 The Department of Environment,Transport and
Regions (DETR) has important influence over grant
aid programmes which relate to community forest
objectives and is responsible for interpreting and
giving guidance on planning matters, particularly
through the Government Office for the South West
(GOSW). Similarly, partners will need support and
the co-operation of the DETR in relation to road
schemes and public transport.
19.5 The South West Regional Development Agency is a
new body of tremendous influence in the
economic, social and environmental regeneration of
the region. Many elements of the Forest’s vision
will directly relate to SWRDA’s strategy, and the
Forest partnership can not only help achieve the
strategy around Bristol but act as a model of sound
sustainable development for other cities and towns
in the region.
19.6 Both the Countryside Agency and the Forestry
Commission play key roles as leading partners and
through their funding, including the WGS, can focus
new resources into the Forest area. Forest
Enterprise is an important partner, continuing its
sympathetic management of existing woods in the
Forest and through acquisition of land for the
planting of new woods and the purchase of
freeholds on leasehold land.
19.7 Other national agencies which offer grants include
the Arts Council, English Heritage, English Nature,
the Environment Agency and Sport England. They
will all need to become active partners in the
Forest, both at a policy, research and advice level as
well as by giving resource support to programmes
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and projects which achieve mutual objectives.
Delivering and focusing this range locally will be of
significant importance.
19.8 Locally, the continued involvement of the local
authorities will be critical to the success of the
Forest Plan. They were key partners in the first
phase of the Forest, the production of the Plan and
are continuing to lead implementation. The local
authorities are responsible for many statutory and
non-statutory functions which are the main building
blocks of the Forest Vision and they will remain as
essential partners as custodians of the Plan, its
vision and its implementation.
19.9 Local authorities own significant areas of land both
outside and within the urban areas, including
farmland, open spaces and woodland. These sites
continue to offer opportunities to reap Community
Forest benefits. They fund many programmes and
projects which are working towards the same
objectives as the Forest initiative. It has become
increasingly important to dovetail these together.
19.10 The challenge for the local authorities will be to
build and maintain a new impetus towards achieving
the Forest, over and above existing activity levels.
Authorities will also play a crucial role through the
statutory planning system by recognising and
supporting the Forest through enabling policies
within statutory plans, through documents which
can be Supplementary Planning Guidance and
through development control. Indeed the Forest
Plan itself will be a material consideration.
Partnership working will add value to the work of
all the planning authorities.
19.11 Assisting in the steering, creation and management
of the Forest will not, however, be exclusively the
territory of local authority planning departments.
Arts, leisure, recreation, health community
development, transport, education, land and estate
management and other activities will also be involved
within the Forest, and the Plan gives broad
indications of how these elements could integrate.
More detailed work will be needed to make more
specific links on both a Forest-wide and a local basis.
19.12 Farmers and landowners are probably the most
important group of all, as most of the new
woodland, wildlife areas, recreational routes and
other facilities will rely on their commitment,
enthusiasm and voluntary participation to be
brought into existence. Contacts with the National
Farmers’ Union, Country Landowners Association

and Tenant Farmers Association are well established,
but the Forest partners will have to build
relationships with individuals. Work will include
helping to assess financial models in relation to farm
businesses providing advice and practical support
for diversification activities, meeting training needs,
developing demonstration areas and running events.
FWAG (Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group) is a
key partner in working with landowners to achieve
Forest objectives.The BASC is best placed to
provide information, advice and training in relation
to sporting shooting. Common Agriculture Policy
reforms will help to speed the changes in land use
needed to create the Forest. Forestry and
landscaping contractors, consultants, nurseries and
advisors will become important partners in the
Forest as they are well placed to promote the
Forest concept in their dealings with landowners.
19.13 The business sector has a crucial role to play, and
on several levels. As landowners and developers,
significant areas of land are under their control and
influence, including their own offices or
manufacturing centres, many of which may be
suitable for woodland establishment, energy crops
or nature conservation. The benefits of an
improved environment, both for existing firms, their
employees and families are widely accepted as are
the benefits to inward investment. The Forest itself
will offer investment opportunities, assisting with
new jobs and a more diverse local economy.
19.14 Businesses can also take an active role in the Forest
by supporting specific programmes and projects
which work towards mutual objectives. The Forest
will offer to businesses, of all sizes and in all
locations, the opportunity to provide direct support,
secondment and sponsorship, often releasing
matching funding from other agencies. The plan
indicates some of the types of project and areas
where support could be concentrated, for example
gateways, greenways and areas for new woodland.
19.15 The business sector can also become involved
through bringing its expertise, contacts and energy
in facilitating the work of others, particularly local
communities. Forest partners will need to develop
a relationship which looks beyond the short term
and bottom line, and views the Forest as a key
investment to the future prosperity of the area.
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19.16 A Charitable Company, with members from all
sectors including the business community, offers
both a vehicle to involve business people at a
strategic level and to carry out fundraising, land
ownership and management which the local
authority partnership may not always be best
placed to do.
19.17 Parish and town councils are already active in
improving their local environment and facilities which
help local people to enjoy it. They are the obvious
focus for local action and in representing the views of
local people. The Forest can only benefit from
improvements and extensions to this partnership.
19.18 Local groups and communities already contribute
an enormous amount of skill, energy and
enthusiasm to environmental projects within the
Forest area. A highly professional support network
exists to enable people to take responsibility in
their own patch. The Wildlife Trust is a major
partner and mobilises considerable resources
already towards achieving Forest objectives and will
continue to do so in the future. The BTCV is also
a current partner, bringing expertise in the practical
involvement of people in environmental work. A
wider net of groups and support organisations will
need to be brought into the Forest’s planning and
implementation process.
19.19 Individual people have much to offer and several
have already contributed to this plan. The Forest
will need to be able to respond to, accommodate
and direct the energies of willing individuals.
19.20 This broad partnership is dynamic and will continue
to shift and change over time as new organisations
appear, new agendas are agreed and new resources
become available.The essential job of the existing
Forest partners is to adapt to, respond to and involve
these new partners in understanding and helping
achieve the Forest vision over the coming years.
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20.1 A number of mechanisms exist to help in achieving
major change in land use. Grant aid to farmers and
landowners is likely to remain one of the most
important. Currently, grant schemes are run by the
Forestry Commission and DEFRA. Other grants
for smaller-scale work are available from a range of
sources including English Nature, the Environment
Agency and Local Authorities.
20.2 In late 1999, government introduced the principle
of modulation (recycling of farmers’ direct
payments) of CAP support with the proportion to
rise from 2.5% in 2001 to 4.5% in 2006. Thus
DEFRA administered funding for the broader rural
economy is to increase by 60% over the next 7
years so that by 2006-07 spending on agrienvironment schemes (including CSS and Organic
Aid) will be double the 1999-00 level. There will
also be extra money for the Woodland Grant
Scheme, for marketing and processing, the growing
of energy crops and farmer skills training. There
will also be a Rural Enterprise Scheme, not
confined to assisted areas to promote rural
development on and off the farm.
20.3 The Countryside Stewardship Scheme (CSS),
operated by DEFRA, aims to conserve and enhance
valued English landscapes and wildlife habitats and
help the public enjoy them. Grant is paid under a
10 year agreement, including annual payments, for
habitat protection and management. One-off
payments are made for capital works. Funding for
this scheme across England is projected by DEFRA
to increase from £35.5m in 2000-01 to £126.0m in
2006-07. This will be a great opportunity for the
Forest partners to achieve the Forest’s objectives
and other landscape, access and wildlife strategies.
Retaining the Forest as a target area for CSS
support will be important.
20.4 The Community Forest remains a high priority for
the Countryside Agency and targeted support is
available for partners to bid for in order to achieve
Forest objectives.
20.5 The Woodland Grant Scheme, operated by the
Forestry Commission currently encourages the
establishment of new woodland and the
management of existing ones assisting the delivery
of the priorities and programmes of the
Government’s England Forestry Strategy for rural
development, economic regeneration, recreation,
access and tourism, and conservation and the
environment. The Farm Woodland Premium
Scheme (FWPS) with annual payments made by

DEFRA encourages woodland establishment on
farmland by providing annual payments to
productive farm units, compensating for income
forgone from agriculture. Entry to FWPS is
dependent upon the scheme being accepted by the
Forestry Commission under the Woodland Grant
Scheme. The grants have changed and will continue
to change to reflect government priorities. The
Community Forest is a both a project and an area
which will help deliver a significant proportion of
the Government’s forestry objectives under all four
programmes of the Strategy. Grants, along with
partnership funding and other support from the
Forestry Commission will remain a pre-eminent
mechanism in helping achieve the Forest.
20.6 Local authorities provide various environmental
improvement grants to groups undertaking projects
within their areas. They are available on a
discretionary basis and may include land purchase,
management plans, arts projects, tree planting and
access improvements. The Community Forest Team
currently administers small grants on behalf of the
local authority partners which aims to demonstrate
the concept and scope of the Forest, involving local
communities where possible. These resources,
closely focused at local communities needs will
continue to be an important element in the front
line of realising the Forest in direct relation to
people’s own aspirations.
20.7 Grant for improving derelict land is available through
the South West Regional Development Agency
(SWRDA). Finance is available towards meeting
eligible costs for reclamation of derelict land
including schemes with landscape treatment and tree
planting. The Single Regeneration Budget has already
helped achieve considerable Forest objectives in
areas of greatest social need and these funds and
their successors, administered by SWRDA, will
remain an important tool for Forest partners.
20.8 Land acquisition has become an important part of
the Forest’s implementation and key purchases have
been made by the Woodland Trust covering small,
locally important areas. Forest Enterprise, has
purchased 70 ha of land at Overscourt Farm, Siston
which will become an important community
woodland on the east side of Bristol. Such large
areas will be important to achieve some critical mass
of woodland to ensure the wide range of benefits
are available. They are also a priority objective for
woodland creation under the government’s Forestry
Strategy. These sites may currently be few and far
between but acquisition or long lease may be the
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only way in which they are sustainable into the long
term. In many cases, particularly in the urban fringe
where planning policies deny hope value, farmers
may wish to sell or lease rather than participate
directly in the Forest. It should be emphasised that
any such purchases would be on the open market
and voluntary. Compulsory purchase for woodland
creation is not supported as an option.
20.9 A major source of funds for implementation is the
National Lottery and its various funds. The partners
have already made use of these and helped build the
Forest. The Millennium Fund provided Woods on
Your Doorstep through the Woodland Trust,
Millennium Greens were achieved through the
Countryside Commission, grants of several millions
for historic estates in Bristol have been made by the
Heritage Lottery Fund and new funds such as the
New Opportunities Fund offer the means to help
implement even more. The partners will ensure
that every opportunity is grasped.
20.10 Sponsorship and support from the commercial
sector is playing a key role. The proposals for the
Forest contain a range of potential projects and
community initiatives which will meet many
companies’ objectives for environmental and social
responsibility. Businesses are rising to the challenge
through sponsorship of events, publications,
competitions. The partners’ task is to develop this
relationship further and to build the business sector
in as main partners and supporters of the Forest.
20.11 The Landfill Tax credit scheme has helped partners
fund projects which contribute to the creation of
the Forest and it is envisaged that this source of
funding will continue into the future.

ii) Securing access to, and good management of,
existing woodlands which meet the criteria above.
iii) Creating or re-opening good quality walking/
cycling/ riding networks for leisure, recreation and/
or commuting.
iv) Securing involvement in the Community Forest
by a wide range of local communities, especially
those presently socially excluded from their
environment. This involvement will aim to focus
on awareness raising, education, training and
empowerment.
v) Securing financial and in-kind investment from
local businesses and external sources to support
major restoration and recreation projects leading
to environmental regeneration and to develop a
woodland economy.
20.13 Second order priorities include:
i) Creating woodland on sites other than those in
priority 1 where there are significant landscape,
heritage and / or biodiversity gains.
ii) Securing landscape, heritage and bio-diversity
benefits on the non-wooded parts of the Community
Forest where opportunities are presented by new
development or on agricultural land or reclaimed
land, including hedgerow restoration.
20.14 The targets given here are ambitious and are an
indication of the level of activity required to bring
about the Forest in all its aspects. They are
achievable but will need a refocusing of existing
resources as well as the introduction of new
resources, including finance, staff time and effort
from the partnership to be realised.

Targets
20.12 There are currently five main elements of national
first order priorities:
i) Creating well designed woodland:
Of at least 20 hectares in size with full public
access and incorporating public open space
On smaller sites with full public access:
immediately adjacent to housing,
connected to other woodland sites and/ or
part of a recreational path network;
on sites which are on damaged or reclaimed land.
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20.15 Woodland establishment targets are as follows
(see Table 20.1):
20.15.1
The current grant mechanisms and those that grow
and develop over the years will need to be applied
for a considerable period. The overall objective for
tree and woodland cover on land available for
planting in the Forest is to increase it to 27%. Given
the dearth of derelict land and publicly owned land
in the area, most new planting will need to be on
privately owned land, much of which is in agricultural
use. This will take time and depend on shifting
attitudes to woodlands, active promotion and
marketing and the prevailing levels of grant incentive.
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Table: 20.1 Woodland cover proposed for each strategy area.
STRATEGY AREA
Severn Vale and Ridge
Northavon Vale
Pucklechurch Ridges
Dundry and River Valleys
Lulsgate Plateau
Gordano and Parkland
TOTAL
Notes:

LAND
EXISTING
EXISTING
PROPOSED
PROPOSED
AREA OF NEW
INCREASE IN AREA
AREA (HA)
COVER (HA)
COVER (%)
COVER (HA)
COVER (%)
WOODS (HA)
OF WOODLAND (%)
8638
488.4
5.65
1834
21.23
1345.0
15.58
6045
128.6
2.13
1702
28.16
1573.0
26.02
5458
89.3
1.64
1682
30.83
1592.5
29.19
6053
187.1
3.09
1386
22.91
1199.4
19.82
5075
1053.2
20.77
1715
33.82
662.0
13.05
6231
1454.0
23.35
1807
29.02
353.4
5.57
37500
3400.6
9.07
10126
27.02
6726
17.94
New woodland includes up to 20% open space. The City strategy area and other urban areas are not included, though some new
woods will be planted in these areas.

20.15.2 Forest partners should adopt a 50 year time
frame for achieving the planting objectives.
20.15.3 The amount of new woodland required to
achieve the 27% cover target on available land,
given that currently 3400 ha is wooded, is over
6726 ha; at least 1100 ha of this will need to
have free open public access. Assuming an even
rate of establishment, 134 ha of new woodland
will be needed each year for 50 years an area
approximately equivalent to the whole of the
Downs in Bristol. Baseline planting rates prior
to the Forest’s launch were 13.3 ha per year In
the first five years, this rate has been trebled yet
needs to at least treble again; 175 ha of new
woodland will be required each year, on average
for the next 10 years. Much more effort will be
required from the partnership to achieve this,
the most important objective of the Forest.
The Forest partners should aim to achieve 70%
of the woodland cover target within 30 years.
20.15.4 Every opportunity should be taken by the
partners to establish woodlands in association
with parks, greenways and other public open
space. This will primarily serve the urban
populations, providing a ‘woodland on the
doorstep’.
20.15.5 By linking with greenways, there should be a
woodland within easy walking distance of each
household in urban areas by the year 2010.
20.15.6 The creation of new community woodland over
20 ha in size will receive priority and the
partners will aim to establish 200 ha of woods
with public access close to the urban edge as
identified in the strategy areas, by 2010.

20.15.7 The effort put into new establishment will
increase over time, and as the programme gains
momentum. It is reasonable, therefore, to
expect that the rate of establishment will not
be even but will broadly follow the pattern
indicated in Figure 20.1. Efforts will be
concentrated in those strategy areas where the
greatest change in cover is proposed.
Figure 20.1 Woodland Establishment per
10 year period

20.16

Woodland management targets are as follows:

20.16.1 Given the gradual increase in the rate of
establishing new woods, the management of
existing woodland for multiple objectives should
receive a high priority in the early years. By the
end of 1998-99, two-thirds of existing woodland
was in management, mostly under the auspices
of Forestry Commission grants.
20.16.2 The remaining one third (or about 1000 ha) will
be brought into management over the next five
years. Those woods already within areas
proposed for new woodland cover and
community use will be prioritised.
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20.16.3 By 2010, one third of existing woodlands will be
certificated to UK Woodland Assurance Scheme
(UKWAS) or equivalent standards.

20.18.4 The Forest partners will develop a strategy for
involving socially excluded groups in the Forest
by 2001.

20.16.4 By 2010, a further 1000 ha of woodland will be
secured for public access, in addition to the
existing 1000 ha.

20.18.5 A programme of educational events and
campaigns will be identified.
20.18.6

20.17

Creating and re-opening access network targets
are as follows:

20.17.1 The Forest partners will seek to ensure that
public rights of way in the Forest are legally
defined, properly maintained and well publicised
and that the local authorities will set milestones
and targets to reduce the backlog and to sustain
the improvements already achieved under the
Milestones 2000 initiative. The Public Rights of
Way network will be fully operational by 2010.
20.17.2 New access will be created through CSS,
amounting to 1000 ha by 2010. A more
detailed breakdown into open, linear and
educational access will be carried out.
20.17.3 All new gateway sites will be identified by 2005
and a programme to establish them agreed. The
Forest gateway programme will be complete by
2010.
20.17.4 The route of the Round Avon Ride will be
completed by 2005.
20.17.5 The Forest partners will develop a strategy for
the improvement and creation of new key
access routes, including greenways and
cycleways, linked to gateway sites.
20.18

Community involvement targets are as follows:

20.18.1 The Forest partners will aim to maintain a
programme of at least 250 community events
each year.
20.18.2 The Forest partners will aim to sustain over
4000 volunteer days of activity each year.
20.18.3 The Forest partners will establish a programme
to develop dedicated community groups for
woodlands and other sites (open space, wildlife
sites etc.) and will aim to develop 20 selfsustaining new groups by 2010.
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By 2010 90% of people living in the forest should
be aware of its existence and its key objectives.

20.18.7 The Forest partners will establish the means to
gather qualitative as well as quantitative data
regarding community involvement.
20.19

Targets for securing resources for
environmental regeneration are as follows:

20.19.1 A charitable company will be established to
assist with fundraising, sponsorship and land
ownership and will involve the business,
voluntary and public sector.
20.19.2 The Wood Products co-operative will be
developed and used to model other sustainable
business projects.
20.19.3 The Forest partners will identify major projects
which meet national priorities and bid for funds
to achieve them through, for example, the New
Opportunities Fund.
20.19.4 The Forest partners will develop a fundraising
and bidding strategy to complement the
business plan.
20.20

Landscape/ heritage/ biodiversity targets are as
follows:

20.20.1 Create/ restore habitats as identified in Local
Habitat Action Plans
20.20.2 Create/ restore 2500 ha of non-woodland
habitat on farmland through CSS
20.20.3 Create/ restore 150km of hedgerows by 2010.
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CHAPTER 21 - Co-ordination and Implementation
21.1 The need for further partnerships has been
identified in Chapter 18. The major question is
how the co-ordination of a new partnership will be
agreed, what form it will take and how it will
implement the Plan, given that no organisation
exists that is in a position to do so alone.
21.2 It is clear that there will need to be a co-ordinated
approach to delivering the Community Forest if the
targets are to be met and the scale and style of
forest as set out in this Plan is to be achieved. A
number of functions and tasks will need to be
undertaken on a Forest-wide basis as well as on a
strategy-area basis; principal amongst these
functions will be:

Advice and training
21.5 Throughout this plan a need for a professional and
co-ordinated approach to the main aspects of
community forestry has been identified. This
applies not only to the design and management of
woodlands, vital though this is, but also to:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

promotion and community involvement
advice and training
project initiation and co-ordination
monitoring and review.

Promotion and community
involvement
21.3 It is essential that the Forest of Avon has a clear
and separate identity which people recognise and
relate to. The establishment of the Charitable
Company will assist with this. Much has been
achieved and research is appropriate to test the
level of awareness of the Forest within the local
population. As this identity is firmly established in
the eye of landowners, companies and
communities, it will be much easier to encourage
planting and related activities as part of the Forest,
to attract sponsorship and other resources to the
Forest, and to ensure participation by local
communities in the management, development and
use of the Forest.
21.4 This clear identity will need to be established
through promotional and other activities, which
need to be professionally planned as part of a
marketing strategy and effectively implemented in
conjunction with all complementary activities.
Approaches to landowners will need to be carefully
researched and presented. Across the whole
Forest, there must be consistency of message,
balance in advice and support and clear focus of
effort as suggested elsewhere in the Plan.

■
■
■
■

archaeology
arts
communication
information and interpretation
landscape design and conservation
nature conservation
rights of way
sport and recreation (including shooting)
support for the farming community
tourism
town and country planning
volunteer and community action.

21.6 Much expertise exists already in the Forest area
but this will need to be focused and best practice,
particularly in technical areas, must also be made
available to private landowners, many of whom will
need substantial support and guidance in the early
years.

Project initiation and co-ordination
21.7 Some of the work in implementing the Forest Plan
will be opportunistic in character. As sites become
available, as developments take place or as grant
structures change, so the opportunities created will
need to be identified and grasped. This will
frequently involve the initiation of cross-boundary,
multifunctional projects, often linking with privatesector organisations to complement the resources
of the public sector. Key projects in the Forest’s
business plan will need to be initiated and managed.

Monitoring and review
21.8 The plan will be reviewed on a regular basis, as
agreed by national partners but probably after 10
years, to ensure that changing circumstances and
policies are addressed. The targets given in
Chapter 20 will be expanded in terms of resources
required, time-scale and project management and
organisations and individuals involved in the
business plan. This will also address key milestones
in achieving progress towards the development of
the Forest and give a range of performance
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indicators against which the Forest’s progress can
be measured. The business plan will be designed to
operate on a 3 year rolling programme.

Developing a coordinated approach
21.9 Having outlined a range of functions which will
need to be carried out, it will be essential for the
Forest partners to agree the practicalities of
organising this work and ensuring that the
appropriate levels of co-ordination are put in place.
Many different partnerships will be involved. Some
will relate to individual projects, others will require
a central focus if the totality of the Forest of Avon
vision is to be achieved.
21.10 The key to achieving a project of this magnitude
will be twofold:
■

ensuring that a central co-ordinating team is in
place, and

■

ensuring that effective team-working is encouraged
throughout the Forest.

Both approaches are needed, in mutual support. Given
the range of potential partners in the Forest, there is
clearly the scope for developing this co-ordinated method.
If effective team-working is developed, a central coordinating team can be small. It will, however, probably
need to change in character and expertise as the Forest
develops over time.
21.11 The co-ordinating team, in turn, will succeed best if
it is seen by all the Forest partners as providing a
focal point from which all Forest activities are
integrated together. Vital to this will be a partner
organisation acting as lead employer and host, with
an operational base which can provide a visible
focus for the Forest for the community in the area.
21.12 The team acts as honest brokers between partners
who may have different aims as far as the Forest is
concerned. They can ensure that the Forest
infrastructure is developed in accordance with the
vision set out in this Plan. They can also ensure
that effective team-working is developed and help
to support, influence, advise and train all those
involved. Reviewing the approach necessary to
deliver the Forest will be an on-going process, as
will monitoring progress towards the targets which
will be set out in the business plan.
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21.13 The co-ordinated approach will only succeed,
however, if the Forest partners continue to work
together in a co-operative manner under the
Community Forest banner. Local authorities and
private/voluntary organisations all have key roles to
play over the coming years and many of them have
contributed already as partners in the preparation
of this Plan. However, in the future it will not
simply be a matter of individual organisations going
away with their copy of the Forest Plan and
deciding in isolation what they would like to do in
their part or area of interest in the Forest.
Working together, sharing skills and expertise will
be essential to maximise opportunities and
resources, both human and financial. Partners will
need to work for the Forest, not simply in it.
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CHAPTER 22 - Statement of Understanding
Farmers, Landowners and Community Forests:
The Countryside Commission’s and Forestry Commission’s programme of Community Forests in England will
create new opportunities for farmers and landowners to provide an attractive long-term use of some agricultural
land. Vital elements in the Community Forest concept will be the retention of agricultural landscapes and the
creation of productive forests.
To ensure that Community Forests provide the best possible opportunities for landowners and farmers whilst
safeguarding their interests:
a. participation by farmers and landowners in Community Forests is, and will remain, entirely voluntary.
b. There will be no compulsory purchase of land for Community Forest purposes.
c. There will be no support for the planting of trees on tenanted land without the willing agreement of both
landlord and tenant.
d. The creation of a Community Forest does not alter the present legal position with regard to access.There will
be no obligation on farmers, or landowners, to provide additional access and the public will not have any right
of entry on to private land which does not already exist or is not willingly entered into by the farmer and
landlord.
The Community Forest programme will be guided nationally by the Countryside Commission and the Forestry
Commission, with advice from the Department of the Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food. Farmer’s and landowner’s representatives will be invited to sit on the Officer’s Steering Group, or its
equivalent, for each Community Forest and on other working parties which are relevant to their interests.
Community Forest project teams will keep in contact with the local farming community. Farmers and landowners
within each area will be involved and consulted at the appropriate stages as each community forest proposal is
developed.
Community Forest project teams will facilitate the provision of advice to farmers and landowners who are
interested in the increased opportunities for farm diversification. Project teams will also promote the preparation
of whole farm plans to maximise landscape, wildlife and other benefits for those farmers who are keen to play an
important role in these Community Forest areas.The teams will help owners manage existing access (including
public rights of way), taking account of the effects of access on farming and advise on any proposal owners may
have for providing new access. The statutory rights of landowners and occupiers will be respected and
Community Forest teams will adopt appropriate measures to ensure that the general public are made aware of
these rights.The teams will also be seeking to avoid undesirable interactions between new woodlands and
adjoining agricultural land.
In addition to grants for tree planting and woodland management from the Forestry Commission under the
Woodland Grant Scheme and annual payments from MAFF under its Farm Woodland Premium Scheme,
Countryside Commission grants for landscape conservation, informal access and recreation and access will be
targeted towards Community Forest areas. Special consideration will also be given to assessing the need for, and
level of, further financial incentives fro the Countryside Commission. Grant systems will encourage multi-purpose
woodland planting and management schemes.
The Country Landowners Association, Farming and Wildlife Advisory Group, the National Farmers’ Union of
England and Wales, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, Countryside Commission, Forestry Commission,
and Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food have jointly endorsed this statement and will maintain regular
contact at national level.The Countryside Commission, Forestry Commission and MAFF will continue to work
with these and other organisations to help farmers and landowners to benefit from Community Forests.
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